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Your Complete HP Portable Solution
HP 100LX Palmtop Computer

Introducing

HP 100LX Basic Package
HP 100LX with AppMAN! ................................ .... .......... $729

HP 100LX AppMAN!

HP 100LX with Serial CableKit
HP 100LX with AppMAN!.
PC serial cables & Serial Adapters ............. ........... $779

Manu HUle

File Specification
Startup Drv : \Oir
C,"",.. and Tall
l'1R"ory Block Size

Icon File
Scrlllln Modo
Scraan Color

HP 100LX with Connectivity Pack

HP 100LX accessories
HP 100LX 3-year Express Exchange .............. .. ............. $90
Connectivity Pack ................. .. ,... ,.............. ,... ..... ......... $109
AC adapter ........... ,............ .... .,.... ,............... ................... $39
Serial Cable for PC or Mac ......... " .. ,
........... $f?
!
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HP 100LX with AppMAN!.
Connectivity Pack .......... .... ........................ ........... $829

HP 100LX Complete Package
HP 100LX with AppMAN!. DoubleFlash 5MB,
HP Connectivity Pack, AC adapter and
Rechargeable batteries, .... .. ................................ .... $1.199
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Type of' Ret.urn

No Pau811

Light. SIIlDP : On
Block Cursor : No

C~rlr E!~i:tt~
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Pr(plpt. for Co.... and : No

Features- ALL NEW!
Get complete control of running DOS programs on your HP
100LX. Add and edit ICONS, control Video modes, color
mapping, Memory size, cursor control and much more. Now
you can easily and automatically run your favorite DOS
applications on your HP 100LX.
AppMAN! (C1215) ........................ .... .... ,.......... ,.............. .. ,...... $29
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MNIBOOK 300 & Accessories

OMNIBOOK 300 with DoubleFlash 20M ."., ...... Call
OMNIBOOK 300 with DoubleFlash 40M ........... Call
OMNIBOOK 300 with 105MB hard disk ............. TBA
OMNIBOOK 300 3-year Express Exchange .... Call
OMNIBOOK 300 Network Package
PCMCIA Ethemet 10 base 2 (coax + twisted pair) .. ,.. Call
PCMCIA Ethemet 10 base T (twisted pair only) .... ,..... Call
(Both options are NE2000 compatible)

HP 100LX Accessories
Fax/Modem 24/96 PCMCIA 2.0 .... ,.......... ,........ ,............ ,.. Call
Fax/Modem 14/14 PCMCIA2,0 .. ...... ,............ ,........ ,...... ,.. Call
Extemal Portable Modem with "DIRECT-CABLE" for
HP 100LX - No need for null IT,odems
24/96 Fax/Modem ,... ,....... .... ,.... " ... .....," ,." ......... " ... ,', ... Call
14/14 Fax/Modem ... ,.. "'''"" ..... "'' ....... " '',, ... ,, ..... ..... ,'',, .. Call
High Speed Serial 16550 card PCMCIA 2,0 " .......... " .. " .. Call
Serial to Parallel converter - "No Batteries Needed"!
weighs only 1.5 oz " .... " .... " ...... .. " ... .... " ...... ,,,, .... ,, ....... ,, .. Call

OMNIBOOK 300 Modem Package
Fax/Modem 24/96 card PCMCIA 2,0 ............ .... " .. .. " ... Call
Fax/Modem 14/14 card PCMCIA 2,0 ,,, .... ,, .... ,.. ,, .... ,.... Call
High Speed Serial 16550 card PCMCIA 2,0 ...... ,.......... Call

OMNIBOOK 300 Storage Options
DoubleFlash 20M ............... .. ................... ....... ,""',.,", ..," Call
DoubleFlash 40M .... ,...... ,...... ,.... ,...... " .... ,.. .. " ................. Call
105MB PCMCIA 2.0 Hard disk drive .. .... ........ " .... " .... " .. , TBA

• Nation-wide Shipping

ACE Technolog ies, Inc .

• Toll-Free Technical Support • Extended Warranty

ACE Technologies, Inc, 2880 Zanker Road, # 103 San Jose, CA 95134 U,S.A. (408) 428-9722 FAX (408) 428-9721
DaubleFlash and AppMANI Ofe Ifademarks of AC E Technologies. Inc O MNIBOOK and HP 1DOlX o re trademarks of Ilewlclt Packard Company

WIRELESS

INFORMATION

DELIVERY

FROM

MOTOROLA

WIRELESS INFORMATION: Power for the Road Warrior!
Infonnation is power, and EMBARC SM delivers it to the people who need it most-road warriors
like you! EMBARC Infonnation Services will keep you tuned to a variety of interests, and the
world at large, to put you a step ahead in today's fast-moving, competitive marketplace.
Your EMBARC subscription includes general news and weather from USA TODAY at no
additional charge. Optional services from USA TODAY include industry news selections such as
Technology and Telecommunications, plus Personal Investing, Insurance, International News and
even Sports-timely, useful infonnation to boost productivity.
With HeadsUpTM industry news from INDIVIDUAL, Inc. you'll receive targeted wireless news
briefs that impact your industry and professional specialty. Concise story briefs provide a quick
read and eliminate infonnation overload, and optional full-text retrieval provides details when needed.
These and other infonnation services are the perfect complement to EMBARC's fully featured,
one-way wireless networking capabilities, including wireless E-mail, reports and file updates. The
total service will keep you in the loop and productive in over 200 cities in the U.S. and Canada.
Call1-800·EMBARC4, ext 425 to see what the power L_"!!!!la~S6fIIsM
of wireless infonnation can-do for you.
..._~
By Motorola

DOS, MAC compatibility:
EMBARC service is available for
DOS·based laptops and notebooks,
HP 95LX and tOOLX palmtops, and
Macintosh PowerBooks.

J!1\ ' Motorola and NewStteam are registered trademartcs of
ICY Motorola. Inc. All other product and company names are
the propeny of their respective owners C 1993 Motorola, Inc.

Drive in the Fast Lane with Ego Fax/Modem

PCMCIA 2.0 compatible

A

Great software for HP100LX to sendJ
receive and view Fax and for OmniBook
to sendJ receive and view Fax in WindoWS/DOS.

Features:
* Send, receive and view Fax Program for HP1 OOLX.

*

Send, receive and view FAX Program for OmniBook in
Windows/DOS.

*

High speed DataCom program for OmniBook.

*

Compatible with Compuserve, Genie, Dow Jones,
MCI and BBS up to 14400bps.

*

Compatible with Data Comm and CC: MAIL on HP100LX.

14.4kbps

Platform Compatibility:

.

AST PowerExec EL, 2I25/EL, 4/25SL. Cannon NoteJet 486. Chaplet NBD
486SX-25, 486DX-33, NBE Series. CompuAdd 425TX, 425TXT. Data General
Walkabout 386SL. Dell 320SLi. Epson Action Note 4000. Grid Convertibles.
Hewlett Packard 100LX, OmniBook 300. Hyundai Courier. IBM ThinkPad
720, 500 Series. NEC UltraLite Versa, Autograph. Northgate ZXP-XL.
Panasonic CF-580. Sharp PC 6881 and 6891. Toshiba T1 OOLX,
T3300SL, T4500, T4600, T1900 series. Zenith Z-Lite series and many more.

Standards:

r----------------------------------------(Please circle/check item #)

: YES! I'd like to order:
:I Item #

: ill

Hayes AT command set, MNP levels 1-5, CCID V.42, V.42bis.

Data Modes:

:

:

I[J PCMCIA FaX//Modem 14400bps
Chaplet PIN: FM144KU

I

I
I
I
I

Fax Modes:

Name: _

I
I

Approvals available upon request. Standard with RJ-11 jack.

Western Micro

EduCAlC

SED

Belmont

Tel: (800) 634-2248
FAX: (408) 255-6491

Tel: (800) 677-7001
FAX: (714) 582-1445

Tel: (800) 444-8962
FAX: (404) 493-9481

Tel:(800) 328-2488
FAX: (61?) 454-8088

RONIN Nederland B.V. BEACON Corp. Japan

UDCGroup, Australia

Transmarco, Singapore

Tel: 078-41 4022
FAX: 078-413164

Tel: 09-368-2111
FAX: 09-367-1833

Tel :278-8988
FAX: 273-1156

$ _ __

Qty: _ _

_

_ __ __

_ __ __ __

:

Phone:*_

I

_

_ _ __ _ _ __

:

FAX: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

:

Payment By:

:
Card#

:

0
0

_ __

_

_ _ __

Check enclosed (payable to Chaplet Peripherals)
Visa
0 MasterCard
0 Discover
Exp. Date: _ _

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I

Call Chap lei today for further information or your nearest local EgoFax/Modem dlstnbutors

$459.

Other PCs

:

I

I

:

European PIT

List Price
$459.

Shipping Address: _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _
City: _ _ _ _ __
State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Country: _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

I

I

CCITT V.17: 14400bps, V.21 channel 2, CCITT V.27ter: 4800bps,
CCID V.29: 9600bps, EIA Class 2, CCITT Group III.

For
HP OmniBook,
HP100lX

CA residents add 8.25% sales tax $ _ __
Shipping & Handling (USA $10.00Ilnternational $20.00) $ _ __
Total: $ _ __

I
I
I
I

I

CCID V.32bis: 14400bps, V.32: 9600bps, V.23: 75/1200bps, V.22bis:
2400bps, V22: 1200bps, V.21: 300bps, Bell 212A: 1200bps, Bell 103:
0-300bps.

Description

PCMCIA FaX/lModem 14400bps
Chaplet PIN: FM144KUH

I

Tel: 03-3864-7361
FAX: 03-3864-8644

("

Don't be tied down by slow modems,
free up with Ego Fax/Modem.

•

.. .. '-naOlet

Note: To enable our carrier to effect prompt delivery please insert your daytime phone number.

1-----------------------------------_______ 4
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'~Ir' PERIPHERALS

252 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA.
Tel:(408) 732-7950 • FAX:(408) 732-6050

Toll free: 1-800-308-3388

HP9SLX~ and HPlOOLX ill are registered trademarks of Hewlett Packard Corporation. Ego FAX Modem lll is a registered trademark of Chaplet Peripherals.

Publisher's Message
The HP Palmtop Paper
The cover story on the HP 95LX in the
U.S. Marines is one of the best written
profiles we've had. However, it has a
very definite "U.S. Marine" point of view,
and I felt a bit uncomfortable selecting it.
It's true that the HP Palmtops and The
HP Palmtop Paper originate in the United
States. However, Palmtop usage transcends ethnic and racial boundaries and
we have subscribers from over 81 different countries - including one subscriber
from Iraq.
There has always been a strong, colHal Goldstein
lective desire in the world for peace. In
quiet moments, we realize that deep
within us there is a fundamental intelligence that unifies us all.
However, that experience is in contrast with the level of diversity
we see in the world. That diversity can lead to conflict, and most
nations establish their military forces to protect peace, not destroy
it.
The HP Palmtop is a natural companion to the mobile
military decision maker. In our cover story, Major Jim Cummiskey
describes his use of the HP 95LX in the Kuwait desert. At the same
time Major Cummiskey provides civilian Palmtop users (no matter
their national origin) with plenty of practical every day uses.
The issue is full of tips, and not only from the Major. We
continue our expanded Quick Tips and Basic Tips sections. In
addition with this issue's review of the new 100LX Connectivity
Pack we add a page of Connectivity Pack quick tips.
Also, many users will find helpful the article on using the HP
Palmtop as an every day calculator. Would-be Palmtop programmers can use Ed Keefe's Programmer's Corner as a reference for
selecting an appropriate language. HP 100LX DOS users be sure
to check out Mark Scardina's article on enhancing Application
Manager.
For those of you interested in adding useful and enjoyable
software to your Palmtop for little or no money, read the article on
the 1993 Subscriber PowerDisk and my User to User column. The
letters, new products, and advertisements complete the issue.
Hewlett Packard recently ran an ad for the lOOLX entitled: "The
road warrior's weapon of choice". Whether your every day battles
come as a soldier, a farmer, a doctor, a lawyer, a salesman, an
executive, I hope these pages provide you with ammunition for
your palmtop.
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, LETTERS :'
Give Early Subscribers
the Same Bonuses!
I just received my
July / August HP Palmtop
paper today. I noticed an
advertisement on the first
page offering all sorts of free
stuff for new or renewed
subscriptions. I just subscribed recently when I got
my 100LX and I didn't get
anything free - not even the
complimentary issue and
diskette that was offered.
As a new subscriber, I
think I should also get the
items that are being given
away currently. I signed up
for two years only two
months ago and I shouldn't
have to renew my subscription now just to get this
stuff.
e'mon, I'm a new, full
paying subscriber. I feel
entitled to the Best Palmtop
Tips booklet, the PC Card
Review, the Powerdisk, and
the Lithium Batteries.
Gary Fischman
White Plains, NY 10604

[All subscriptions which
run through May/June 1994
(check your label) will receive
the Best Palmtop Tips and PC
Card Review along with their
subscription. New subscribers
who haven't already gotten a
free issue can check their mailing label and see that they will
receive an extra free issue. By
the time you read this The 1993
Palmtop Paper Subscriber
PowerDisk should have been
mailed out. All users will receive one PowerDisk for each
year that they have subscribed.
The batteries were given as a
premium for renewing early
and saving us sending out a
series of reminder notes - Hal.]

User Dismayed Over Lack of
95LXl100LX Compatibility
I became dismayed soon
after I discovered that HP
intended to come out with
the 100LX. I and the organizations I am associated with
have quite an investment in
4

the HP 95LX Palmtop and its
peripherals, including a
number of disk drives and
docking stations from Sparcom. I was informed by
Sparcom that their Drive95
will not work with the 100LX.
Another change that's
causing problems is the
100LX's new 9-pin serial
interface. My Sparcom Station95s are built with a 4-pin
connector, so they're of no
use with a 100LX. I also fear
that all my connectivity
packages and data transfer
cables will not work with the
new Palmtop.
I am faced with several
unsatisfactory choices. I
could acquire an HP 100LX
and still utilize my 95LXs as
part of my system. But this
would mean that I have to
duplicate Sparcom drives
and docking stations, as well
as, I suspect, my connectivity
packages. I could delegate

the 95LXs to the scrap heap
and lose my investment in it,
and the original Sparcom
drives and docking stations.
The most sensible choice
seems to be to simply ignore
the 100LX. Unfortunately,
this means that I lose its
added features and utility.
Both Hewlett-Packard
and The HP Palmtop Paper
have aggressively touted the
benefits of using third party
products to enhance the HP
95LX. HP apparently designed the 100LX without
taking into consideration the
difficulties its new serial port
would cause third party
manufacturers and the users
of their products. HP ought
to have anticipated the incapacities of a 4-pin port, or it
ought to have used its engineering prowess to design
the 100LX to be able to interface with 95LX peripherals.
Marvin Stark

Richmond BC, CANADA

[Most anyone reading this
can sympathize with you . Another common related complaint
we hear is: why is there no
upgrade path from the HP
95LX to the HP 100LX?
The main changes between
the 100LX and 95LX were
based on user feedback. Users
wanted improved built-in software and increased IBM compatibility. IBM compatibility
meant a serial port that could
function like a desktop serial
port and the capability of running software on a full BOx25
screen with access to all standard PC-AT keyboard combinations.
To create a more IBM-compatible palmtop, HP had to
virtually redesign the palmtop.
If you carefully compare each
95LX piece with each 100LX
piece, you'll find there is virtually nothing in common - even
the 100LX screen is slightly
bigger. That means there was
no way that HP could provide

Electronic Pop-Up Notes for your Palmtop
Introducing

fastNOTES!
Resizable and
Overlapping Windows

TM

Global Searching
of Note contents

Imports and
Exports
Memo/ASCII
files

Easy-to-use
Pop-up Menus

fastNOTES! Features
• Create. organize and access Information as popup notes on your HP Palmtop.
• Automatic time-stamping and text formatting
• Provides free-form database with global
searching capabilities.
• Imports and Exports MEMO and ASCII files
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in 95LX applications

Index allows
fast access
to any notes

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

ACE Technologies, Inc.
2880 Zanker ROOd . Suite 103

fasiNOTES! (C 1095) ............. .... .. .......... .. ........ .. .. .. .. .. ... $69
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San Jose, California 95134 U.S.A.

Tel: 408-428-9722 Fox: 408·428·9721
(Dealers & Distributo rs welcome)

its customers with an upgrade
path and be profitable. It is sort
of like asking a car manufacturer to let you upgrade their 1991
model to a 1994 model.
Addressing your concern,
the 95LX and 100LX are really
quite compatible. All SRAM
and Flash memory cards that
work with the HP 95LX work
in the 100LX. Almost all software that works on the 95LX even system compliant EXM
programs, and the 95LX Connectivity Pack software - works
on the 100LX. Even products
such as Drive95 work with the
100LX (see my User to User
column, page 22.). A few products like Sparcom's Station95
and the HP cradle that were
made for the four-pin serial port
will not work with the 100LX.
All in all, I think HP did
quite well given all the considerations it had to balance in
creating the HP 100LX - Hal.]

Don't Set STACKS=O,O
On page 33 of the July /
August 93 issue, Ted Dickens cautiously suggested
placing the STACKS 0,0
command in CONFIC.5YS
file to save memory. He also
stated that if the system
becomes unstable remove
the command. STACK tells
DOS how much space to
allocate to handle servicing
its devices when they request the CPUs attention.
Because the power management, battery charging,
and alarm system are unique
to the 100LX, you should
NOT include this command.
Without the command, the
100LX defaults to
STACKS=9,128, which prevents your 100LX from locking up when one of these
devices requires attention.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuServe ID: [76711,732]
and ACE Technologies

balance between 95LX and
100LX information, the
cost/benefit of continuing to
be a subscriber will be questionable ....
So, though I value your
magazine and consume each
issue, I trust you will not
leave me and others like me
out in the cold while you
chase your new toy.

top Paper now that you're
supporting the 95LX and
100LX Palmtops.
I recently changed to an
HP 100LX and it seems that
the Paper is still too much
geared to the 95LX, even
after the July/August 1993
issue.
John Hutchinson
Los Angeles CA, USA

Gerry Starnes
Austin TX, USA

PTP Emphasizes
100LX Too Much

The July/August issue had
about 4 pages devoted solely to
the 95LX and 7 pages solely to
the 100LX. The rest, about 26.5
pages of letters, tips, articles,
and product announcements
were applicable to both Palmtops.
We will endeavor to maintain an editorial balance between the two Palmtops. Fortunately, it is true that we expect
many articles will relate to both
platforms. However, there will
be articles that relate to one

The HP 95LX suits me just
fine, thank you. I really don't
think that shrinkable letters
and cute pictures (a.k.a.,
"icons") make for a really
better product.
That being said, I was
very disappointed to see that
apparently The HP Palmtop
Paper is intending to veer
strongly towards articles
primarily addressing the
100LX, though "fortunately
most articles naturally relate
to both." If I do not see a

Palmtop over the other. It is
not feasible to produce separate
publications for each Palmtop.
Please continue to give us
feedback on the balance of The
HP Palmtop Paper - we value
it! - Rich Hall, Managing
Editor.]

Connecting Palmtop to
Printer Only Took
Seven Months!
I am a newcomer to the

world of megabytes and am
a little in awe of those more
knowledgeable than myself practically everyone I know
over five years old. I purchased the 95LX as a work
tool and found that it was all
I could ask for, and more.
My business takes me
around the world to places
where printers are not always available. I read the
printer article (pages 5-10,
Sep / Oct 92) and decided to

(Continued on page 48.)

Checkbook Credit Card $$ Management
IntrodUCing

CheckView !

NOW
HP 100LX

TM

Compatible!

a

SWITCHablel

Your Perfect Companion for Quicken™
Supports European
Date/ S Formats

Supports multiple
Account Files

Checkbook
interface
Instant Account
Summary

CheckView!
05/11 / 93
File: BANKAMER
Type: Bank
12/ 10 Baby Bell Telephone Co
38.66
1992 S Lon9 distance calls
310
Telephone
$
3,624.74
12/10 West Side Utility Co.
196.28
1992
Novefflber electric bill
Utilities
$
3,428.46
311
12/ 15 Ajax Manufacturin9 Co.
1,125.00
1992 S Gross salary
DEP x salar=
$
o

Hel'

'_::t

AI,

[IE-lete

. cln

Ch~n'41?

I

[):,t

On-line Help

Check View! Features
•
•
•
•

Instan~y

keeps track of your Checks, Deposits, Cash. Stocks.
Credit Cord charges as transac~ons are made
Simple checkbook user Interface with On·llne Help
Categorized transactions to show where your money Is spent
Imports and exports data with Quicken. Managing Your Money
and other programs that supports QIF and WK1 flies
Creates WK1 files for analysis with Lotus 1·2-3
Can be used as a stand-alone program on the 95LX, 100LX or PC
Fully SWITCHablel wffh built-in 95LX applications

PTP Emphasizes
95LX Too Much!

•
•
•

I'm a little concerned about
the balance of the HP Palm-

CheckView!· version 3.0 (C1205) ........ .. ..... .. .. .. ...... .. .... $49

Supports
Checks, Stocks
Credit Cards
Loans etc.

Running
Balance

Search for
transaction
history

For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

~@m ®
ACE Technologies, Inc.

2860 Zanker Rood, Suite 103
Son Jose, California 95134 U.S.A.
Tel: 408-428-9722 Fox: 408-428-9721

(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

·CheckVlewl was prevlOusiv distributed os QuICkVlewl QuICken Is 0 trademark of Intuit
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HP News
New 100LX connectivity cable supersedes original 95LX
cable; international Connectivity Packs shipping;
international outlook; reduction in Omnibook prices;
finding an HP 100LX dealer.
By Rich Hall

New Serial Cable
for Both Palmtops

Continuous
"Main Battery low" Warning

HP has discontinued the original HP
95LX PC Serial Cable. The new PC
Connectivity Cable (HP F1015A,
retail: $24.95) works with the HP
100LX and comes with a little adapter so that it can be used with the HP
95LX or the HP 48SX calculator.
The new HP 100LX Macintosh
Connectivity Cable (HP F1016A,
retail: $24.95) also comes with adapters so it can be uses with the 95LX or
48SX.

The HP 95LX can develop a problem
that causes it to continuously show
the MAIN BATTERY LOW warning,
even after installing fresh batteries.
Try running BATT95 ii from the
1993 Power Disk to correct the problem. If this fails, you're experiencing
a hardware problem. HP may fix it
for free under Extended Warranty.

Finding an HP 100LX Dealer
HP's 24-hour automated dealer locator service (call 800-752-0900) should
help you find an HP dealer in you're
area. If you're in a small town not
close to a metropolitan area, the
automated service may not be able to
help you.
Fortunately the Calculator Division has it's own locator service (call
503-752-7736; business hours: 8:00 am
to 3:00 pm Pacific Time, Monday
through Friday). You go through a
couple of computer options and then
talk to a customer service representative who will look up the closest
dealer to you that has received shipments of the HP 100LX.
There are also VAR's (value-added re-sellers) like ACE Technologies
and EduCALC that market the HP
100LX. Contact ACE Technologies at
800-825-9977 or 408-428-9722; Fax:
408-428-9721. Contact EduCALC at
800-677-7001 or 714-582-2637; Fax:
714-582-1445.
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International Connectivity Packs
Connectivity packs for the HP 100LX
are in the process of being localized.
German, Spanish, French shipments
were expected by mid-September.
Contact local H P dealers for more
information.

sian-language version of the HP
100LX. The Palmtop has been modified to accept Cyrillic characters as
well as the standard ASCII characters
seen in the west. It also has a Russian
keyboard layout.
The retail price of the Russian
version of the HP 100LX is $1,161.

Omnibook I Flash Card
Prices Reduced
Hewlett Packard recently announced
new prices for the HP Omnibook 300
and Flash memory cards.
Omnibook 300
(F-1032A) w 40MB Hard drive . . ... . . . .. .. $1,750
(F-1031A) w 10MB Flash ROM card . . ..... . $2,000
Flash memory card
(F-1012A) 5MB, doubled w Stacker . .. . .... . . $375
(F-1013A) 10MB doubled w Stacker
$600

Other International 100lXs
French, German, Spanish versions of
the HP 100LX are now shipping.
European users should contact their
local HP dealer for more information.

Japanese Orders
for the HP 100lX Strong
International sales of the HP 100LX is
going very well. Japanese orders are
stronger than expected. A number of
Kanji (Japanese character set) drivers
have been developed for the HP
100LX. Another software program
lets you phonetically input Japanese
words and output Kanji characters.
Masakiyo Tanaka, Market Development Manager, Yokogawa HewlettPackard, Tokyo, JAPAN.

Russian HP 100lX
Cherus, a Moscow-based computer
company has begun shipping a Rus-
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APPLICATION
BUILDER
FOR TIlE HP 95LX
With QAPaim you can create
custom data collection and
viewing applications for your
palmtop on your PC without
programming_ Uses an easy
screen painting approach.
Transfers data to dBase and
Lotus 123 formats. Demo available.
QA SYSTEMS, INC.
220 East 42nd Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

1800 945-1717 /212 599-1717

Fax 212-599-2614

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS

New Products Designed to
Work with the HP Palmtop pes
This section lists products new since the last issue and includes hardware, software,
books, videos, training, and services. We invite subscribers to send us information
about HP Palmtop-related products they discover. Vendors of HP Palmtop-related
products should also send us information about their products. (NOTE: Prices listed
are suggested retail. Sometimes you will be able to get a better price from a thirdparty vendor or discount catalog source.)
The IllD3 icon above the product name indicates that the product is suitable for the
95LX. The 100LX icon indicates a 100LX product. We rely on information we receive
from the manufacturer and cannot test every piece of hardware or software.
By Richard Hall and Hal Goldstein

Hardware

l-Adapters
-_
IllD3

...
I'

100LX

Cigarette Lighter
Adapters for HP
Palmtops
These adapters power your
Palmtops and accessories
from any standard 12 volt
DC vehicle cigarette lighter.
Contains current and voltage
regulation, reverse voltage
protection and surge protection. (Model PUP-lOS also
works with HP's HP82440
Infrared Printer. Model PUPlS also works with the IR
printer, and the DeskJet Portable or Cannon BubbleJet
printer. Model PUP-2S also
works with the IR printer or
the Diconix printer.)
Availability ............... Now
Pricing
PUP-105 (both Palmtops) $34.95
PUP-15 (both Palmtops) $39.95
PUP-25 (for HP 95LX). $39.95
CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953 Cabot
Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.
DEALER INQUIRES: Palmtops,
Utilities & Peripherals Co., P.O. Box
98, EI Toro, CA 92630, USA; Phone:
714-458-1578.

l__c_ a_s_es_

1

....

IlD3 100LX
Custom
Palmtop Cases
Hard leather cases custom
made of grade A, 7 to 8
ounce natural color cowhide
with a natural water resistant
finish. Features a flush belt
loop and "tuck" style camera
case fastener. Cases are also
available for HP calculators.
Availability . ... .. ... .. .. . . Now
Pricing .. .. . . . .... . .... .. $56
CONTACT: C.R. Cusack, 1100 13th
Street, Golden, CO 80401-1808, USA;
Phone: 303-279-1279.

[ Fax/Modems

I

100LX

ComCard-1
Fax/Modem Card
A 2400/9600 PCMCIA fax
modem that includes PDA
fax software for the 100LX.
Featuring V.42/V.42bis and
MNP Level 2-S error correction and .d ata compression.
ComCard-l also includes an
automatic standby and power
down feature to reduce power consumption. Features include Group III fax compatibility, EIA Class 2 capabili-

ties, a 19.2 bps DTE interface
rate and complete PCMCIA
2.1 compatibility. ComCard-l
is compatible in any Type II,
III, and Toshiba's Type IV
PCMCIA slot. ComCard-l
easily interchanges with other
PCMCIA compliant systems,
includes Windows and DOS
fax software, and comes with
a five-year warranty and tollfree technical support.
Availability ............... Now
Medium .. ... PCMCIA Type II card
Pricing
Comm Card 1 2400/9600 .. . $325
CONTACT: OataTrek, 4505 Wyland
Drive, Suite 400, Elkhart IN, 46516,
USA; Phone: 800-PCMCIA7; 219-5228000; Fax: 219-522-0822.
100LX

Ego 14400
Fax/Modem Card
The PCMCIA-card modem
sends and receives data and
faxes at 14,400 bps. EgoFax/
Modem includes V.42bis protocol, which enhances the
speed by compressing data
and insures error-free data
transmission. Three operating
modes conserve system's battery when not in use. Other
software included in the
package.
[See Advertising, page 2.}

Availability ... ... ......... Now
Medium .......... PCMCIA Card

Pricing ... .. ... . ... ... . .. $449
CONTACT: Chaplet Systems USA,
Inc., 252 North Wolfe Rd., Sunnyvale
CA, 94086, USA; Phone: 800-3083388 or 408-732-7950; Fax: 408-7326050; CompuServe 10: [76004,3660].
100LX

PalmModem
for the HP 100LX
This is a 100LX-only version
of the PalmModem 2400
baud modem card that fits in
the Palmtop's memory card
slot. Resident in the PalmModem is PalmTerm, a terminal emulation program
optimized for palmtop computer use. A variety of upload and download protocols
are provided with the terminal emulation program.
PalmModem comes with
resident facsimile processing
and transmitting software.
128K of on-board RAM is
available on PalmModem for
conversion of text to fax
transmittable data without
using the 100LX's resources.
Availability ........ . ...... Now
Medium ........ .. PCMCIA Card
Pricing ...... . ........ . .. $259
Upgrade from 95LX version $59
CONTACT: New Media Corporation,
Irvine Spectrum, 15375 Barranca
Pkwy, Building B-101 , Irvine, CA
92718, USA; Phone: 800-453-0550 or
714-453-0100; Fax: 714-453-0114.
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WARNING:
Your subscription
may be about
to expire

One of the
best newsletter deals
in the computer industry
just got better for '94!

Check address label
for expiration
date

RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE NOW TO
rHE HP PALMrop PAPER
AND GET ALL THIS •••
THE HP PALMTOP PAPER
USuper. .. " - Ken Cutler
uTerrific... " - Mark Gitlitz

IlpC CARD REVIEWII
A special report with all the
information you need to
make sense of the many types
ofPCMCIA cards becoming~~"",
available:
SRAM • FLASH· FAX/MoDEM

"... truly the most rewarding magazine I have ever subscribed to with
tons ofinformation and products
specifically for the HP Palmtops.
I don't have to go to the news agent to
browse the PC magazines for information re palmtops anymore. Thank you
very much!" - Khundry Kumulia

An invaluable reference item
whether you're looking to buy or just
looking.

IIBEST PALMTOP TIPS"

THE SUBSCRIBER

Maximize your palmtop
productivity with this collection
of the most useful tips, tricks,
shortcuts and hidden features
we've discovered in our
two years of writing
The HP Palmtop Paper.

POWERDISK

NETWORK· WIRELESS· MORE

A different PowerDisk for
every year you subscribe!
Loaded with the best Programs, Games and
Utilities we can find, many subscribers have told
us that the PowerDisk alone is worth far more
than the cost of a subscription.
But you can't buy it. You can only get it free
with your subscription to The HP Palmtop Paper.

Great for users at any level!

USE ORDER CARD THIS ISSUE
USE THE ORDER
CARD IN THIS
ISSUE OR CALL

800·373·6114
Outside U.S. 515-472-6330

OR FAX:

515·472·1879

1 YEAR

2 YEARS (save $9)

6 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
Special Report: "PC Card Review"
Special Report: "Best Palmtop Tips"
1 Subscriber PowerDisk

12 issues of The HP Palmtop Paper
Special Report: "PC Card Review"
Special Report: "Best Palmtop Tips"
2 Subscriber PowerDisks

......................... only $39

......................... only $69

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
[Integrated Systems

I

rCMCIA Card Drivesl
ImI!3 100LX

100LX

ATS Travelite
Mobile Office System
Integrated mobile office in
alight-weight travel case.
Included the HP lOOLX, printer, rechargeable battery for
entire system, software, and
other system components.
Exterior shell constructed
of durable ABS plastic. Interior compartments finished in
pigskin and suede. System
components integrated
through control panel.
Accessory features include a cigarette lighter power adapter and an AC adapter for home and office use.
Availability ........ mid December
Medium ....... integrated system
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . call
CONTACT: ATS, 172 Otis Street,
Northboro, MA 01532, USA; Phone:
800-451-4242; Fax: 508-393-9508

IC Card Drive
This is an internal card drive
for your desktop PC that interfaces with the PC's IDE
bus or an Adtron 8-bit adapter card. The drive reads and
writes Type I, II, and III
SRAM cards, Flash Cards and
ATA cards, including the
SunDisk SDP series.
Package includes card
drive, device driver software,
memory card formatting
software, other utility software, and documentation.
Availability ............... Now
Pricing
IC Card Drive ......... $295
Drive & a-bit adapter . . . . $395
CONTACT: Adtron Corp., 3050 S.
Country Club Dr., Mesa, AZ 85210,
USA; Phone: 602-926-9324; Fax: 602926-9359.

I1D3 100LX
CARDport
Card Drives
PCMCIA card drives for portable and desktop PCs. Read
Type I, II, and III cards.
CARDport eX is a batterypowered drive that plugs into
the parallel port of any computer using a standard cable.
It will read from and write to
SRAM, Flash ROM, and
PCMCIA hard drives.
CARD port ISA is a PC
card drive in the form of a
half-size PC expansion card,
which plugs into the ISA
(AT) bus of your computer. It
provides two PCMCIA sockets: one at the front in a spare
disk drive bay, and one at the
rear of the computer. CARD·
port isa supports all types of
PCMCIA cards, including
hard disk drives, fax/modems, LANs, etc.
Availability ............... Now

Pricing
CARDport eX .... . .... $299
CARDport isa ......... $299
CONTACT: CNF, Inc., 17705 Hale
Ave., Bldg I, Morgan Hill CA, 95037,
USA; Phone: 408-778-1160; Fax: 408779-6558.
m!3100LX

Little Drive
Card Drives
PCMCIA card drives for your
desktop PCs. Connects to
your motherboard via an interface card and can be
mounted internally or externally.
Little Drive I - supports
either Type I or Type II PCMCIA cards and reads all popular ROM cards.
Little Drive II - reads two
Type I or Type II memory
and I/O cards, or one Type
III card.
Little Drive AlA - supports a Type II solid state
PCMCIA-ATA or a Type III

$9IMoNTH INTERNET E-MAIL SERVICE
FOR THE

HP 95LX AND HP 100 LX.

Nationwide dialup bps access for $9 per
month • flat rate.

Canadian, European and Pacific Rim dialup
access is available at additional cost.

FREE System Manager compliant software
included.

Compatible with U.S. Robotics' WorldPort™
modem and Sparcom's SmartDock™
ComStation.

Send and receive electronic mail to subscribers
of Internet, Compuserve®, AT&T Mail™,
MCI Mail™, and all other connected networks
in the global messaging matrix.
Two-way wireless access is available over the
RAM Mobile Data wireless networks.

!~~~~:.o and 9600 bps dialup

PSILink also works on MSDOS laptops.
PSI Link Electronic Mail for Windows is available
at access speeds of up to V.32bis (14.4 Kbps).
Ask us about our LAN integration capabilities.

apS1ilnk
SM

GLOBAL MESSAGING ACCESS

PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
510 Huntmar Park Drive - Herndon, VA 22070
Phone: +1703.620.6651' E-Mail: psilink-info@psi.com'FAXBACKINFO: 1800.79fax79
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NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
PCMCIA rotating disk drive.
Also supports Sundisk mass
storage cards.
Mounting Cage - for internal mounting of Little Drives.
Availability .... .. ...... ... Now
Pricing
Little Drive I . . . . . . .. $179.95
Little Drive II ....... $192.95
Little Drive ATA . . . .. $189.95
Mounting Cage .. . . .. . $8.95
CONTACT: Coastal Electronics, Inc,
5724 La Jolla Hermosa Avenue, La
Jolla, CA 92037, USA; Phone: 619549-4148; Fax: 619-454-2611.

Software
Communications

I

IlD3 100LX
Reflection-To-Go

Italian, Latin & German.
Place your cursor on any text
and you instantly see the
meaning of the word, full
sentence meaning, grammar
and more in English.
Introductory Collection
includes the Transparent Language program, four titles in
the language of your choice,
plus an audio cassette of one
title.
Availability ... . .... ....... Now
Medium .. . . . .. ... PCMCIA card
Pricing ........ ....... ... $179
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue Norlh, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

..

Financial
l--_

I'

This is a customized version
of the popular connectivity
software that is standard for
desktops in HP 3000 shops.
The initial release of Reflection-To-Go supplies HP terminal emulation and includes
a scripting language, keyboard mapping, file transfer,
and the ability to hotkey between other applications. It
also offers enhanced modem
dialing and screen handling
and is streamlined to conserve memory.

1m

Availability .. ... .. . .. .. ... Now
Medium . ........ . PCMCIA card
Runs under SysMgr .... . ... . No
Min file size (uncompressed) .. 240K
RAM occupied when running .. 132K
Pricing .. . . ..... . . .... . . . $199
CONTACT: Walker Richer & Quinn,
Inc., 2815 Eastlake Avenue East,
Seattle, WA 98102, USA; Phone: 800872-2829 or 206-726-7263; Fax: 206322-8151.

Availability . .... . ......... Now
Medium . . . . . . . . . . .. Shareware
Runs under SysMgr ......... No
Registration fee ....... ... .. $10
CONTACT: Program is available in the
HPHAND forum, 95LX General Library
of CompuServe or on this issue of the
HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK only. You
may contact the author, John Haskell,
on CompuServe at [70750, 1243}. No
furlher contact information is available.

Tax Planner 1993 ii
Tax Planner 1993 includes the
changes brought about by the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (Clinton's tax
bill). Registered users are entitled to all new versions during 1993. As long as your
TAXES93.INI file is in either
the C: \ _DAT subdirectory or
in the same subdirectory with
TAXES93.EXE, the program
will run. (Unregistered users
cannot run the latest version.)

1 l<--.s_p_e_c_ia_liz_e_d....1

<--._
L_
an_Q_u_aQ
..e_ ..
100LX

100LX

Transparent
Language ™
PC Cards

Misc Programs
on PCMCIA Card

Lets you read real literature
in the original language. Fifteen collections contain over
67 titles in Spanish, French,

The following programs are
available on PCMCIA card,
for the HP 100LX, OmniBook,
or most PCMCIA systems.
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TarotMaster ............. $79
All 78 cards included along
with their basic interpretations, names, symbols.
StampBase .... " .... " $169
Database to catalogue your
stamps, including catalog
number, description, type,
condition, quantity, denomination, year, country, purchase date, cost, current value, and more.
Coin Base " " ......... $169
Database to catalog your
coins, including standard
coin number, description,
denomination and year.
AlgeTutor .............. $79
Learn algebra, all major topics covered.
GeomeTutor ............ $79
Learn geometry, all major
topics covered.
ChemCalc " .... ,,".... $79
Intro to the concepts of chemistry.
AstroTutor .............. $99
Intro to astronomy.
Eclipse Master .......... $79
Computes solar and lunar
eclipses, all aspects of calculations included.
FinancialSuper ......... $119
Toolbox of 49 of the most
needed financial functions.
Stock Portfolio ......... $129
Keep track of your stock
portfolio, does all computations, year-end report and
more.
FundWatch ............ $169
Track and evaluate mutual
funds. Includes analytical
graphs, charts price, performance, and more.
Market Strategist . . . . . . .. $599
Integrated program/ database
for developing and backtesting stock market trading
strategies.
AutoDirect PC Cards . . . . varies
Custom service puts your
business directories on a PC
card. Access prospects, clients, inventory, and more.
Availability .... . ..... . .. . . Now
Medium .......... PCMCIA card
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue Norlh, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

100LX

HoroScopics II ™
PC Card
Input date, time, place (longitude and latitude) and get
accurate calculations of sky
conditions at time of birth. A
horoscope chart showing zodiac constellations and the
positions of the sun, moon,
and planets. An astrological
reading is given for each category, plus oppositions, conjunctions, sextiles, trine, semisquare, and equineunx.
Availability ............... Now
Medium .......... PCMCIA Card
Pricing ..... ......... .... . $79
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue Norlh, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

PIMs

I

1m!31 100LX

Road Manager 1.0
This "Personal Travel Manager" is an easy-to-use database
designed to give travelers
practical help navigating the
Interstate highways of the
U.S. Road Manager prompts
users through steps, from
telling the computer where
they are, to asking what they
want and where they are
headed.
Road Manager contains a
database of more than 15,000
restaurants, 6,000 service stations, 8,000 hotels & motels,
2,000 local attractions &
malls, 2,000 hospitals, tollfree 800 phone numbers, and
city-to-city directions nationwide. Also includes membership in Quest International
Club, for hotel & motel discounts.
Availability ............... Now
Medium ... . ... ..... Floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr . ..... .. . No
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $59.95
CONTACT: Palmtree Products, 145
Washington Street, Norwell, MA
02061, USA; Phone: 617-871-7050;
Fax: 617-871-6018.

NEW THIRD PARTY PRODUCTS
100LX

Home
Inventory PC Card
Provides a way to keep records of possessions, credit
cards, and important papers.
Records can be updated,
changed, searched, sorted or
printed. Multiple files can be
kept (for example, one for
home and one for business).
Menu driven with pop-up
screens. Categories available
are: item, location, cost, current value, date, warranty
expiration, model number,
serial number, and comments. The program offers
easy search capability.
Availability ............... Now
Medium .... . ..... PCMCIA Card
Pricing ...... . ... . .. . .. . . $119
CONTACT: Timberlake Industries,
7420 Unity Avenue North, Brooklyn
Park, MN 55443, USA; Phone: 612229-6260; Fax: 612-566-6727.

Word Processors

I

100LX

ChiWriter 3 Scientific
Word Processor
Consists of a Palmtop and PC
version that allow full text
editing. The palmtop version
is just over lOOK, and includes 14 fonts. The PC version is used for spell checking, printing and font design.
An HP LaserJet or PostScript
compatible printer is required
for printing. The program
allows full WYSIWYG word
processing on the HP 100LX,
with correct display of all
fonts and mathematical structures. Special screen fonts
and keyboard maps for the
Palmtop are provided.
Availability ..... .. .... .... Now
Medium . .. . ....... . Floppy disk
Min file size (uncompressed) . -100K

Pricing - ChiWriter
Full copy . . . . . . . .. $99.95
Upgrade, existing user . $49.95
Pricing - Conversion Utilities
To WordPerfect. . . . . . $59.95
to TeX scientific format $74.95
Pricing - Russian font set .. $29.95
(20% educational discount to researchers, teachers, students)
CONTACT: Horstmann Software, 10
South Third Street, Suite 350, San
Jose CA, 95113, USA; Phone: 800736-8886 or 408-298-0828; Fax: 408298-6157.

Publications &
BBS Services
ElD3 100LX
ACCESS BaS
The ACCESS BBS of the University of Alabama in Huntsville has opened a files conference (#17) on HP's line of
handheld products, including
the 28 and 48 calculators and
the 95LX and 100LX Palm-

tops. This is a community
service BBS dedicated to the
advancement of personal
computing.
This conference has hundreds of shareware files for
HPs, even Goodies Disks 1-8.
The BBS is operational 24
hrs per day, 7 days a week
and includes 100LX Files &
Utilities as well as 95LX Databases, Topcards & Graphics, File Utilities, Text Files,
Applications, Programming,
Communications, Games, and
Utilities.
It's baud rates are from
300 to 14400 bps. When a
caller first logs on to the BBS
they will have 15 minutes on
the main board to choose
Join Conference #17 (the HP
Files Conference), then they
are automatically upgraded
to full status, 60 min and
2MB of downloads per day.
Availability . .... .. ........ Now

FREE EduCALC CATALOG
Choose from hundreds of software and hardware accessories at discount prices for the HP 95 and HP
100LX palmtop computers at discount prices_ You'll see new products-including the Sundisk flash
to 20/40 mg) and connectivity packs-for the HP 100LX_

(800)677 -7001 ext. 102 for your free catalog today

~======~~--~-

~

* Free EduCALC Newsline *
* Personalize your palmtop! *

~

* EduCALC trade-in offer *

~

* Free technical support ~ *

~

~

Keep up to date on new products and developments regarding the
HP palmtops! Call our free 24-hour newsline at (714)582-3976_

~

Protect and personalize your investment with an engraved nameplate. $5.95 if you send us your plate; $6.95 with a new plate from
EduCALC (up to 18 standard characters). Call today to place your
order: (800)677 -700l.

~

Trade in your HP 95LX and save even more on your new HP
100LX. Limited time offer--call now! (800)677-7001.

Personalized Name Plate-$5.95

If you're not sure which product is best for you, call our
knowledgeable technical support department. (714)582-2637.

rli~ HEWLETT

a:a PACKARD

Your HP authorized dealer
for all HP 95/100 accessories
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Medium ............. . ... BBS
Pricing ....... No service charge
BBS Phones
300-2400 service .. 205-895-6152
9600-14400 V.32bis 205-895-6992
Sysop . .. . . ...... Jim McCullars

IilD3

100LX

Portuguese BBS
BoardWalk BBS is an HP
Palmtop BBS in Portugal.
Availability ........ Now
Medium ........... BBS
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . .. N / A
BBS Phone +351-1-8498342
Sysop ..... Pedro Metello

IilD3

100LX

PowerUser
A monthly 5-hour video devoted to the HP Palmtops,
showing how different users
set up their Palmtops, how to
use built-in applications,
what 3rd party programs
look like before you buy
them, and many possible uses of your Palmtop.
Availability ............... Now
Medium .......... video cassette
Pricing per tape .......... $5.99
Six month subscription . ... $41.97
(+ shipping and handling)
CONTACT: New Visions, 4000 S.
Redwood Road, Bldg. F #2051, Salt
Lake City, UT 84123, USA; Phone:
801-977-8774.

Upgrades,
Updates,
Corrections
IilD3 100LX
Freyja 2.1 Upgrade ii
Update of a popular freeware
text editor. Version 2.1 includes 100LX support, new
"floating" menus on the 95LX,
tiny font support on the
95LX, better international
support, a handful of new
commands and rewritten and
expanded documentation. 2.1
is supposed to be quicker
than previous versions.
ORDER FREYJA DIRECT:
You send either blank diskettes and SASE, or US $3.00
per disk to: Craig Finseth,
1343 Lafond, St. Paul, MN
55104, USA. Disk Require-

ments: Freyja only (two low
density 5.25" or one low density 3.5"). Memutil only (one
5.25" or 3.5" disk).

Iim!3 100LX
Futura Carrying
Cases Price
Correction
These perimeter zippered,
padded cases for your HP
Palmtops were described on
page 8 of the July/August
1993 issue. The correct prices
are listed below.
Availability ............... Now
Pricing
Futura 50 ............. $50
Futura 75 ...... . ...... $55
CONTACT: E&B Company, 1013 Mc
Rae Way, Roseville, CA 95678, USA;
Phone: 800-986-CASE; Fax: 916-7829306.

Iim!3 100LX
IntelliLink for
Windows 3.0 Upgrade
This version of IntelliLink
adds support for the HP
100LX and OmniBook 300.
Transfer, translate, and reconcile data between these HP
computers and popular desktop applications. Exchange
Appointment Book, Phone
Book, and ToDo data with
the following PC applications: ACT! for Windows,
ASCII (CSV) Files, dBASE,
ECCO, Lotus Organizer,
PackRat 4.1, Paradox, Sidekick 2.0, Windows Cardfile,
and Calendar. MEMO and
DATABASE support will be
added in the near future, as
well as translation for additional PC applications.
The previous user interface has been rewritten for
version 3.0 to allow for greater ease of use and additional
functionality. You can now
transfer subsets of data using
filters. IntelliLink SmartMerge™ notifies you of data
conflicts. Create custom field
mappings to place data
where you want it. In addition to traditional Palmtop-toapplication support, you can
transfer data between supported desktop applications.
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Availability ...... . .. . .. . .. Now
Medium ......... 3.5" floppy disk
Runs under SysMgr . . .. . .. . . No
Pricing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.95
CONTACT: IntelliLink, Inc., 98 Spit
Brook Road, Suite 12, Nashua, NH
03062, USA; Phone: 603-888-0666;
Fax: 603-888-9817.
m!3I100LX

Message 2.0 ii
Upgrade
Message 2.0 automates your
access to CompuServe forum
messages and mail, and saves
you money by limiting the
time you spend on-line.
Message was designed for
both the HP 95LX and 100LX
Palmtops. It has special support for the 100LX, allowing
you to use all three screen
modes (40x16, 64x18, and
80x25). MEMO on the 100LX
may be used as your editor.
Additional features include intelligent indexing,
jump and search commands,
file downloading, and automatic binary mail download.
Message 2.0 must be run
with fastCOMM! or COMMO
communications software. An
external editor such as VDE
is recommended.
Message 2.0 works equally well on DOS-based desktop or laptop computers.
Availability . . . . ..... .. .... Now
Medium ............. shareware
Runs under SysMgr ......... No
Shareware registration . . .. . .. $20
CONTACT: Available on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK or in Library
5 of CompuServe's HPHAND forum.

Iim!3 100LX
Sundisk Card
Distributors
There are a number of distributors of Sundisk Flash ROM
cards in the U.S. and Europe,
including ACE Technologies,
EduCALC and Seagate International. HP itself markets
5MB and 10MB versions of
the card. CONTACT:
HP authorized dealers;
ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 Zanker Road, Suite 103,
San Jose, CA 95134, USA;
Phone: 800-825-9977 or 408428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.
EduCALC, 27953 Cabot

Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677, USA; Phone: 800-677-7001
or 714-582-2637; Fax: 714-5821445.
Seagate International, 920
Disk Drive, Scotts Valley, CA
95067, USA; Phone: 408-4388111; Fax: 408-438-7852.
100LX

Software Revision
Lets Thincard Card
Drives Program 12
Volt Flash Cards
Page 21 of the July/August
93 issue states that the Databook TMD 550 cannot write
to a 12 volt Flash Card. Owners of the TMB-200, TMB-240,
TMD-500, and the TMD-550
ThinCardDRIVEs will be able
to write to 12 volt Flash cards
as well as 5 volt cards if the
user has revision 2.15 of the
ThinCardDRIVE software
installed. Owners of the
TMB-201 will not be able to
write to 12 volt cards.
Users wishing to upgrade
the ThinCardDRIVE software
should contact Databook.
Availability .. . . .. .. . . ... . . Now
Medium .... ... ..... Floppy disk
Upgrade Price . ............ $35
CONTACT: Databook Inc., 10 Alder
Bush, Rochester, NY 14624, USA;
Phone: 716-889-4204; Fax &Modem:
716-889-2593.

iiiiii
Shareware Mentioned
in Third Party Products
On the HP Palmtop Paper
ON DISK
'CIS "SHR
'CIS -SHR
'CIS

TAXES93 - SIO 93
MESSAGE - SID 93
FREYJA21 - SID 93

'CIS - Also available in the HP
Handhelds forum of CompuServe.

"SHR - SHAREWARE is software
distributed free of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide to
use it, you must pay the author the
shareware fee. This includes any
shareware found on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe.
AOL - Many of these files may be
found on American Online in the
Palmtop Ubrary (keyword Palmtop).

HP 100LX
Connectivity Pack
A first look at the new HP 100LX
Connectivity Pack that lets you
communicate with your desktop PC and
comes with desktop versions of
the HP 100LX PIM software.
By Robert Roney

Users have been waiting months for
the release of the HP 100LX Connectivity Pack. Now that it has finally
arrived, it is getting very mixed reviews. Some users love it, others
think it should be sent back for further testing and improvements.
The HP F102lA Connectivity Pack
(also referred to as CPACK 100 in
this article) lets you connect your HP
100LX to a DOS based PC compatible
computer. CPACK 100 also gives you
desktop PC versions of most of the
100LX built-in applications. It comes
with a 9-pin PC-to-IOOLX serial cable
and adapters that let you connect the
100LX to the following:
• 25-pin serial port of a Pc.
• 25-pin serial port on a modem.
• 25-pin serial port on a printer.
• a 9-pin serial port on a modem.
• 10-pin male to 4-pin female so the
cable can be used with the 95LX or
48SX.

CPACK 100 Software
Although both 95LX and 100LX Connectivity Packs have similar functions, most programs in the 100LX
version were completely rewritten.
CPACK 100 comes with PC versions
of most of the 100LX built-in applications on both 3.5" and 5.25" disks.
The software includes Application
Manager (the main screen), Appointment Book, Phone Book, HP Calc,

Data Base, Memo Editor, Note Taker,
Filer, and Setup. It also has two applications not on the 100LX:
Xlate/Merge and Server.
XLATEIMERGE allows you to merge
separate Appointment Book files or
Phone Book files into a third file. It
also lets you translate Appointment
Book files or Phone Book files between 95LX Phone and Appointment,
100LX Phone and Appointment and
Comma Delimited. In addition, it has
a "Synchronize" function to make two
Phone Book or Appointment Book
files Identical.
SERVER lets the 100LX's built-in
REDIRECTOR software treat the
desktop PC drives like additional
drives. That means that you can
connect your Palmtop to your desktop and access your PC's drives as if
they were additional drives on your
100LX.
Finally, the 100LX Connectivity
Pack software may be run as a DOS
application under Windows. HP
supplies a PIF file and icon file to
make the Windows installation easier.

Good Functionality
With a Few Ragged Edges
The over all selection of software and
its functionality is good. However,
like a new suit finished in a rush,
there are a few ragged edges, a few

missing pieces and some last minute
patches.
CPACK 100 is missing Stop
Watch, World Time, and System
Macros applications. (The equivalents
to all these programs are included in
the 95LX Connectivity Pack software.)
Both the 95LX and 100LX let you
"task switch" between applications by
pressing the blue hotkeys. It's one of
the most convenient features of the
Palmtops. The 95LX Connectivity
Pack software lets you task switch,
but the 100LX Connectivity Pack
software does not. The lack of task
switching between applications,
makes using the 100LX Connectivity
Pack software very different than
using the same suite of programs on
the 100LX.
Another feature missing from the
CPACK 100 software is the ability to
run System-Manager Compliant EXM
programs on your desktop. The 95LX
Connectivity Pack software would let
you create an APNAME.LST file on
your desktop and run an .EXM program. You cannot do this with
CPACK 100.

Strengths and Weaknesses:
A Comparison
The following list of strengths and
weaknesses of the HP 100LX Connectivity Pack is based on our own
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experience and user reactions from
CompuServe's HP Handheld forum:

• TSR's loaded on the your desktop
may conflict with loading the program or with ALT key menu selection.
• Reports of Import or Comma Delimited Files failing. Merge apparently has similar limits.
• The default IRQ settings for COM
3 & COM 4 are not set and they must
be properly configured in SETUP
before use.
• Tricky (but possible) to make it
work under OS/2.
• The TREE directory of the PC hard
disk drive displayed from FILER can
have missing subdirectories.

EXM programs (System-Manger
Compliant software) on the desktop
PC limits the users ability to accomplish the same tasks on the PC that
they can on the 100LX.
The REDIRECTOR is part of the
100LX's built-in ROM software, and
as such is always available. However,
users are frustrated by its slowness,
especially when compared with the
transfer speeds of LapLink 3.0, ZIP
.COM, and Interlink (see Ron Crain's
timed tests in the Tips section of this
article). The FS.COM program speeds
up REDIRECTOR a little, but its
slowest competitor is still three times
faster.
Finally, requiring an EGA or
higher monitor and a 286 processor
to run support software for the 100LX, a CGA / MONO system with an
8086 processor, seems illogical. Some
users of the HP Palmtops are quite
happy with an older, less expensive
XT class machine and will simply not

STRENGTHS
• The manual is fairly complete.
• PC versions of all the main builtin 100LX programs runs faster, with
the same user interface on the larger
screen of the desktop Pc.
• FILER works well for transferring
files, even at 115,200 baud.
• The built-in REDIRECTOR allows
you to connect with another PC and
access its drives as though they were
local 100LX drives.
• The FS.COM program is included
to fix some of the problems with REDIRECTOR.
Room to Improve
• You can Merge and Synchronize The exclusion of System Macros and
PHONE & APPT files.
task switching is surprising. Many
• The user can resolve conflicts when 95LX users make extensive use of
merging two phone or appointment System Macros to automate repetitive
books by giving one file priority or tasks and for switching files and
making a selection at each conflict.
applications. Also, the inability to run
• CPACK 100 allows translation
between any three file formats,
PHONE, APPT, and Comma Delimit- . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
ed when importing or exporting files.
WEAKNESSSES
• No task switching.
• No System Macros.
• EGA or greater required, doesn't
work on CGA or MONO screens.
• Requires a 286 processor, will not
work on XT class machines.
• REDIRECTOR slow with intermittent problems.
• REDIRECTOR requires FS.COM,
fixes two problems: improves the
performance when running at higher
baud rates and eliminates destroying
database files when the 100LX is running as the client.
• REDIRECTOR drive mappings can
conflict with your network drive
mappings, even if you don't use
redirector.
• Can't run EXM System-Manager
compliant programs.
• Can't import/export or synchronize PHONE or APPT databases with
a non-standard field order.
II World Time and Stopwatch are not
included.

.

The desktop ThinCardDRIVE'" transfers data effortlessly between
Palmptops and MS-DOS®or MS-Windows®PCs. Plugs right into the
printer port. Pass-thru feature retains printer operation. Model TMD-500
reads and writes SRAM cards, TMD-550 SRAM & FLASH cards. Fully
, PCMCINJEIDA compatible, with the industry's broadest range of
•
card supplier and platform support. It's quick and easy.
",,,. Isn't it time you put one on your expense report?

~ For further information: Databook Inc. sales
_
office 10 Alder Bush, Rohester, New York 14624 ==
Th,nCardDRIVE isatrademark
Phone 716-889-4204 Fax 716-889-2593
==
of Databook, Inc.
OEM/Dealer inquiries welcome.
~,,,,,,,,
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buy the 100LX Connectivity Pack.
The CPACK 100 sports a full-sized
screen, but some of the flexibility
found on the 95LX Connectivity Pack
is missing.
Even with the above mentioned
problems, the 100LX Connectivity
Pack programs are still very useful to
have on your desktop PC and many
users have not run into any of the
reported problems. The PHONE and
APPOINTMENT book merge and
synchronization capability will be
especially useful to those who have
an assistant entering information at
the office while they are out.
The operating problems seem to
appear most on desktop PC systems
that have many TSR's running. I
didn't encounter any problems installing or running on HP 100LX
Connectivity Pack software on my
system. I was also able to install it in
Windows using the PIF and icon files
provided with CPACK 100.

It's the Cheapest Health
Insurance You Can Buy ...
If You Don't Believe Us,
Just Ask TakeCare, Inc.
TakeCare, Inc. is one of the largest HMO 's
in the country. TakeCare has recently selected the Personal Food AnalysVHP 95LX as the
consumer nutritional analysis tool of choice
for its TLC (Take Lifelong Care) Well ness program.
If you 'd like to find out why, you can try
the Personal Food Analyst FREE for 30 days.
Included in this offer is an infovideo on using
the software to improve your diet. If you
decide to purchase the software you will also
receive the handbook 'Secrets of a
Professional Dieter'. This booklet is available
exclusively through Mirical Nutrition
Corporation.

See for yourself why TakeCare has chosen
the Personal Food Analyst. Call today- just
for the health of it!

800.732.7707

MIRICJ:.L

Filer works well for transferring
files. I had no trouble with the REDIRECTOR. It is not fast, but if you
don't have 4 megabytes of files to
move or move them infrequently, it
is neither difficult nor painful to use.
The built in applications are useful to
manage and merge files on the Pc.
For the average user it's a very useful
package. If the problem areas or the
missing features mentioned are important for your planned use, check
them out carefully before you buy.
HP has generally spoiled us with
great products. As an improvement
on the 95LX, the 100LX went way
beyond many of our expectations. It
was natural to expect the same level
of superiority in the add-on products
like the 100LX Connectivity Pack.
When we got less than that, we may
have felt some disappointment.
Hewlett-Packard has said that
they are aware of some problems
with the HP 100LX Connectivity

Pack. They are reportedly working
on an upgrade that will fix the problems and provide more features.
To sum things up, the HP 100LX
Connectivity Pack is a nice suite as is.
However, a few alterations here and
there will help to improve its fit.

Order Information
HP 100LX
Connectivity Pack . . . . . . . $119.49
(HP F1021A) Connect 100LX to DOS compatible PCs; includes file transfer software,
translation utilities, connectivity cable, and
modem, printer, and 95LXl48SX adapters.
CONTACT: Authorized HP dealers
worldwide. To locate an authorized dealer in
the U.S., call 800-443-1254. You can also
purchase the 100LX and it's accessories
from ACE Technologies, Phone: 800-8259977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721;
or EduCALC, Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.
NOTE: Suggested retail prices are listed.

InlelliLink®
Tile Intelligent Linle
•
•
•
•

TransferslTranslates important data between your HP 95LX and desktop PC
Reconciles data, notifying you when conflicts are found
Controls what data is transferred, how it's formatted and where it's transferred
Keeps your UP 95LX and PC data in synch!

Intellilink for Windows
Intellilink/XlT (Add-In)

$99.95
$69.95

"IntelliLink surpasses other desktop-to-palmtop
links in its ease of use, its smart way of handling
of data files, and its error correction features
during uploads and downloads."

Windows Sources
June, 1993
"IntelliLink is a major step forward in the effort
to make your palmtop and desktop machines a
smoothly functioning team."
PC Magazine,
April 28, 1992
"IntelliLink removes the user from the
complexities of accurately translating data
between file formats."

The HP Palmtop Paper,
MarchiApril1992

SUPPORTED SOFTWARE:
Lotus Organizer
PackRat
Commence
Current
Sidekick 2.0
AmiPro
Word for Windows
WordPerfect for
Windows

Lotus 1-2-3
Excel
dBASE
Paradox
ACT! for Windows
Calendar Creator
Plus
WordPerfect
Office

All products listed are trademarks or trade
names of their respective entities.

To order or for more info contact:
IntelliLink Corp.
98 Spit Brook Rd., Suite 12
Nashua, NH 03062
Tel: (603) 888-0666
Fax: (603) 888·9817
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CPACK 100 TIPS
Following are some tips and helpful
information to help you understand
and use the 100LX Connectivity
Pack from CompuServe's HPHAND
forum.
COMPARATIVE TIMED TESTS OF
CPACK 100 REDIRECTOR
I ran some timing tests copying
4.4MB of files from my HP Flash
Card to the PC hard disk using
LapLink 3.0a, ZIP.COM, 100LX
Connectivity Pack REDIRECTOR
and FILER, and INTERLINK from
DOS 6.0.
All tests were conducted at
115,200 baud, except where noted.
The REDIRECTOR would not run
beyond 38,400 bps without FS
.COM. I found no errors in the
transferred files. The higher KB/sec
numbers indicate that the file transfer is faster:
Description

Speed KB/sec

LapLink 3.0a
From HP SysMan; Turbo Mode. 13.1
From DOS; Turbo Mode ...... 13.1
Device driver from DOS; Xcopy/S 10.4
Device driver from DOS; CopyNIS 9.3
ZIP.COM . . .... . .... .. .... . 8.1
CPACK 100
Filer (Tag All files &dirs) ... . .. .
Redirector (19,200 bps) . . . . ...
Redirector (38,400 bps) .. .. . ..
Redirector wIFS.COM (57,600 bps)

2.9
1.2
1.9
2.4

DOS 6 INTERLNKJlNTERSVR
Xcopy/S . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. 7.2
CopyN ...... .. .... . ...... . 7.4

It is obvious that CPACK transfers are in a different league - the
slowest. LapLink was the fastest at
file transfer. ZIP was the fastest
non-Laplink alternative, three times
faster than CPACK.
LapLink 3.0 has an installable
device driver which functions just
like the CPACK redirector or DOS
6.0 Interlnkllntersvr. It allows you to
map the drives of one machine onto
the other. You can then run any
other DOS command or program to
access the mapped drives. Laplink
3.0 has been around since 1989.
Ron Crain
CompuSeNe 10: [70011,307]
LIKES CPACK 100
I just got the CPACK 100 and it
works without any of the problems

that I have seen described in
CompuServe. It's nice to be sitting
at my desk using the same interface on the PC when looking at the
1ooLX data. The speed of the applications on a PC is much better than
the 100LX. It also has the merge
and translate options which should
make it worth the price. I strongly
recommend the CPACK 100.
Gal}' Gelbfish
CompuSeNe 10: [73122,3117]
PROBLEM WITH ALT KEY
If you're having problems with the
ALT key, try selectively disabling
the TSRs running on your PC.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuSeNe 10: [76711,732]
and ACE Technologies
SPEED UP THE REDIRECTOR
At higher baud rates, an increasing
number of transmission errors start
happening, and when the REDIRECTOR gets transmission errors,
it "times out" before retrying. The
more errors, the more "time out"
periods, the slower things go.
FS.COM is a TSR that comes
with the CPACK 100, but it is not
documented. It was a late addition
which IMPROVES (not fixes) the
speed issue wnh REDIRECTOR at
higher baud rates. It also fixes a
bug in the 100LX ROM version of
the REDIRECTOR that destroy
database files when running as the
client. The bug was actually fixed in
the CPACK 100 version of the REDIRECTOR.
You have to copy FS.COM over
to your 100LX and create an
AUTOEXEC.BAT file that runs FS
before 100 (SysMgr). After you
have created the AUTOEXEC.BAT
file, closed all 100LX applications
and then reboot the system (press
~-IALTI-IDEq).

Everett Kaser
CompuSeNe ID: [70662,2540]
HOW TO USE COM 3 & COM 4
When using COM 3 and COM 4
with CPACK 100, it is IMPERATIVE
(as documented early in the manual) that you run CPACK 100, go
into SETUP, and configure the
COM ports properly. The default
IRQ settings for COM 3 and COM 4
are, I believe, 0, which is of course,
wrong no matter what your hardware set up is. This MUST be done
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or COM3/COM4 won't operate
correctly.
Everett Kaser
CompuSeNe 10: [70662,2540]
FIND MISSING DIRECTORIES
Some users have reported subdirectories missing when viewing their
hard drives from FILER or PHONE
in CPACK 100, even when they are
visible form DOS. This is due to a
variable space limit that normally
would not effect 100LX users, but
might on a hard disk system with
lots of files. You can still access the
unseen directories from PHONE's
File Open dialogue box by typing in
the path name directly.
Mark Scardina [TeamHP]
CompuSeNe ID: [76711,732]
and ACE Technologies
SYNCHRONIZE PHONE BOOKS
I was unable to synchronize two
PHONE files through REDIRECTOR even wnh FS.COM loaded.
The PHONE files had the same
name, one on the PC and one on
the 1ooLX. It appears that it is more
reliable and quicker to:
1. Use different names (e.g.,
HPPHONES.PDB and
PCPHONES.PDB).
2. Copy HP file to PC using Filer.
3. Synchronize the files on the
PC's hard drive.
4. Copy HP file back to 1ooLX.
Hal Wyman
CompuSeNeI0:[7351~2754]

NO EXM'S
No, you can't add .EXM programs
to the CPACK 100, just .EXE's. The
.EXE's can still be System-Manager
' Compliant applications. PAL.ZIPi i,
in CompuServe Information Service's HP HAND library 9, is an
example of a system-compliant
program written in C. It controls the
color palette for CPACK 1oo's display. All the program code is included to demonstrate how to create
System Manager Compliant application for the 100LX.
Everett Kaser
CompuSeNe 10: [70662,2540]
RESOLVE CONFLICT WITH
NETWORK DRIVES
I noticed that my PC's I: and J:
network drives became invalid after
running the 100LX's Connectivity

Pack. HP Tech Support and I figured it out.
It is necessary to set up the
REDIRECTOR's Client drive mappings even if you never use the
REDIRECTOR! The default mappings use PC drives G: H: I: and J:.
I had network drives mounted on I:
J: and K:, causing a collision on the
I: and J: drives. Fortunately the
problem was easy to solve.
I went into the CPACK's Setup
application and typed IMENU IRe
to bring up the Client Settings dialog box. Then I pressed ~ for
the Advanced Settings dialog box.
This box lists two columns of drive
letters. The left column contained
drives G: through J:, while the right
column was almost empty except
for a C: next to the left column's G:.
Alii had to do was change the I:
and' J: in the left column to drive
letters that were not yet used on my
PC. Then close the open dialog
boxes, exit Setup and CPACK 100,
and reboot the PC to remount the I:
and J: network drives.
With this change, entering the
CPACK 100 no longer disrupts my
PC's network drives!
Kerl}' Veenstra
CompuSeNe 10: [72712,1243]
ALTERNATIVES TO CPACK 100
I use DCS95 and DC95 from the
HP 95LX Connectivity Pack almost
every day to backup the 15MBs on
my 100LX FlashCard to my desktop
PC. It works great at 115,200 baud.
I usually Terminate SYSMGR when
I use n with my HP F1023A PC-to100 LX cable.
Stanley Oobrowski
CompuSeNe 10: [71031,2162]

iiiiii
Shareware Mentioned
in Third Party Products
On the Palmtop Paper
ON DISK
'CIS

PAL.ZIP - SID 93

'CIS - Also available in the HP
Handhelds forum of CompuServe.

AOL - Many of these files may be
found on American Online in the
Palmtop LibraI}' (keyword Palmtop).

The 1993 PowerDisk

THE

The 1993 Subscriber PowerDisk is packed
with software to help you get the most
out of your 95LX or 100LX. It includes
software to monitor batteries, compress
files, create DOS/System Manager
macros, play music, and more.

1993 PowerDisk

~

By Ed Keefe
[Editor's note: The HP Palmtop Paper
subscribers can expect one Subscriber
PowerDisk for each year they subscribe.
That means most of you will be receiving
the 1993 PowerDisk shortly. What follows is a preview of the new disk. Hal]
Each year's Subscriber PowerDisk
presents a new challenge. This year
we faced the challenge of wading
through almost four megabytes of
programs, data files and text files to
come up with the most useful software for HP Palmtop Paper subscribers.
Our criteria was that the programs be useful or enjoyable and
free. We did make several exceptions.
There is some "postcardware" where
the author asks you to register your
software if you like it, by sending
him a postcard. We also decided to
include the latest version of 95BUDDY, a truly exceptional piece of software that will enhance your HP 95LX
in ways you have never dreamed. If
after a trial period, you decide to
continue to use 95BUDDY, you are
required to send in a shareware fee.
We had to double the size of this
year's PowerDisk to accommodate the
growing amount of useful or enjoyable programs available for both the
95LX and the lOOLX. Last year we fit
all the programs on one 360K floppy.
This year only by compressing 1.2MB
of files were we able to fit them all
onto one nOK floppy disk. What
you'll find on this year's PowerDisk
are programs that will add value to

your palmtop and pleasure to your
computing practice.
We've selected files that will benefit both HP 95LX and HP lOOLX
owners.
Many of the programs on the disk
are available on such services as
CompuServe and American On Line.
However, the PowerDisk also contains
new files that have not appeared
elsewhere that enhance the 95LX and
lOOLX.
Compression programs are very
useful for palmtop users tight on
disk space. Archiving features of
many compression programs allow
users to group related files into one
large file. This year we include LHA,
an excellent freeware compression/ archiving package. The software
on the PowerDisk is compressed into
self-extracting files. To decompress
the file, copy it to a disk that's big
enough to hold it and it's decompressed files. Then at the DOS
prompt, type the name of the file
without its file extension. For example, to decompress TAB95.EXE, copy
it to your hard drive and type tab95

0

HP Palmtop
Paper

D

-

0

at the DOS prompt.
The SETUP. BAT and DECOMP.BAT batch files included on the
PowerDisk helps simplify the whole
process.

Using the PowerDisk: Hardware
and Software Requirements
You'll need an external floppy drive
or a desktop PC with a floppy drive
to install the PowerDisk software.
Your floppy drive will have to be
able to read a low-density (720K) 3.5"
disk or a high-density (1.2MB) 5.25"
disk. Ideally, you will have a hard
disk on your PC to expand the compressed files before transferring them
to your Palmtop.
You'll also need an HP serial
cable (FI015A) to connect your
palmtop to a desktop PC or an external disk drive.
Finally, you'll need the HP Connectivity Pack or a communications
program such as Kermit or ZIP.COM
to transfer the files from the desktop
PC to your HP Palmtop. ZIP.COM is
included on the disk in the compressed file, ZIP163LX.EXE.

------

•

~"

.

~'

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ed Keefe is an author, programmer, computer science
instructor, and long-time contributor to support publications
for HP computers. He is the president of the FastAid
Company, 314 S. W. Logan, Ankeny, IA 50021. Ed's CompuServe ID# is [75300,3667J.
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SPECIAL

PRICING!

HP95LXor O
HP100LX Memory:
1 MB ....... $165
2 MB ........ 310
w/FREE Extra Battery

Si/)) Ie
INCORPORATED

"The Simple Solution
to More Memory"

Macintosh users will need a connectivity program like MacLink Plus
to transfer files to the HP Palmtop.
The files can be decompress on the
palmtop or on the Mac with the PC
emulation program Soft PC.
Sparcom Drive95 users need only the
Drive95 to transfer and decompress
the files.

Getting Support
Almost all of the files on this year's
PowerDisk are either DOS applications or data files. The authors of
these files have included instructions
telling you how to install and use the
files. The instructional file has the
extension of .DOC or .TXT. Please
read all the appropriate document
files and follow the directions as
given. If you have difficulties with a
shareware or freeware program, contact the author directly. Contact information is usually included in the
documentation.

• Made in U.S.A.
• Lifetime Waranty
• Same Day Shipping
• VISA/MC Accepted
• Purchase Orders
from Corporations
& Institutions
Accepted

Don't call Hewlett-Packard, they
will not be able answer questions
regarding specific shareware and
freeware. You should contact the
program's authors directly.

Order Information
HP 95LX Connectivity pack - $119.95
Part # HP F1 001 A. Includes file transfer
software; built-in application software for a
desktop PC; translation utilities; serial cable
with modem, printer, and 95LX serial port
adapter, and manual.

HP 100LX Connectivity pack - $119.49
Part # HP Fl 021 A. Includes software, serial
cable, adapters, and manual

MAC Connectivity cable - $24.95

714/558-1120
714/542-8615 FAX
1801 E. Edinger #255
Santa Ana, CA 92705
Prices subject to change without notice.

At this time, Thaddeus Computing does not have the staff or resources to support a disk of over 30
programs for 15,000, or more, users.
We ask that you do not phone us
directly with questions.
The best way to get help with any
of the software on the disk is to contact the author of the individual program either by mail or via
CompuServe. We recommend subscribing to CompuServe. The authors
of most of these programs frequent
the HPHAND forum almost daily
and are more than willing to help. If
the author doesn't respond immediately, other knowledgeable users will.
Both Ed Keefe 75300,3667 and Hal
Goldstein, 75300,2443, the producers
of the Power Disk, are available via
CompuServe. You are much more
likely to get a good answer if you ask
the question publicly to Ed or Hal in
the CompuServe HPHAND forum others can chime in with the answer.
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Part # HP Fl016A. Connect 1OOLX to Apple
PCS/MACs. Adapter allows cable to connect
to 95LX 4-pin serial port.
CONTACT: Authorized HP computer
dealers world wide. You can also purchase
Palmtop accessories from EduCALC, 27953
Cabot Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714-5822637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Drive95 - $329.95
Portable floppy disk drive (3.5" standard) for
HP 95LX (or HP 48SX calculator). Operates
up to 15 hours on a single charge.
CONTACT: Sparcom Corporation, 897
NW Grant Ave., CONallis, OR 97330, USA;
Phone: 800-827-8416 or 503-757-8416;
Fax: 503-753-7821; CompuSeNe 10:
[75320,2440j.

MacLinkPLUS - $129
Mac/95LX connectivity kit lets the user
backup, transfer, and translate files between
the 95LX and any Apple Macintosh. Version
with 1OOLX translation utilities expected out
in the Fall of 1993.
CONTACT: Data Viz Inc., 55 Corporate
Dr., Trumbull, CT 06611, USA; Phone: 800733-0030 or 203-268-0300; Fax: 203-2684345.

Soft PC 3.0 for the Mac • $165
A software emulation program that allows
you to run IBM compatible DOS software on
the Macintosh.
CONTACT: Insignia Solutions, 1300
Charleston Rd., Mountain View, CA 94043,
USA; Phone: 415-694-7600.
NOTE: Price listed is suggested retail price.
You may be able to purchase the product
for less from a software retailer.

What's on the 1993 Subscribers PowerDisk?
The PowerDisk files that are
exclusively for the HP 95LX
have the number "95" somewhere in their filename.
Likewise, the files only for
the HP 100LX have the number "100" in their filename.
Files that work on both machines have the letters "LX"
in their filename.

Files on the PowerDisk
95BUDDY.EXE
One of the most useful programs you could have for
your 95LX. It is the only
shareware program on the
disk . However, it is so
unique we thought you'd like
the chance to try it out.
APLODIOO.EXE
Contains APLOAD.COM, a
program that makes the Ap-

plication Manager program
more flexible. APLOAD lets
you start a given program in
one of several screen modes,
return from a DOS application without having to press
a key to exit. It also lets you
have more control over the
serial port when running
DOS programs. (See article,
page 41 for more on APLOAD.)
ASERCIOO.EXE
An HP 100LX TSR that improves control of the serial
port once. Once installed, you
can turn serial port power on
at any time by pressing IALTIB at any time. Turn the port
power off by pressing IALTIO. By properly managing
power to the port, you can
extend your battery life by up
to 20%.

EMERGENCY AND
MEDICAL
PROVIDERS:

AWAKEIOO.EXE
Contains wake up alarm for
the HP 100LX. The 100LX
will ring softly, at first and
then noisily. Shut the alarm
off after the first alarm sound
by pressing any key.
BATT95.EXE
An HP 95LX utility that reports the status of Main,
Backup Batteries, and RAM
card batteries. BATT95 will
also reset the Low Battery
Warning should it not clear
when new batteries are installed.
BATTlOO.EXE
A utility that provides a
complete report of the battery
status of your HP 100LX. It
can be launched from DOS,
Filer, or AppManager.

CCALC-LX.EXE
Upgrade of a computer math
calculator on last year's Subscribers Disk. Works on both
the 95LX and 100LX. It's also
the only System Manager
Compliant program on this
year's disk. The instructions
tell you how to install this
program on your HP 95LX.
Install on the HP 100LX via
the AppManager program.
DEMOIOO.EXE
The files in this archive demonstrate some of the special
effects you can get with the
HP 100LX screen and speaker. There are several self-displaying PCX files and some
annoying sound effects for
the HP 100LX.
PCX files do not work on
the 95LX, however the sound

The Executive Leather Case & Accessories
for your HP lOOLX or your HP 95LX
Now You Can Get Everything at ONE Location

• New Software puts
MEDICAL
REFERENCE
DATABASE in the
PALM of your hand!
• By touching a few keys,
PALMTOX gives quick
access to drugs and
management in the
overdose setting.
• PEDST AT provides
emergency evaluation
and treatment guidelines to manage acute
pediatric illness.

- Exclusive Leather
- Card Pockets
-NotePad
- Memory Cards
(sold separately)

. $59~

I- I-=-

[ ~:,' 1

Available immediately for
the HP 100LX Palmtop

Order 24 hours a day:

New Price: $175

Phone: 608-752-1537

Call: 800·258·2550 II]
Fax: (414) 241·8514 .i:..

FAX: 608-752-9548
50 South River, Suite 105
Janesville, WI 53545

The TimeBoss Executive Leather case combines an executive organizer with
an attractive, protective top-grain leather case for your Palmtop HP 100LX or
a HP 95LX. You can work with your Palmtop in the case or easily take it
out. It comes complete with note pad, pockets for credit cards, pocket for a
RAM/software card, pocket for paper money, a pressure-sensitive mechanical
pencil and a monthly/yearly calendar that you can change with your checkbook. The popular Day Runner and DayTimer organizers fit as well.

Connection Point, Inc./CPI
"Everything You Need/or Your HP Portable PC"
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effect files will. The documentation describes how you can
create your own special effects.
DOCSIOO.EXE
Text files that reveal some of
the undocumented features of
the HP 100LX. The longest
file in the collection will be of
interest to programmers. It
spells out, in very technical
terms, how the database
engine, in the HP 100LX, is
put together.
GDBIOIOO.EXE
Lets you import and export
and from a 100LX .GDB database file or a phone book file.
Does not work with World
Time or Appointment databases. If you have the HP
100LX Connectivity Pack,
GDBIO may still be useful.
GRAPHIOO.EXE
Contains a "quick pocket
guide" to the built-in graphics
functions of the HP 100LX.
Also contains a header file
and an interface module for
calling 100LX graphics functions from a C program.
These files will be of
great use to anyone who is
trying to program the HP
100LX in graphics mode.
ICONIOO.EXE
Lets you draw miniature pictures (icons) for use with the
100LX's AppManager. There
are a dozen or so sample
icons that you can view and
modify. Also included is a
special program that will produce a reverse image of an
icon.
KCOPY-LX.EXE
HP 95LX users who miss the
XCOPY command will like
this. KCOPY acts like XCOPY
and allows you to copy files
or subdirectories with files
from one drive to another.

KEYIOO.EXE
Lets you create keyboard
macros that will work in
either System Manager or
DOS. For example, you can
create a macro to terminate
all applications by pressing
the IE] (MORE) key twice,
or another to restart System
Manager by pressing FILER
twice.
Several representative
KEYlOO examples are included to get you started.
LHA213.EXE
The most recent version (2.13)
of LHA, a highly rated freeware file compression program. This archive file contains the full, instruction file
as well as a document detailing the evolution of LHA.
LOTUS-LX.EXE
Contains FORMULA.WK1, a
1-2-3 spreadsheet featuring
several built-in financial
equations. Just plug in the
values and scroll across the
screen to see the answers.
Easier to use than even HP
CALC's TVM routines.
MUSIC-LX.EXE
Contains PLAYLX and a collection of Music files that let
you play music. Tunes runs
the gamut from the Star Wars
theme to Bach and Chopin.
Works on both the HP 95LX
and 100LX.
PHONE-LX.EXE
Contains 95LX Phone Book
samples showing PHONE
can be used as a database.
One phonebook file lists all
the commands in Lotus 1-2-3.
The other phone books contain a collection of Bible verses from both the Old and
New Testament. 100LX users
can import these HP 95LX
phone format files by just
opening the PHONE file and
following instructions.
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SETUP.BAT
A batch file that creates the
SUB93 and EXPAND subdirectories, then copies the
compressed .EXE files to your
desktop Pc.
SLEEPIOO.EXE
Contains a utility that lets
you control Light Sleep on
your 100LX. Light Sleep is a
power management mode
that reduces battery consumption to one third of
normal. Some programs run
very slowly if Light Sleep is
enabled. Running SLEEP
toggles the state of Light
Sleep and reports its current
status.
SOKOB-LX.EXE
SOKOB-LX (formerly called
Move95) is a clone of an
addictive computer game:
Sokoban. The object of the
game is to push blocks
through a maze without getting boxed in. SOKOB-LX has
75 levels of play and excellent graphics. Works on both
Palmtops and desktop computers with a VGA monitor.
SYSMGR95.EXE
This is the latest version of
SYSMGRCOM, a small program that may be used in
place of the 95LX's $SYSMGR
program. SYSMGR.COM
eliminates to a great extent
the problem of not being able
to get APNAME.LST hotkeys
to work.
TAB95.EXE
A Terminate and Stay Resident program that shows you
all the battery voltages and
enables you to control the
serial port, volume of the
speaker, and length of time
for the automatic time-out
function on the 95LX. The
program is unusual in that it
is activated by pressing the
TAB key.

TETRS-LX.EXE
TETLIX (formerly called
TI95) is another version of
the Tetris game. This one has
some unusual twists not
found in the standard game
of falling blocks.
THOR95.EXE
Contains THORABK and
THORPBK, two utility programs that will let you convert 95LX files for the PhoneBook and Appointment Book
from their internal format to
pure ASCII text files. THORPBK can also be used to help
you create your own PhoneBook database files.

UDIR-LX.EXE
Contains the sorting and file
displaying features of MSDOS 5.0's DIRectory command. UDIR also lets you
find total and subtotals of
files in descending directories
on your disk. It is usable on
both palmtops as well as
desktop computers.
UNZIP-LX.EXE
A freeware utility that lets
you decompress any archived
file with the .ZIP extension,
version 1 or 2. It will not
compress files.
ZIP163LX.EXE
ZIP.COM is a small, fast, file
transfer program that will
work on both the HP 95LX
and 100LX. It lets you move
files back and forth between
your palmtop and your Pc.
Although ZIP.COM is shareware, registration is not required for individual use.
ZOOMIOO.EXE
The HP 100LX has 16 different screen modes: everything
from the 40x16 display up to
an 80x25 mode. ZOOM will
tell you the current screen
mode and let you set the
computer to the best mode
for a given application.
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The HP95LX / lOOLX
PalmModem
• PCMCIA Credit Card Size Format

• 2400, 1200, and 300 Bit/sec Data

• Integrated Terminal Emulation and
Facsimile Software Built-in

• 4800, 2400 Bit/sec PalmFax
• Lifetime Guarantee

• Compatible with Compuserv, Genie,
Dow Jones, and MCI

Compuserv, Genie, Dow Jones, and MCI are
registered trademarks of their respective entities.
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VR stands 'for · vertJcal reader '

and will add another use to your
HPI DOl)(: reading "olectnJnIc
texts ' . (In short, otexb - these
are simply ASCII flies and can
range from short- storlos to
entire bOOks and novels.) Read

Take a quick look at some excellent freeware
and shareware that didn't make it on
the PowerOisk. Hal also reviews HP's
Express Exchange service, some
Palmtop peripherals, and Newton,
Apple's "new" POA.

a book or short- story whorev.,...
you have your HPl DOL>< 'WI th
you: on the train, on the plane ,
in that. boring cont"orenco - no
need to carry piles ot" paper
along.
VR allo'Ws you to hold your
palmtop like you 'Would hold a
book: upright., In ono hand. Text.
Is much easier to read this 'Way
- the distances the eye has to
travel are reduced. VR t"urthor
Increases readability Uwvugh
the use ot" proportional t"onts
and on - the - fly 'Word 'Wrapping .
It. comes 'WIth Its o'Wn little
menu system and 'GUt ' - all
navigation and control keys are
conveniently located near your
thumb.

Installing VR on your HP1 DOL><

~';~';I~O~'~;~~;S- ;;"-;;";~~ -the VR dls tf1buUon archive:
VR.EXE : the oxocutable Itselt".

By Hal Goldstein

We spent thee last two issues looking
at the new HP 100LX and the HP
OmniBook 300 superportable Pc.
Time to get back to every day usage
of the HP Palmtops.

1993 Subscriber's Disk
You should shortly receive your
Subscriber PowerDisk in the mail.
Thanks goes to Ed Keefe, who spent
weeks sifting through a myriad of
possible selections. With this year's
disk you'll be able to listen to Chopin, (MUSIC-LXii), work through mazes (SOKOB-LXii), compress and archive your files (LHA213 ii), assign a
macro to any key (KEY100ii ), press a
key twice quickly to get its shifted
value (95BUDDVii), find out battery
status (BATT95ii and BAT100ii), transfer files to a PC (ZIPii), and much
more. There really is something for
everyone, from games and utilities to
source code and internal file specification.

Great Shareware
Ed Keefe came across many shareware gems suitable for the HP 95LX
and HP 100LX. (Ed promised to write
about his favorites in an upcoming
issue.) We couldn't include these on
the Subscribers Disk, but you can
find them on CompuServe or on The
HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK.
I want to tell you about three of
his discoveries that I have been using
on my 100LX. All three programs
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will work on the 95LX, but they can
be a little awkward to use because of
the 40x16 screen.
PIANOMAN ii
The first of these which I have enjoyed "playing" is PIANOMAN. Most
of the music from Star Wars to Mozart found on the Subscriber
Power Disk was created using
PIANOMAN. PIANOMAN turns
your Palmtop keyboard into piano
keys. Touch the keys and play a
tune.
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Vertical Reader display

D#, etc are played by pressing Esc, 2,
3, etc. On an AT keyboard the numbers can run along the top row. On
the Palmtops, the numbers are found
on the keypad. The keys still work,
you just have to look for some of
them in a different place.
REVERSI ii
A second of my favorites is an excellent version of the game Reversi,
similar to the game marketed under
the trade name Othello. I have seen
the game for years but never tried
my hand at it. The game can be
played against the computer in
around 15 minutes.
Reversi is an outflanking game.
There are 30 moves per side and each
move fills up an 8-by-8 grid board.

Pianoman Screen, HP 100LX

The diagram above shows the layout
of the PIANOMAN keys on an AT
keyboard. Because the Palmtop keyboard is a little different, it's awkward to find a few of the notes, but
they are all there on both the 95LX
and 100LX.
For example, the musical notes B,
C, 0, etc. are found on the second
row from the top of the keyboard.
On a desktop computer the keys
would be Tab, Q, W, etc. However,
the Tab keys on the Palmtops are
found in different locations. Another
example, the musical notes A#, C#,
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Opening Reversi Screen, HP 100LX

Each move requires that you surround a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal line of your opponents squares.
Once surrounded, the color of the
squares is "reversed" and they become your squares.

•

First move, column 4, row 3

The side with the most squares at the
end of the game, when the board is
full, is the winner. After playing a
few games I was able to win against
"novice" and "intermediate" levels.
You choose how far the computer
thinks ahead for the advanced levels.
So far I continue to have interesting
matches without having to wait too
long for the computer.
When playing "advanced," you
are given the option of seeing how
the computer quantifies the relative
value of each of its moves. The program was created by David W. Parsons, who is ranked as one of the top
ten Othello players in the U.S. by the
United States Othello Association
(USOA). The Reversi documentation
gives information on how to join this
association.
STEREO SHELL Ii
Finally, my third more practical favorite is a file manager called Stereo
Shell that Ed Keefe has raved about

ENVIRONMENTAL CASE
for the HP 9SI:I../1OOLX
Features:
• Rugged aluminum case with highgloss finish
• Waterproofs and shock mounts the
HP95LX or HP lOOLX for hostile
environments
• Built-in rechargeable power supply
• Options include handstrap, carrying
case, auxiliary battery, and highcapacity NiMH batteries

CORVALUS SYSTEMS SAlES
919 NE 2nd St.
Corvallis, OR 97330

(800) 733-5017
(503) 752·4419
FAX (503) 752·7037

II

for years. After watching over his
shoulder while we examined potential Subscribers Disk programs, I
finally became convinced to give it a
try. Ed would point to a ZIPped or
LHAed archive file, press a couple of
keys, and list the files or unarchive
them. He would move files back and
forth between RAM card and Palmtop with ease. Ed typed 1 and the
RAM card (A drive) would be displayed on the left side. Pressing IALTI3 displayed the C drive on the right
side. The current directory is displayed in the middle. Move from one
side to the other side with the cursor
keys.

Notable Latecomers
The following programs became
available after we completed the very
full 1993 Subscriber Power Disk. They
are available on CompuServe and
The HP Palmtop Paper On Disk.
Some may be made available on next
years Power Disk.
VERTICAL READER Ii
Gilles Kohl, a native of Luxembourg
living in Germany, recently introduced the first version of a "novel"
program. Use his Vertical Reader
(VR) program to read short stories or
novels on your Palmtop, vertically,
like a book. No more dragging
around books - put your things-toread on a RAM card.
At first I was skeptical. However,
if your eye sight is still good, if you
have room on your RAM card, and if
you can find what you want in ASCII
format, VR is surprisingly useable.

Stereo Shell on the HP 100LX

It is all very intuitive and easy to use
if you spend a few minutes learning
the novel approach its author took. I
recommend it for HP 100LX and
desktop users. HP 95LX users can
give it a try if they don't mind scrolling a little.

Vertical Reader screen, HP 100LX

I·SIAR
~
AVIATION SOFtWARE

....................................
FLIGHT PLANNING PROGRAM
• Route planning
• Flight calculations
• 500 waypoint library
• Provides normal E6B functions
• Many other features

$99M plus S&H
Teague Aviation
213 Shekel Drive
Lamyette,LA 70508
Phone/FAX: (318) 989-8700
NEW! HP 100LX $695.99

Infrared Printing From Your
HPIOOLX
• Wireless infrared printer
connection
• Works with any parallel
printer
• Easy to Use

Call 800·235·7576

for information
on JetEye
.Extended
=Systems'
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Gilles lets you choose from seven
fonts which vary in style, size, and
boldness. You can include up to 10
book marks. Hold your Palmtop
vertically with your left hand and
with your left thumb hit the space
bar to turn the page.
Apparently there is lots of copyright-free machine readable fiction
and non-fiction available (the VR
documentation tells where). Gilles
has Alice in Wonderland and Moby
Dick zipped to 600K on his 100LX. He
tells of another user who has the
English version of War and Peace
(4MB) installed on a Flash Card.
There are versions of VR for both
the HP 100LX and 95LX. The 95LX
version comes with an additional tiny
font contributed by Dave Goodman.
Gilles thinks the 95LX version should
be easy to read, with larger pixels
and better contrast than the 100LX
version.
Gilles has recently added directory navigation to VR and will soon
add the ability to rotate output and
scrolling features. Gilles is taking
suggestions for VR enhancements as
well as reviews of stories read. He
can be reached at his CompuServe
ID: [100114,3146]. Gilles has also
created a sample 100LX database to
keep track of texts you've read using
VR. The database, VRTEXTS.GDB ii
is available in Library 11 of CompuServe's HPHAND forum.
The program is not completely
free. Several registration plans are
offered, ranging from sending the
author a post card to donating to
Project Gutenberg. (The goal of Project Gutenberg is to make a maximum of free electronic text available
to everybody. Internet address of the
project is: dircompg@ux1.cso.uiuc.edu .)
GBDUMP and GBDLOAD ii
Another recently released free software program is GBDUMP and GBDLOAD. These programs offer an
alternative to GDBIOI00 (included on
the 1993 Subscriber Power Disk) to
translate data to and from the 100LX
built-in data base and PHONE programs. Reports are that the programs

are quite useful and easy-to-use once
the documentation is understood.

Kudos to HP for Express Exchange
HP's new Express Exchange program
for HP 100LX and OmniBooks under
warranty or contract is great. I was
having several hardware-related
problems with my new OmniBook.
Following instructions, I called HP
tech support (got through almost
immediately) and talked with a
knowledgeable rep. One of my problems was user-error, but he verified
the other problems as hardware. He

took my name and address and serial
number and told me to wait a day.
To my astonishment and pleasure,
the next day a Federal Express package arrived with an OmniBook and
simple instructions. I moved my
OmniBook hard disk (as simple as
removing a Palmtop RAM card) and
modem to the new OmniBook. I then
placed my original OmniBook in the
supplied packaging, called Fed Ex for
the pick-up, and that was that. Other
users report the same positive experience returning their Palmtop for repair.
My only minor complaint was

Introducing Pocket-Consultant™
- the PC Card Software Series
Over 50 New Titles
FundWatch*
$169
Portfolio Analyzer *
299
RentalManager*
189
Market Strategist
599
Construction Estimator 329
GraphMaster*
99
Alge Tutor *
79
Finance *
99
MusicBase*
169
HoroScopicsl/*
79
DiskCalculas
79
StampBase *
79
GeomeTutor*
79
CapBud
219
PalmReader*
79
Investors Accountant *
DietHelper*
169
Home Inventory *
119
AstroTutor*
99
ChemCalc *
79
Stock Portfolio *
129
TrigTutor
79
CoinBase *
169
Gravitator *
89
Bearings *
79
TarotMaster*
79
PsychStat
399
RuneMaster*
79
PhysiCalc
79
FinancialSuper*
119
Business Directories *
TravelWare*
139
All programs compatible
with HP OmniBook 300 and
most PCMCIA systems.
* Also runs on HP 100LX
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Timberlake Industries
7420 Unity Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN USA 55443
Tel: (612) 229-6260
Fax: (612) 566-6727
Lines open 24 hours,
7 days a week

I_ I

We also carry:
• Palmtops
• Memory cards
• Accessories

New Product:
15 Transparent Language®Co/lections*
- Learn a Foreign Language on Your HP
67 titles in Spanish, French, Italian, Latin and
German. (See ad elsewhere in this magazine)

• Special Introductory Offer: Only $179

that my engraved name plate was no
longer useable. Also, I lost the function key labels that came with the
modem. HP so far has not sent my
requested new nameplate and labels.
This is a world-wide service,
though its implementation depends
on where you live.

Express Exchange
for the HP 100lX
The HP 100LX is automatically covered for one year under the Express
Exchange program. An additional
two years Express Exchange is $85,
but must be purchased before the
original one-year warranty expires.
The program works the same as
described above. A replacement unit
is sent for next-day delivery. You
send your old unit back and that's
that! Normally units are exchanged.
However if you prefer to have your
existing 100LX repaired, turnaround
time is about one week plus ship-

GENUS UTILITIES
Like HP's FILER but with absolutely
safe me Compression/Decompression
and 23 other operations
lbis small 23K program gives you complete
control over your 95LX and lOOLX
• Fully System-Manager compliant
• Compress one or multiple tagged files to
save disk space & quicken back-ups
• Quickly decompress with one key stroke
• Easily change file attributes to protect important files from accidental erasure
• File copy, move, delete, rename, sort, etc.
• Displays hidden files and directories
• Runs DOS programs/goes to DOS system
without closing other app's (excpt. 123)
• Tag/untag all; file view; file/directory find
• Create, rename & delete directories easily
• Hot keys only; all are listed on screen
Sample compression results (in bytes):
Before After
APPMGR.DAT
8,774
763
10,039 2,612
BIORYTHM.wK1
11,939 4,836
CALENDAR.ADB
GENUTILS.EXM (100LX) 23,619 14,612
6,881 2,239
WORLD.WDB
$99 incl. S&H. Check or M.O. (foreign add
$7.50). Includes 95LX, 100LX, and color,
full-screen PC versions on 3.5" disk plus
manual. Send $5 for free triaIto 12-31-93.

Genus Software Corporation
1625 Richards Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

ping.
The Express Exchange SupportPack (HP H5465A) is available in the
U.S. directly from HP dealers or from
the HP Corvallis Service Center (call
800-757-2004 or 503-757-2002). Considering that the standard repair
charge for a 100LX is $170, Express
Exchange sounds like a pretty good
deal.
According to Dave Snellard of
SupplyLine, U.K, you can purchase
the SupportPack in the U.K at any
time, as long as the 100LX is in working order. Users from other countries
should check with local HP dealers
for information on the SupportPack.

lightweight 100LX adapter, at least
for U.S. users. The adapter can also
be used with the OmniBook.
Thanks to Stanley Dobrowski for
the following description of the adapter.
"It is very small - literally
the size of a deck of cards. The
prongs for the plug fold up into the
case so they essentially disappear
when not being used. The plug is not
polarized so it can go into an outlet
either way - right side up or upside
down. It puts out 750 rna which
powers my 100LX and 95LX at the
same time or one Palmtop and a
modem. The cord has a small right
angle plug on the end for insertion in
the side of the 100LX.
"A traditional, generic, transformer power pack is usually three
times the size, and comes with a
polarized plug that is always sticking
out.
"Bottom line: if you're traveling,

The New HP 100lXl95lX Adapter
The HP 95LX adapter cannot be used
on the 100LX. The 100LX adapter (HP
F1011A) can be used on both machines, and can be used to recharge
NiCd batteries in the 100LX. I highly
recommend this new compact and

HIGH-SPEED Communications Software
Introducing

fastCOMM!

NOW
HP 100LX

™

Compatible!

for high-speed 74.4k bps modems
Transfers up to 38.4k bps
Full Macro
Programming
Language

~=======3;::=======::::--Welco~e

Fl • HELP

F2
F3
F5
6

•
•
•
•

F4 •

CompuServe
B+ protocol
support

099 e.=

Help

[11

t

rastCOMM!

batch
batch

Y~ode~
Y~ode~-G
X~ode~
X~ode~-G
Co~puServe

':,t- :,rll

:,l[llt-

t'l:,cn:1

Internal
Internal
Internal
Internal
Overlay

8+

I

1

Ot-

:

fastCOMM! Features
• The only high speed data transfer program for your
HP 95/1 OOLX.
• Transfers up to 19.2k on 95LX and to 38.4k on lOOLX
• New Macro Language features allow you to fully
customize fastCOMM! for your application
• Built-in ANSI and VT-102 Terminal Emulation
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in applications
fastCQMMI (C 1085) ................. .... ...... .... .. .......... ...... ..... $59

Easy-to-use
Pop-up Menus
1t

Ie

C 3pt tn-e

Pop-up Window
for File transfers

:,et up

For more Information Call:

(800) 825-9977

~@OO ®
ACE Technologies. Inc.

2880 Zanker Road. Suite 103
San Jose, California 95134 U.S.A.
Tel: 408-428-9722 Fax: 408-428-9721
(Dealers & Distributoo welcome)
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REVIEW: User to User

the HP adapter is the BEST. If you're
using the adapter at a fixed site, a
less expensive generic adapter will
do if you glue the switches and
adapter-plugs in place to keep them
from getting changed or coming
apart by accident."
Note that the plugs on the European version (ABB) of the adapter do
not fold in. Since the U.S. version is
also universal (100 to 240 volts, 50 to
60 hz) you could use the U.S. adapter
and a plug adapter for the country
you're visiting. Radio Shack sells
plug adapters.

FlashBak™
Backup Card

for the HP95LX / lOOLX
The New Media FlashBak Card will
Instantly Back-up Your 512KB and
1MB HP 95LX/I00LX

512 KB $59

Sparcom Peripherals for the 100LX
Many HP 95LX users found Sparcom's Drive95 and Station95/SmartDock
products quite usefuL Our Drive95
floats from desk to desk as the many
Thaddeus Computing 95LX users
back up their data to a 3 1/2" floppy.
Different versions of Station95/
SmartDock HP 95LX docking stations
allow users to modem, fax, print,
connect the 95LX to a PC, and charge
the Palmtop without a tangle of cables and peripherals.
Drive95 can be used with the 100LX, but it is a bit slow. (Thanks to
Craig Finseth for the following instructions.) "Install the driver on the
100LX as you would on a 95LX. Connect the Drive95 cable to the HP
100LX serial cable. Now go to FILER
and press ~ (Connect), and let the
100LX time out. The drive should
now work normally in all modes."
Sparcom is looking for user feedback as to whether to create a
DRIVE100 or a STATION100. They
can be reached at 800-827-8416 or 503757-8416; Fax: 503-753-7821; CompuServe ID: [75320,2440}.

On the Road with the CP+ Coupler
Many hotel/motel phones can't be
directly plugged into a modem. I
have never wanted to fool with
phone wiring when using a portable
modem on the road. I finally got
around to trying an acoustic coupler.
I plugged the CP+ coupler into the
modem connected to my Palmtop. I
wrapped the coupler around the
phone receiver as pictured above.

o
o

1.0 MB $99

We Will Not Be Underrsold
Lifetime Warranty
NEW MEDIA CORPORATION

1+800+CARDS

4

U

15375 Barranca, B101 Irvine, California 92714
TEL: (714) 453-0100
FAX: (714) 453-0114

need for international traveL See
Order Information box at end of
article for contact information.

GlobaLink

I then had my communications software dial the number .... and no connection, just the dial tone. However,
the Coupler's simple instruction page
explained that it might be necessary
in some cases to manually dial the
number after the communications
software has attempted it. So I dialed
the number from the phone and
voila, I was in business.
You can buy the coupler along
with various road warrior options. In
my kit, the Tele-TravelKit International, there is everything you could
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I have thought of running a review
of Globalink's language translation
software since it was introduced. My
concern has always been how to do
both the product and its potential
customers justice. I'll try to give the
essence from a user's perspective and
you judge if the package is for you.
The Globalink language translation cards were one of the few software packages introduced as standalone ROM cards for the 95LX. You
can order the German, French, or
Spanish translation cards.
What makes the Globablink package unique is that it does not just
translate words, but whole sentences
and even whole files. Given the ambiguity of language, this is no small
challenge.
I used the two Spanish-to-English

/ CARD DRIVII "
EASY • AFFORDABLE • PROVEN
STEELE CREEK'S CD3568 CARD DRIVE
The simple way to transfer files
from your lIP 9SLX or lOOLX.
Connects to the printer port of your
desktop P.C.

$169.95 plus $6.00 S & H
Call to order by VISA, Mastercard,

or send check or money order to:
SIBs/, Cf8Sk Tschn%,/.
141135 Applin, Llns
Charlotte, N.C. 2B21B
T,/: (704) 58B-17BO

I

J

Sundllk 111 Software upgrade for
\'PAMCO CD3568 ••••• only $20.00

and English-to-Spanish cards in my
travels in South America. I speak
some Spanish, my wife speaks fluent
Spanish: the Globalink cards were of
help to both of us.
I used the English-to-Spanish card
in my HP 95LX when teaching my
brother-in-law Lotus 1-2-3. Unfortunately, there were few technical
terms in the program's dictionary. In
general, my wife was frequently
amused by the awkward or mistaken
translations. Despite these limitations,
in practice the Globalink card was
very useful in communicating with
my brother-in-law. Similarly, when
my wife did not remember how to
translate a phrase into Spanish, she
would type in the English. The Spanish output, no matter how partially
correct, would usually trigger her
thinking so she could express herself
in Spanish.
If you use Globalink just for single sentence translations, then you
might find it slow. It usually takes 20
to 30 seconds for a 4 word sentence,
and up to 50 seconds for a one line
sentence depending on the complexity of your sentence. The advantage of
Globalink is that it translates the sentence idiomatically, which is probably
why it takes more time.
The Globalink ROM cards work a
little faster on the 100LX. Also, the
program executes from DOS, which
means you must close down other

95LX applications before running it.
In summary, because of the ambiguities of language and because
Globalink was limited to 2 MB for its
dictionary, the translations sometimes
leave something to be desired. However, if you do not require 100%
accurate or precise idiomatic translations, the cards can be quite useful.

NEWTON
The big news event in the Palmtop
arena is the introduction of the Apple
Newton. This product was announced several years ago, although
it didn't ship until this August. HP is
much more conservative and doesn't
announce a product until it is ready
to ship. HP has shipped two highly
useful Palmtop computers between
Apple's announcement and first ship
date.
Reviews of the Newton MessagePad can be found in other magazines.
Its strengths are its handwriting recognition, its intuitive appointment
and phone books, and its communications ability. There are reports of
major bugs in the initial release.
Based on comments from users at
this time, the Newton MessagePad is
marginally useful. Most users see
great potential once Apple and third
party's introduce enhancements and
new adjunct products. The MessagePad handwriting recognition user
interface is intriguing and inviting,
but has its limitations. The MessagePad is bigger than the HP Palmtops
and cannot fit in your pocket.
At this time the HP Palmtops are
clear winners in terms of the depth
and breadth of what you can do with
the machines.
In my view HP deserves a lot of
appreciation and credit for its integrity. It announces products only
when they are ready to ship. Early
adopters of HP products can usually
be assured that the products are
ready for market.
Competition and innovation from
companies like Apple and HP mean
better products for all of us in the
future. We pioneers in the Palmtop
arena already know the value and
power of this new technology. We
will have much to look forward to in
the future.

Order Information
CP+ Coupler - varies

Acoustic COURier for connect to telephone
headset with RJ-11 plug or alligator clips.
CONTACT: Computer PrOducts Plus,
Inc., 16351 Gothard Street, Huntington
Beach, CA 92647, USA; Phone: 800-2744277; Fax: 714-848-6850.

Drive95 - $299.95

A battery-powered portable flORPY disk drive
(3.5' standard) for your HP 95LX (or HP
48SX calculator).

Station951SmartDock - varies

Series of docking stations for the 95LX that
allow users to connect to a modem, fax, or
printer.
CONTACT: Sparcom Corporation 897
NW Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR 97330, USA;
Phone 800-827-8416 or 503-757-8416; Fax:
503-753-7821; CompuServe 10: [75320,
244O}.

Globallnk - $79.95

Foreign language translation software for
the HP Palmlops. German-English, FrenchEnglish, or Spanish-English versions.
CONTACT: Globalink 9302 Lee Highway, Fairfax, VA 22031, iJSA; Phone: 8DO255-5660 or 703-273-5600; Fax: 703-2733866.

PC Connectivity Cable - $24.95

(HP F1015A) Connect HP Palmtops to DOS
comRatible PC..
CONTACT: Authorized HP computer
dealers worldwide and independent dealers
such as ACE Technologies (800-825-9977)
and EduCALC (800-677-7{)()1)

Apple Newton - $699

Apples new 'Personal Digital Assistant.'
CONTACT: Apple dealers worldwide.
NOTE: Suggested retail prices are listed.

Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
PIANOMAN - SIO 93
REVER4.ZIP - SIO 93
STERO.ZIP - SIO 93
VR.ZIP - SIO 93
DBUTIL.ZIP - SIO 93
(contains GBOUMP & GBOLOAO)

'CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR
·CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR

On the 1993 Subscribers Disk
MUSIC-LX, SOKOB-LX, LHA2134 KEY100,
95BUDDY, BATT95, BATT100, LIP.
CIS- Also available in the HP Handheld forum of
CompuSeNe.
SHR - SHAREWARE is software distributed free
of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you
decide to use it, you must pay the aUthor the
shareware fee. This goes for any shareware
found on The HP Palintop Paper ON DISK or
CompuSeNe.
AOL - Many of these files may be found on
American On Line in the Palmtop Library (keyword ·Palmtop'.
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Which Programming

Language is for You?

The HP Palmtops provide a portable programming platform.
Here are some of the more popular programming languages that
work on either the HP 95LX, the 100LX or both.
By Ed Keefe
A few common questions pop into
the minds of programmers when
they first see an HP Palmtop: "I wonder if anyone has tried writing programs on this little Palmtop? Which
language works and which doesn't?
Which is the best programming language for creating programs FOR the
HP palmtops?"
Almost any programming language that works on a standard PC
will let you develop programs that
run on the HP 95LX or the HP 100LX. However, which language is best
for you depends largely upon the
programming job you want to accomplish.
For example, if you want to develop true, System-Manager compliant programs for either Palmtop,
you'll have to use Assembler, C, or
SwiftlBASIC. Hewlett-Packard used
Microsoft C (versions 5.1 and 6.0)
and Microsoft Assembler to create all
of the applications that run on these
machines.
We've prepared a Summary Chart
(page 32) to help you decide which
language is for you. It gives information on some of the more popular
languages that have been tried on the
HP palmtop computers.
If you're familiar with the various
languages, the chart may be all you
need. If you're new to programming,
the rest of the article may give you a
little more to go on. (For more on
programming, see "Programming Tools
for the HP 95LX" on pages 49-51 of the
May/June 93 issue. Also, a number of
related files are found in PRGTOOLl.
ZIP iii & PRGTOOL2.ZIPIiI .)

ASSEMBLER
Computer programming is a way to
tell a computer how to rewire itself
so that it can perform a particular
task. If you're the kind of person
who wants total control over the way
your computer is "rewired", then
Assembler may appeal to you.
Assembler has fallen out of favor
in the past couple of years. People
claim that C or Pascal can do everything that Assembler can do. They
continue to make that claim until
they discover something that C or
Pascal can't do gracefully. Then, even
the most die-hard opponents "bitethe-bullet" and start using Assembler
in parts of their programs.
Assembler does force you to learn
more than you ever wanted to know
about how a computer works. In
addition, programming in Assembler
is a task that most people can't handle at first. The task is somewhat like
trying to manage the electrical power
for an entire city by running all over
town turning switches on and off. It
can be done, but not by a beginner.
To gain an appreciation of what
can be accomplished by expert Assembler programmers, take a look at
95BUDDY Iii by Jeff Mattox or ZIP
.COM Iii and VDE Iii by Eric Meyer.
(VDE has been customized for the
HP Palmtops and is available as the
commercial product FastCOMM.)
Keep in mind that the largest of these
examples, the VDE editor, has taken
Eric Meyer more than ten years to
develop.
Those who want to try their hand
at using Assembler on the HP 95LX
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or 100LX should take a look at Microsoft Assembler (MASM) and Borland's
Turbo Assembler (TASM). Both work
well on the HP 95LX. The HP Independent System Developers documentation gives examples of how to
use Microsoft's MASM to write System Manager Compliant programs.
For the small Assembler programs
I write, I've found that the built-in
DEBUG program works quite well (see
article, page 42 of the July/August
1993 issue). DEBUG takes up no disk
space and creates the smallest executable programs of any Assembler.
DEBUG on the 100LX even contains
a single "help" screen. (Start the DEBUG program on the 100LX and
press ? at the dash (-) prompt.)

AWK
The Aho, Weinberg and Kernigan
language (AWK) is a high-level language created by some of the same
people who created the C programming language. "High level" languages let the programmer think more
about the operation he wants to accomplish and less about which
switches to turn on and off. AWK is
available both as shareware and as a
commercial product.
The version of AWK Ii mentioned in the chart is a shareware
product available on CompuServe as
well as many Electronic BBSs.
Palmtop Paper subscriber George
Coleman uses a commercial version
(Thompson-AWK) on his 95LX. He
mentioned that A WK originated as a
pattern-matching utility and is most
useful for viewing or manipulating

parts of text files as well as performing simple computations.
If your programming task involves translating data from a mainframe computer to be used in Lotus
1-2-3 or in a database application.
You owe it to yourself to take a look
at AWK.
BASIC
BASIC (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) was designed
almost 30 years ago to be used by
novice programmers.
Since that time BASIC's popularity has waxed and waned. Older
forms of BASIC, the kinds with line
numbers and GOTO statements are
out. Newer varieties, such as QuickBASIC and Visual BASIC are in.
GW-BASIC, an older form of BASIC, will work on the HP 95LX and
100LX. However, on the 95LX, if you
use any of the graphics, sound, or
printer commands, you run the risk

of locking the computer up. This is
not the case on the 100LX. GW-BASIC came with MS-DOS 3.x. It has
since been replaced by Microsoft Quick
BASIC, which works on the 100LX.
Swift!BASIC is a programming
environment designed to work exclusively on the HP 95LX. Of all the
different programming languages,
SwiftlBASIC is the only one that is
System-Manager Compliant. And, it
is the only programming language
that will let you create SMC programs "out-of-the-box." The language
also includes graphics, sound and
print commands that work exclusivelyon the HP 95LX.
Mark Scardina, the author of
many articles in the Palmtop Paper,
used this language to develop the
first version of SWITCH! for the 95LX.
The only drawback to Swift!BASIC is
the need to distribute a 45K byte runtime module along with your program.

C/C++
The HP Independent Software Developers documentation refers only to
Microsoft C (MS-C) and Microsoft Assembler. For this reason, many of the
commercial programs for the HP
95LX have been written in MS-C.
Some programmers have been
successful in getting a subset of MSC
5.1 to run on the HP 95LX. Even a
subset of the language takes up almost all the space on a 1 Megabyte
RAM card. Beyond this, MSC 5.1 is
hard to find. MSC 6.0 and 7.0 take up
even more room. In addition, I believe that MSC 7.0 and the newer
Visual C++ require machines with
80286/386 processors.
Nowadays, many C/C++ programmers prefer Borland's C/C++. If
you want to use this language to
create System-Manager Compliant
programs, you may find a file named
E2M Ii useful.

POCKET SALES FORCE

Soup Up your HP
with a High-

Performance
Phone Book!
Banner Blue Movie Guide

TM

Complete Information On Over 9,000 Movies
-..Tow mM PC users have a fun way to
1,. select movies to rent and bone-up on
movie trivia. Banner Blue's Movie Guide is
packed full of information on thousands of
movies-from award winners to turkeys!
Hyperlinks let you click on anything to get
more information. Click on your favorite
actor to see all their movies.

Movies for Everyone - Over 9,000
movies including new releases, children's
movies, all DisneyTM movies, classics, and
silent movies. There's over 4,000 award
nominations and winners including:
• Director's Guild of America • Academy Awards
• New York Film Critic's Circle • Cannes Film Festival
• World Science Fiction Society • Golden Globe

· .. That' s one movie a day for 25 years!

Lightning Fast - Easily browse
through the entire movie library. Or
quickly zoom in on a movie matching
your own special criteria. In a flash you
see who starred in each movie, a
description, movie ratings, any awards
won, and even the critic's opinion. You
can even mark movies to see, and print
lists to take to the video store.

Sale Price $69.95

I;an;-;he &:e;BiueMov:Guidel
f$.44 • 99¥:'
for my ffiM PC! 30-day. money back

I

guarantee. To order by Visa, Mastercard, or American
Express:

Call 510-794-6850

I

I
I
P.o.
.J
11 'JJ0JUfUV:B1Ju,
l!
:":"' T~:: ::n~ 9~ __

To test drive, Call or FAX
~D[!][I]DIIl~L!J~[!

~,I~.

($5.00 shiplhandling. In California add $3.26 sales tax.)
Box 7865

_

5

Banner Blue Movie Guide is IlI'lIdemark of Banner Blue Softw:lI'e Jncorporolm. Disney is II lr.ulcmark of Walt Disney Corpor:l.lion. Aclldemy Awards® is II registered lr.Idell'Wk IoIId
5CrYiecnwk of1ne Academy of MOIion PiclIl!'e ArtS and Sciences. «:opyrigh\ 1991 Banner Blue Software Incorpor.:ltcd. A.1I rights reserved.

(714) 850-1767 • FAX (714) 850-0843
3001 Red Hill Ave. Bldg. 4 Ste. 213
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
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REVIEW: Programming Languages

Both MSC and BC ++ come with a
complete Integrated Development Environment (IDE), but putting either IDE
on the 95LX is a real challenge.
If you're thinking of using Borland's C on the HP 95LX or 100LX,
then you'll need to track down a
copy of version 2.0. This was the last
version of the language that would
run on an XT computer.
I did not try BC ++ on the 95LX.
However, it is installed on my 100LX.
I tried using the IDE but soon gave
up on that. The operation of the IDE
was slow, and for anything but the
smallest of programs, it required an
even slower process of swapping all
of the memory to the disk before the
compiler would work.
Another factor to consider when
writing graphics-oriented programs is
that the graphics screen on the 95LX
is non-standard. For this reason, the
Borland Graphic Interface (BGI) is
useless. On the other hand, BGI drivers work quite well on the HP 100LX.
If you want to use C++ to write
Object Oriented Programs, forget
about making such programs System
Manager Compliant. Due to the way
that most C++ compilers link objects
into the code, there is no way to
convert the resulting files into EXM
programs. The best advice here is to
stay with pure C code.
Another version of the C language that has gained wide-spread
use on the HP palmtops is the Personal C Compiler (PCC Ii) from DeSmet Software. This is a shareware
product. The registration fee is small
and gains you a respectable debugging tool. PCC is the smallest of the
C compilers. It is not the fastest and
it is not compatible with the current
ANSI standards. This means that, if
you want to convert a C program
written in Borland or Microsoft C to
PCC, you'll spend a lot of extra time
learning the idiosyncrasies of PCe.
Finally, MIX Software sells a language product called Power C. It
works well on the HP 100LX and on
the HP 95LX, if you have sufficient
disk space. It is in the same league as
PCe. However, Power C does con-

Fast Outliner and Text Processor
Introducing

fastLINE!

TM

Supports up to BMBytes
per Outline

Up to 32K per
entry

*

Auto Time and
Date Stamping

NOTES
: New Diet Plan 12-26-92 17:07
* New Cookie Recipe
* Secret InAredients
+ TO
Patent pplication
* Art
icles
: Focus on the Fa~ily/Parenting
: Christianity Today/ Missions
: ShoE'Ping List
+ MEDICAL NOTES/ MEMOS
* Osteochondrosis 01-11-93 08:01
: Pre~ature Osteoarthritis
~drocortisone side effects
+ IDEAS

Context
Sensitive Help

DO

Imports ASCII
file for
Text Retrieval
applications

Easy-to-use
Menu Interface

~Edi tn~iE'li.SIiWIJIIII:m-_

fastLlNE! Features
• Supports up to 8MB Outlines and can be used as
Text Retrieval application with global searching
• Auto-time stamping feature for PIM functions
• Built-in File Manager with extended filenames
• Exports in Legal and Romans outline structures
• Requires less than 200KB of RAM and is fully
SWITCHable! with built-in 95LX applications
fastLlNE! (Cl105) .......................................................... $69

form to most of the ANSI standards.
The cost is about the same as the
registration fee for PCe. It has one of
the best User's Manuals of any of the
language products mentioned here. If
I'm in doubt about how to use a
function in C, I'll look it up in the
Power C manual first.
In general, C and C++, are the
most popular programming languages in use nowadays. However, C is
definitely "beginner hostile." It is a
language designed by professional
programmers for other programmers.
C lets a person do almost anything
imaginable with a computer. It will
also let the beginner crash the machine with great frequency.

FORTH
Forth, like C, is also referred to as an
intermediate level programming
language. It can be used to write
anything from small utility programs
to full-blown applications.
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For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

A@OO®
ACE Technologies. Inc.

2680 Zanker Road, Suite 103
Son Jose , California 95134 U.S.A.

Tel: 408·428-9722 FoK: 408·428·9721
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

There are several versions of the
Forth programming language with
which you can create programs for
the HP 95LX. Many of these Forth
interpreters are shareware.
There is also a commercial version
of Forth designed to work ON the
HP 95LX. It's called UTIL Forth.
The author of UTIL has customized Forth so that it will work with
all the graphics functions built into
the 95LX. UTIL Forth will not let you
create EXM programs. However, with
UTIL Forth you can create "loader
files" that will permit standard DOS
programs to pop-up over most of the
built-in applications.
Forth is a very small language
and is a good fit for the memory
constraints of the HP 95LX.
If you're well versed in the RPN
programming language used on
many HP calculators, then you'll find
Forth to be a natural extension to
these languages.

Easy Printing
From

Your Palmtop!

Attention VARs, OEMs ... Call Us
for Factory Direct OEM Pricing!
FliOW

The GA935 Printer converter
lets you print directly from
your HP 95LX1100LX on
virtually any parallel printer.

HEWLETT

~~ PACKARD

This device utilizes a
replaceable 9 volt battery
and the standard HP serial
cable.

HP-9SLX
S12K Be 1 MB

Palmtop Computers

Completely automated, with
auto on/off, fIXed baud rate
at 9600, and supported by
Xon Xoff protocol.

ONLY $89B

GRllNWleH
ISTIIIIEfTSUSA
Tel: (704) 376-1021
Fax: (704) 335-8707
Toll Free: 1-800-476-4070

PASCAL
Pascal is a high level language, originally designed for beginning programmers.
Pascal was widely used in college
programming courses in the 1970's
and '80's. However, many people
stopped using Pascal when they
finished college and went to work.
Pascal's restrictions and limitations
got in the way of "real world" programming.
Nowadays, Pascal has made a
strong comeback due to the influence
of Borland Pascal (formerly known as
Turbo Pascal.)
Borland International started marketing Turbo Pascal around 1982. It
was a lean and mean programming
language. Even in the final edition
(release 3.02a), the Turbo Pascal compiler and integrated editor were still
under 64K bytes: an amazing feat for
any language product.
If you can get your hands on a

Sparcom - Comm StatIon
AceTechnoIogIes -1MB, 2MB 4MB RAM Carda
H01.5A - Serial Cable, HP-95LX to PC
H01.6A - Serial Cable, HP-95LX to MAC

a

It llU"HHIIIUI'iJ1
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-227-8292. Fax: (415) 494-1995
copy of TP 3.02a, you'll find that it
makes an almost ideal programming
language for the HP 95LX. Sure,
you'll have to forego the use of the
Turbo Pascal graphics commands,
but everything else will work.
Beginning with version 4.0, Borland's Turbo Pascal changed dramatically. Version 4.0 of the language
introduced the use of pre-compiled
units and the ability to create programs as large as 600K bytes. Later
versions of the language incorporated
object oriented programming structures.
Over the past several years, Turbo
Pascal (now called Borland Pascal)
has taken on many of the features of
C and c++. Pascal has lost its classroom image. It is now a professional
programming tool. (To make this
point, Borland has rewdtten their
Quattro Pro for Windows spreadsheet program entirely in Pascal.)
The command line version of BP

7.0 resides on my HP 95LX and 100LX. It takes up about 115K bytes and
lets me write small programs and try
out ideas when I'm away from a
desktop Pc.
Compile times for Pascal programs are about ten times faster than
those for comparable C programs.
Pascal EXE files are usually one third
to one half the size of similar programs written and compiled with
Borland C.
BP 7.0 also contains a built-in
Assembler (BASM). It is not as complete as the stand alone Turbo Assembler, but it does a remarkable job
for small programs.
The one disadvantage to Borland
Pascal 7.0 is that it will never be able
to create a System-Manager Compliant program. The only work-around
is to use Mark Scardina's Switch! Developer's Pack to emulate SMC capabilities.
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No Ideal Programming
Language - Yet!

iiiiii

We've reviewed several languages
that have been used by professional,
HP 95LX and 100LX programmers.
No one language can claim to be an
ideal language for this small, personal computer. They all have their
strong points and their drawbacks.
In the next couple of years, I
expect the programming language
scene to change. We're likely to see
more languages with names like
Turing, Oberon, and Scheme. It will
be interesting to see which of these
languages catch on. It will be equally
interesting to see what new palmtop
programmers bring to light through
the use of better programming tools.
Until next time, Happy Programming.

Order Information

Shareware/F reeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
PCC.ZIP - J/F 92
AWK.ZIP - SIO 93
VDE162.ZIP - Fall 91
ZIP161.ZIP - J/F 93
PRGTOOL 1.ZIP M/J 93 issue
(Includes E2M)
PRGTOOL2.ZIP M/J 93 issue

'CIS HSHR
'CIS HSHR
'CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR

'CIS - Also available on CompuServe.
"SHR - SHAREWARE is software distributed free
of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you decide
to use it, you must pay the author the shareware fee.
This goes for any shareware found on The HP
Palmtop Paper ON DISK or CompuServe.
AOL - many of these files may be found on American
Online in the Palmtop lJbrary (keyword Palmtop).
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Sample code

Microsoft Assembler (6.1) - $199
GW·BASIC - with DOS 3.x
Microsoft Quick Basic (4.5) - $199
Microsoft C (5.1) - discontinued

CONTACT: MIX Software, 1132 Commerce Dr., Richardson, TX 75081, USA;
Phone: 800-333-0330 or 214-783-6001;
Fax: 214-783-1404.

Swift!BASIC - $159.95
BASIC programming language designed for
the HP 95LX.
USA CONTACT: EduCALC, 27953
Cabot Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677,
USA; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714-5822637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

Turbo Assembler - discontinued
Turbo C++ (2.0) - $99.95
CONTACT: Borland International, 1800
Green Hills Road, Scotts Valley, CA 95067,
USA; Phone: 800-331-0877 or 408-4311000.

TurboPascal 3.02A - $90

Intennediate

Versions for 100LX

FastWRITE - $99
Commercial version of the VDE text editor
for the HP Palmtops (SWITCHable).
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.,
2880 lanker Road, Suite 103, San Jose,
CA 95134, USA; Phone: 800-825-9977 or
408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

Power C - $19.95

Runs on 95LX

Versions for 95LX

High-level language based on a pattern
matching utility.
CONTACT: Thompson Automation,
5616 SW Jefferson, Portland OR 972212597, USA; Phone: 800-944-0139 503-2241639503-224-3230.

CONTACT Microsoft Corporation, 1
Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052, USA;
Phone: 800-227-4679, 206-936-8661.
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Explanation of chart: Line 5,6,7: Who is the language suitable for? This is a judgment call on my part; Line 8: System
RAM needed to compile programs. Line 9: Disk space: there's a lot of variables here. The amount of disk space oiten
depends on how much of the product you need.
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The following individual has been licensed
to distribute this older version of TP that
works well with the 95LX.
CONTACT: Joe Wright, 711 Chatsworth Place, San Jose, CA 95128, USA.

UTIL Forth - $70
Version of Forth designed for the 95LX.
CONTACT: Essex Marketing Services
Inc., attn: Chris Smith, 272 Old Farms
Road, Simsbury, CT 06070, USA; Phone:
203-651-8284; Fax: 203-651-7926.

Other sources for
commercial programming software
The Programmer's Shop, 90 Industrial
Park Rd., Hingham, MA 02043, USA;
Phone: 617-740-2017.
Programmer's Paradise, 1163 Shrewsbury
Ave., Shrewsburry, NJ 07702, USA; Phone:
800-445-7899 or 908-389-9228; Fax: 908389-9227

A Few Good Men ...
One Good Palmtop!
The HP Palmtop "hits the beach" with
the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force in
Kuwait. This User Profile shows how
the HP 95LX withstood rigors that
would have brought a lesser palmtop
to its knees!

. .-

......

-/

(

By Major James C. Cummiskey
"You can have your Apple Newtons,
you can have your Wizards, too.
But, there is a hardy Palmtop,
That I'll introduce to you .
It survived the Kuwait Desert,

In the land that God forgot.
Where the sand was fourteen inches deep.
And the sun was blazing hot."
[To the tune of a U.s. Marine Corps marching
song - with minor modifications.]

Operation Native Fury
In June 1993, a 1MB version of the
Hewlett Packard (HP) 95LX Palmtop
computer deployed along with a
sizeable contingent from the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force (MEF) to
Kuwait. We were there to conduct
Operation Native Fury 1-93 to exercise the global "force-in-readiness"
concept. During this exercise, this HP
Palmtop made great contributions to
the combat readiness of the Marine
infantry company which I commanded. Furthermore, my 95LX withstood
rigors which might have brought a
lesser palmtop to its knees! The following paragraphs describe my experience using this Palmtop technology
in the searing heat and high winds
associated with that desolate country.
I'm proud to report that the HP 95LX
Palmtop served its country well!
My unit, 2d Battalion, 7th Marines, had the mission of securing the
port of Kuwait City; off-loading vehicles, weapons, logistical supplies and

ammunition stored aboard Maritime
Pre-Positioned Ships (MPS); and
finally, conducting various tactical
exercises in the remote, windswept
desert to the northwest of Kuwait
City. During these exercises, we operated within fifteen miles of the Iraqi
border. What made this visit especially poignant for many of us were the
hundreds of burned-out Iraqi vehicles which littered the battlefields
where men had fought and died
during Operation Desert Storm just
two years earlier.
To make things even more interesting for the Marines, the u.s. forces
sent a surprise "candygram" for Sadaam Hussein during the Native Fury
deployment. The message was delivered by multiple Tomahawk missiles
which were launched at Baghdad in
response to the aborted assassination
attempt on then-President Bush.
Immediately prior to the missile
attack, the officers of my battalion
were told that the MPS ship we were

guarding contained enough ammunition in its holds to blow a 1.5 mile
crater in the earth's surface! This
understandably made many of us a
little tense (considering the terrorist
threat omnipresent in the Middle
East). Fortunately, no major incidents
occurred. The bulk of the U.S. forces
returned unscathed to America within one week after the bombing.
During our deployment, Kuwait
was experiencing its "shamal" or
windy season with up to 60 knot
winds. Temperatures of 125°F (51 °C)
were not uncommon as these strong
winds blew Kuwait's fine, gritty
white sand into every unprotected
nook and cranny of a Marine's clothing and equipment. Since I had only
recently acquired my 95LX a few
weeks before the operation (it had
been purchased used from another
CompuServe Information Service
(CIS) HPHAND forum member), I
was naturally concerned about the
hardiness of my little Palmtop.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Major James C. Cummiskt?!f is a prior enlisted Marine with over
twelve years commissioned service as an infa1lf:1y officer. He is
currently assigned as the Executive Officer of the 1st 'Battalion, 7th
Marines (Reinforced), headquartered at the Marine Corps Air Ground
Combat Center, 29 Palms, California. At the time of his experience in
Kuwait, he was the commanding officer of Golf Compa1lY, 2d
Battalion, 7th Mari1les.
THANKS ALSO TO: Lt. Brendan G. Cook, who is holdi1lg the
Palmtop for the cover photo, Cpls. Eric N . Johnson and Sean P.
Brock, Pvt. Russell C. Marvel, and photographers Cpls. Johnny A.
Giles and M.T. Mink.
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Would it let me down when I needed
it most? My fears were compounded
by the warning in the HP 95LX User's
Guide (page A8) that the maximum
operating temperature of the 95LX is
104°F (40°C).

Good Advice from Other Users
Since I only had a few weeks to prepare myself and my computer for our
mission, I consulted other knowledgeable users. Many friendly and
helpful people on CompuServe's HPHAND forum shared their experiences using the 95LX in various extreme
environments.
The many tips they provided
were invaluable as I steeled both
myself and the Palmtop for the harsh
realities which the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force would have to face.
Fred Kaufman (and several others)
recommended I use ziplock baggies
to keep the dust and grit away from
the machine. John Crea expanded
Fred's comment by suggesting I add
a bag of silica desiccant to the baggie
to absorb any moisture in the humid
air. Finally, Ted Dickens (the HPHAND Sysop) recommended that I
always have a RAM card inserted to
assist in sealing off the PCMCIA card
slot on the machine. These were all
excellent ideas, and I committed
myself to employing them while in
Kuwait.
Furthermore, many people recommended the EC-95 Environmental
Case. Although a great idea, the
increased size and weight of this
"bullet-proof" case reduced much of
the Palmtop's utility. The larger, encased Palmtop just can't go everywhere with me. My bare HP would
simply have to cope with Kuwait's
torturous conditions as best it could.
I must admit I got on the airplane
with some reservations about the
Palmtop's reliability.

HP Palmtop "Kuwait Proof"
I'm happy to report, however, that
the HP 95LX never failed me in the
slightest way throughout the entire
ordeal. Despite my best efforts to
protect the system with some of the

techniques mentioned above, my
Palmtop eventually became covered
with the gritty, fine sand which was
blowing everywhere. The baggie
system proved too slow for the timecritical applications I had in mind, so
I soon ditched it. Naturally, "Murphy's Law" continued to raise its
ugly head. I accidently dropped the
Palmtop numerous times in the deep
sand immediately after removing the
ziplock protection. Sand was soon
everywhere - in the serial port and

AC power recesses, the RAM card
slot, and all over the keypad area.
However, all this dirt didn't seem to
faze the 95LX in the slightest!
Later, I dropped the unit a few
times while bouncing along the
rough terrain in our Marine Amphibious Assault Vehicle (AAV) and a
High-Mobility Multi-purpose
Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV). Trust
me when I tell you that these military
vehicles are not made for creature
comfort! I even dropped the system

95LX in the
Heat of Battle!
The Marine Amphibious Assault Vehicle
slowly made its way down the featureless
terrain of the Kuwait desert. Lieutenant
Jansen is the infantry commander in
charge. Everywhere he looks there is
white, flat sand - with shimmering waves
of heat scintillate up from the parched horizon. It is 120°F in the shade.
The seven Marines riding in the back of the track are in a foul mood - they have travelled thirty
kilometers that morning without a rest. The lieutenant's parched throat reminds him that he hasn't
had a drink in a long time - at least twenty minutes. He reaches over the hatch for his fifth water
bottle of the day.
Suddenly from the left front, he hears the unmistakable sound of an AT-5 anti-armor mis~ile
screaming towards them. The missile impacts just short of the track and showers its occupants with
a spray of sand and rocks. "Damn it, hard left!," the lieutenant screams over the intercom. "Enemy
BMP's direct front! 3,000 meters! Find us some cover, Smitty - quick!," he yells at the driver. Lance
Corporal Smith tums his track directly towards the enemy fighting vehicles and guns his motor hard.
He has spotted a small depression in the flat terrain about 200 meters ahead he thinks he can
make it to. After a long ten seconds, the tractor shudders to a sudden, jarring stop. The lieutenant
pulls his Palmtop computer from his left flak jacket pocket. Tracers begin to scream across the
desert as his gunner opens up with the .50 caliber machine gun.
The lieutenants's well-trained Marines all jump out the back of the tractor and take their
positions. Private First Class Miller has broken out his "Iensatic" compass to determine the direction
of the enemy. He yells back to the lieutenant, "Sir, I see five BMP's - Magnetic Azimuth is 145 degrees!" Meanwhile, Corporal Johnson reads the Trimble Global Positioning System (GPS) display
and screams out their own exact position: "Current position is 457953 - I say again, 457953!."
Almost simultaneously, Lance Corporal Young cries out "Firing Laser!" as his AN/GVS-5 rangefinder
shoots its invisible beam of light downrange at the enemy vehicles. Three seconds later he yells,
"Sir, range is 1,950 meters to lead BMP!." "Damn it," the lieutenant mutters to himself, "I was off
on that range estimation!" Quickly he enters the azimuth, current position and range into a
spreadsheet on his Palmtop computer. His 95LX spits out the coordinates of the enemy as another
AT-5 round whistles directly overhead and explodes onto the ground less than 100 meters behind
them.
"Sergeant Staples, get me some immediate suppression on those BMPs - grid coordinate
468937!," the lieutenant shouts to his Artillery Forward Observer as he reads the result from his
HP's LCD screen. Forty-five seconds later, he hears the 155mm rounds whizzing overhead towards
the enemy. "God bless American technology!," the lieutenant thinks aloud, watching through his
binoculars as the first salvo impacts with a direct hit on the lead BMP. "Repeat that mission with
a fire for effect, Sergeant. Good shooting, Marine!," he cries triumphantly. "This stuff is easy," the
lieutenant smirks to himself, "Who needs maps, anyway?" Just another routine day in the life of an
HP Palmtop.
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from a height of approximately eight
feet onto the hard tarmac road while
getting off a 5-ton truck.
The HP took all this abuse, and
came back for more. What a superbly
engineered and dependable piece of
machinery! My congratulations to the
entire HP engineering team for designing such a reliable computer.

Solar Charger Keeps
NiCd Batteries Going
Electrical outlets were in short supply
in Kuwait, especially during our
extended field training. Those outlets
that did exist used industrial-type 3prong outlets as well as 220-240 Alternating Current (AC). The fact that
the Marines had a limited number of
110 volt AC converters on hand left
my Palmtop without its life-sustaining electricity.
Fortunately Kuwait does have a
steady supply of sunshine. I decided
to explore the possibility of harnessing the sun's power with a solar-cell
AA battery charger. I found a nicely
designed and compact Solar Powered
Battery Charger for $12 (contact information at the end of the article).
This three-ounce charger allowed
me to tap into a continuous source of
power for recharging my Millennium
Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd) 700 mAH
AA batteries. Although the recharger's instructions indicate that two
batteries can be charged in as little as
"4 to 6 hours," it took two full days of
continuous exposure to the sun to
fully charge my batteries. Since a
charged pair of Ni-Cds powered my
95LX for about one week, charging
time was not a problem for me.
A solar charging system is an
excellent and environmentally conscious way of providing reliable
power for any palmtop. It is especially important for those of us who
often find ourselves in remote parts
of the world. If only John Muir had a
Palmtop in his pocket when he was
hiking the Appalachian Trail. .. !

factor. The ultra-portability of the 95
or 100LX is extremely compatible
with the high mobility requirements
of a modern Marine - whether he's
on the battlefield or in the "rear with
the gear."
I certainly made good use of the
95LX built-in PIMs. However, my
primary application during this deployment was using Lotus 1-2-3 on
the HP Palmtop to assist me with
land navigation, and the engagement
of targets on the battlefield. I developed a spreadsheet program called
"Grid Calculator" to assist me in this
effort.

Before continuing with this article,
read the side bar on this page. It's an
account of an enemy encounter, illustrating how the Marines use various
types of military technology on the
modern battlefield. It's fictional, but
could easily be real.
Although this story is somewhat
apocalyptic, it aptly illustrates the
value of Palmtop technology in the
chaotic environment of the modern
battlefield! Without his Palmtop, our
lieutenant would have been forced to
rely on his map, protractor, string,
grease pencil, and arithmetic skills to
arrive at the same result his HP gave

Introducing
Reflection-To-Go®
,
afull-featured
terminal emulator for
HP palmtop computers . • •

Give 'Em Hell with 1-2-3!
The most important aspect of the HP
Palmtops is their relatively tiny form
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him in a few seconds. Mistakes are
often made in the heat of battle using
these traditional techniques. And if
high winds blow away your map or
protractor, you're SOL! (Editor's Note:
We think this means "Sorta outta luck".)

Grid Calculator
Pinpointing an enemy position is a
complex process. The Palmtop's ability to write sophisticated, yet easy-touse Lotus spreadsheets is one obvious way to streamline this process.
Using a spreadsheet like the one
described in the story lets you accomplish the task in a fraction of the
time - with a minimum of potential
for error!
Grid Calculator (GRIDCALC ii)
Version 1.1 is my current edition of
the 1-2-3 spreadsheet program described in the story. It uses Lotus'
strong trigonometric functions to
calculate azimuth and distance from
one 6-digit grid coordinate to another. Furthermore, as illustrated in the
story, it can calculate a "target grid"
given a range, bearing, and observer
location. It can calculate compass
directions in either degrees or mils,
and will also accept distances in
kilometers or nautical miles. More
importantly, the program will accept
a default Grid-Magnetic (GM) Angle
for ease of converting from gridnorth to magnetic azimuths during
the calculation process.

the compass points, are not the same.
In fact, a magnetic compass very
seldom points exactly north. This
results in a slight offset angle every
time you convert angles from compass to the map (and back again). It
can get very confusing! Everyone
who has tried his hand at land navigation has occasionally added the
"GM-Angle" when he should have
subtracted it, and subsequently gotten hopelessly lost. (Officers excepted, naturally. We never get "lost."
Just "disoriented for extended periods.") Be sure to read the program
documentation for a detailed explanation of this feature and many other
aspects of the program.
GRIDCALC is not just for military
applications - it is extremely well
suited to general land navigation as
well. Anyone who uses a map and
compass would benefit from giving it
a try. I am currently writing a new
stand-alone DOS version of the program in the C++ programming language. The new version adds numerous features (e.g., resection and intersection modules; longitude/latitude
conversion; grid-zone and 100,000
meter grid square identification and
calculation; time-speed-distance module; system-manager compliance;
etc.). The Lotus version of GRIDCALC is also available in Library 7 of
HPHAND on CompuServe (filename
GRIDCA.ZIP). The DOS version will
be released during the next few
months.

Behind a Desk with the 95LX

lS , G98 KM ... . Distance £" ni to U2
2ZS Deg5 .. A2i"uth £" ni to U2
4S De~s . . A2i"uth £" nz to U1

I'm currently the Executive Officer of
an infantry battalion, and spend a lot
of time in a traditional office environment. Still, every week I continue to
discover fresh, new applications for
my marvelous little Palmtop.

GridCalc screen, HP 95LX

Many people might be surprised
to learn that "geographic north," the
end of the axis on which the earth
rotates, and "magnetic north," where

FILE TRANSFER WITH ZIP ii
I use Eric Meyer's, excellent ZIP program to move programs and data
back and forth from the 95LX to my
notebook and desktop computers. I
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find this superior to the CPACK
program which comes with the HP
Connectivity Pack and which I occasionally use. The ZIP program is very
fast (115,200 bps) and can work with
the batch files and User Keys (system
macros) I have set up on the Palmtop
to make my backups as painless as
possible.
For example, I run the following
User Key below which calls a batch
file named ZIPSERVE.BAT ii. The
batch file turns the HP's serial port
on, and puts the ZIP software in
"server mode," ready to accept files.
When I'm finished and exit ZIP, the
batch file turns the serial port back
off to conserve battery power.
User Key
(FS}c : \batch(ENTER}(FS}zipserve . bat
(ENTER) (ESC) (F4)
ZIPSERVE.BAT

echo off
cd\
cls
echo In the ROOT directory . . . ready to receive
echo "'G

echo Serial port power is ON !

serctl /w
zip /s
serctl /0
echo Serial port pm'ler is OFF !

I then use the batch file HP95BAK
.BAT iii on my notebook computer to
quickly copy all new or modified
files from my 95LX's data directories
to the relative safety of my hard disk:
HP9SBAK . BAT

echo off
cls
echo About to backup data on C : Ram Drive of
HPLX
echo Start Zip in Server Mode on HP Computer .

pause
zip c : \ _ dat\ *. * If[c : \hp9S1x\_datJ It
zip c : \ batch\ *.* If[c : \hp9S1x\batchJ It
zip c : \ 123\ *.* If[c : \hp9S1x\123J It
zip c : \ appt\ *. * If [c : \hp9S1x\apptJ It
zip c : \memo\* . * If(c : \hp951x\memo] It
zip c : \phone\* . * If[c : \hp9S1x \ phone] It
cls
echo Backup Complete . .. All files reside
echo in hard disk ' s C : \HP95LX subdirectories

Note that I am copying data files
from many different subdirectories
on my 95LX (\APPT, \MEMO, and
\PHONE). 95Buddy iii lets me specify different default subdirectories for
my built-in applications and access
them extremely easily. This is generally a better idea than cramming
them all into the very busy \ _DAT
directory.

DIFFERENT APPT BOOK FILES
I use three different *.ABK files
(WORK.ABK, PERSONAL.ABK, and
COMPUTER.ABK) to segregate tasks
and appointments into my three
primary areas of interest. (I have a
fourth file, ACT.ABK for use with
ACT!). I automated switching back
and forth between these various database files with User Keys. These User
Keys are setup for use with 95Buddy.
Buddy has an excellent feature that
displays the user's currently assigned
macro keys at the bottom of the
screen whenever the CHAR key is
pressed.
I have renamed my appointment
book categories (again with
95Buddy) to "HOT TASKS," "WARM
TASKS," and "COOL TASKS." Notes
attached to each To-Do provide details about the task, or indicate a
linked MEMO file which contains the
status on the project.
When I sit down at work each
day, I plan my daily schedule by first
copying the to-do items I want to
accomplish that day to the Daily
View of the Appointment Book. I
place the cursor on the desired to-do
and use the following User Key to
copy it over to the Daily view of
APPT.

(using ZIP, of course) to my desktop
computer where I edit the ideas in
WordPerfect; print out a standard
format I've adopted; and pass them
out to each subordinate. I think my
staff appreciates my efforts to keep
each meeting from becoming an
exercise in note-taking - the staff can
simply sit back, listen, and enjoy the
fruits of the 95LX's labor.
I use MEMO files to keep track of
to-dos (with detailed notes) for each
of my fifteen or so departments. This
system allows me to quickly review
the status of any pending task with

each of my subordinates at a moment's notice. A great way to make
use of those little "bits of time" we
never seem to be able to fully exploit.
1-2-3 DATABASE
KEEPS PERSONNEL DATA
I use the database features of Lotus
1-2-3 to store key personnel data on
the Marines currently assigned to my
infantry battalion. I simply take a
subset of my Personnel Officer's
dBase database; convert it to ASCII
delimited text on the desktop; and
bring it into a Lotus spreadsheet by

{F2) {FlO) {F4) {EN1'ER) {DOWN)
{DOWN)O{DOWN) O{DOWN) {FlO) {FlO)

Most of my to-do items don't require
a specific time, so the User Key gives
each appointment a 0:00 starting and
ending time. This puts them at the
top of the APPT Daily view. I modify
the starting and ending times for
those items that need a specific time.
This tip works for time set to a 24
hour clock. (Go into SetUp and press
Time Format and select one of the
International Time options.)
MEMO CAPTURES IDEAS
I use various MEMO files throughout
each week to accumulate ideas for
the varied (and oh so many) meetings I attend. A few hours before
each meeting, I transfer these files

flies over the phone. (Like a
Jim sighed. With just minutes
letter composed in Memo Editor.)
to catch his flight, the boss wants the
"Now boarding Flight 7 ... " Jim smiles to
memo he wrote yesterday! Good thing he has
Reflection·To-Go"on his HP pahntop computer. himself. The memo is on its way.
The moral? Make a note: if you have an
Reflection·To-Go is a full·featured Reflection"
terminal emulator, complete with modem dialer HP l00LX or an HP 95LX, Reflection·To-Go
helps you work smarter.
and command language, on a PCMClA card.
Thanks to Reflection·To-Go, Jim logs on to the
HP 3000 right from the airport. Because
CaII1-800-92NETWORK
Reflection·To-Go works with PCMClA and
external modems, as well as direct serial
connections. Jim uses HP DeskManager, works
on block·mode applications, and even transfers
Making PC Connections Count

~Reflectiorr

Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.
2815 Eastlake Avenue East, Seanle, Washington 98102/206.324.0017 / FAX: 206.322.8151
Suitenhof 47, 2513AH Den Haag, The Netherlands / +31.70.375.11.00 / FAX: +31.70.356.12.44
Reflection and Reflection-To{;o are registered trndemarks of Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc. All other trndemarks are the property of their respective holders.
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HOW TO USE: Palmtop in the Marines

PRINT FROM
YOUR PALMTOP
PanIIDk 3 is for those times you need a
hard copy from your HP 9S or 100. One end
of ParaUnk 3 fits into the parallel port of
your printer. the other extends the serial
cable supplied with the Connectivity Pack.

ParaIIDk 3 is battery powered. light, small.
and easy to carry.

Price $79.95 (or £49.95 UK)
To Order:
CaD: 011-44-438-815444
Fax: 011-44-438-815222

Korea this winter, I'll be sure to let
you know if the minimum operating
temperature of the HP 9SLX (32°F,
O°C) is just as conservative as the
maximum temperature turned out to
be.
Finally, I want to thank all the
fine people who have greatly assisted
me over the past few months. A
special thanks to Ted Dickens, the
Team HP crew, and all the knowledgeable and patient individuals on

WIDgET.

Additional Third Party Hardware/Software
I Use with the HP 95LX

SOFTWARE

121 London Road. Knebworth,

Herts S03 6EX United Kingdom

U.S. DISTRIBUTORS SOUGHT

pressing IMENU' File Import Text. I've
added a few 1-2-3 macros to help me
maneuver through the database.
Wherever I go, I have the critical
information on the entire battalion in
my pocket.

HARDWARE
•
•

•
•

DoubleCard with Stacker disk compression software for file storage.
Radio Shack NiCd batteries - high Capacity' 850 mAH NiCds. I've been getting about twentyfive hours continuous use on these fine batteries (I generally use the AC adaptor whenever
accessing my serial port).
Pouch carrying case - in which I carry my 95LX and a spare set of the NiCds.
Eveready Hi-Energy lithium batteries and a Toshiba CR2032 3-volt coin cell - I keep a set
of Inhiums and a backup battery in case of an emergency.

SOFTWARE
•
•

CUSTOM TOPCARD
I borrowed some of Ed Keefe's great
ideas found in his EDFACE.ZIP ji
file to create a customized topcard
PCX file to start my system up each
day. I used the USMC Eagle, Globe,
and Anchor insignia found in Harvard
Graphics 3.0' s military symbol library
to personalize my topcard. I converted the Harvard Graphics *.CHT format file to *.PCX format; and then
used Windows 3.1's paint program to
add text and format it for the 9SLX's
smaller screen. I'm quite fond of the
result which I have saved in a file
called 1-7XO.PCX ii.

•
•

Future of the Palmtop in the
Marines; Thanks for the Help!

•

I have several ongoing initiatives in
my battalion encouraging the integration of the HP Palmtops into the Marines' way of doing business. I'll save
a discussion of those for another
article.
Since my unit will be going to

the CompuServe HPHAND forum
for sharing their consistent and comprehensive knowledge of these magic
little boxes. Thanks to Hal Goldstein,
Publisher of The HP Palmtop Paper,
for cajoling me into finally completing this article (and providing his superb forum for exchanging Palmtop
ideas). Thanks goes to David Shier
and all my new friends at the Los
Angeles LX Local User's Group (LaXLUG) for their innovative ideas and

•

•

•

myREMOTE - I use to manage my numerous TV, VCR, and stereo remote controls at home.
BATTman - battery management software, which helps me stay on top of my battery levels and
wams me when my juice is getting low.
SWITCH! multi-tasking software that lets me mutti-task DOS applications.
95Buddy a - I use Version 3.1 b to automate countless aspects of my system. This fine program
adds an almost incalculable amount of utility to my 95LX. It makes MEMO a whole different
program. The new SmartCaps feature of this program alone is worth the $40 registration fee. You
shouldn't even consider using a 95LX without this wonderful program.
ACT! - a contact manager for the 95LX that helps me manage the hundreds of professional and
personal contacts I maintain. ZAPCARDS is a unique feature that creates a new record
automatically from data transmitted via the infrared port from another Palmtop running ACT!.
ZIP - a file transfer program that helps me move programs and data back and forth from the
95LX to my notebook and desktop computers. The ZIP program is very fast (115,200 bps) and
works in conjunction with numerous batch files and macros I have set up on the Palmtop to make
my backups as painless as possible.
Entertainment - I use numerous entertainment programs to make my 95LX a lot more fun especially when I'm demonstrating the computer to people who have never seen a Palmtop
before. These include: SND a - a sound generation program with various batch files to send
Arnold Schwartzenegger's voice or raucous laughter to the Palmtop's speaker; SOKOBAt a puzzle program; HPTRIS a - a Palmtop version of the Tetris game; U-SOUNDS a useful sounds
program (try the 'Falling Bombs' at your next staff meeting when someone drops a 'manhole
cover' on another department head; WMTELL a and BUGLE a music; CHESS a and INVADERS a programs are some of the best shareware/freeware games to demonstrate the
potential of your 95LX to your friends (all work and no play makes the palmtopper a dull boy).
Text Editors - I use various ednor programs including the built-in MEMO. I also use H.COM a
(an HP spec~ic version of the TERSE/SLIM editor wnh surprisingly complete features); VDE a
word processor (its ability to directly read/write WordPerfect files is great); and Craig Finseth's
FREYJA a (for its customizable 'C" source code).

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: I'd like to pay tribute to the authors of the commercial, shareware and freeware
software mentioned in this article. These include: myREMOTE- David Goodman; BA TTman and SWITCH!- Mark
Scardina; 95Buddy - Jeff Mattox; VED and ZIP - Eric Meyer; SOKOBAN - Hans de Vreught; HPTRIS - Yann
Rousse; U_SOUNDS - Grupo TeleUnk; WMTELL, BUGLE, and EDFACE - Ed Keefe; CHESS and INVADERS
- Andy Glasiter; H.COM - Joseph; FREYJA - Craig Finseth; ACT! - Contact Software.
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enthusiasm for the HP line of Palmtops. (LaXLUG contact: David Shier -

Order Information

Phone: 805-498-6787; Fax: 805-4988174; CIS ID: [75030,3374J; Prodigy ID:
CXBG88A.)

ACTI95 - $99

Thanks are also due to all the superb commercial, shareware and
freeware authors who consistently
keep me in awe of their talents. A
final thanks goes to all the vendors
who have given me countless free
advice, and supplied me with great
products for the newest member of
my computing family.

DoubleCard - varies

Contact management software for the HP 95LX.
CONTACT: ~man~ec Corp.; Phone: 800-441-7234 or
BArfMa~5~ff~' Fax. 408-255-3344.
Battery monitoring software.
1MB - 8MB RAM memory cards wi1h Slacker file compression software.

FastWRITE! - $99

Commercial version of the VDE text edHor. Fully
SWITCHable with buitt-in applications ~ used witf1
SWITCH!

myREMOTE - $39
Software lets you control TV, VCR, STEREO wHh
95LX.

SWITCH! - $69

MuttHask DOS software on the 95LX.
CONTACT: ACE Technologies, Inc.; Phone: 800-8259977 or 408-428-9722; Fax: 408-428-9721.

EC-95 Environmental Case - $375

This durable aluminum case is suHable for those using
the 95LX in harsh environments.

CONTACT: Corvallis Surveying Systems; Phone: BOD733-5017 or 503-752-4419; Fax: 503-752-7037.

Eveready Hi-Energy Lithiums
(set of two batteries - $5 (approx)

CONTACT: camera department ofKMart; check other
mass merchandisers.

The Pouch (nylon) - $19.95

carrying case for the HP Palmtops.
CONTACT: EduCALC; Phone: 800-677-7001 or 714582-2637; Fax: 714-582-1445.

High capacity NiCds
(set of two batteries) - $6 (approx)
CR-2032 Coin Cell - $3 (approx)

CONTACT: Radio ShaCK orstores where rechargeables
are sold.

Solar Powered
Battery Charger - $12
Part # 2231 0, charges up to four AA NiCd rechargeable
batteries.
CONTACT: GampMor; Phone: 201-445-5000; Fax: 201445-6619.

iiiiii
Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
MARINE.ZIP - SIO 93
Contains, ZIPSERVE .BA T, HP95BAK
.BAT and 1-7XO.PCX
'CIS
BUGLE - SIO 93
'CIS "SHR CHESS - J/F 92
Archived in AG.zIP
'CIS
EDFACE.ZIP - S/O 93
'CIS
FREYJA - MIA 93
'CIS
GRIDCALC - J/A 93
'CIS "SHR H.COM - S/O 93
'CIS
HPTRIS - J/F 92 and 1992
Subscribers Disk
'CIS
SNDS - S/O 92
'CIS
SOKOBAN - N/D 92
'CIS
USOUNDS - 92 Sub Disk
'CIS "SHR VDE - Fall 91
Commercial version, FastWRITE now
available.
'CIS "SHR WMTELL.MUS - S/O 92
Archived in MUS95.ZIP
'CIS
ZIP - J/F 93
CIS- Also available in the HP Handheld forum of
CompuServe.
SHR- SHAREWARE is software distributed free
of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you
decide to use it, you must pay the author the
shareware fee. This goes for any shareware
found on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or
CompuServe.
AOL - Many of these files may be found on
American On Line in the Palmtop Library (keyword ·Palmtop".

Jim felt his stomach tense.
PCMCIA technology. It fits on
Two months' work is riding on
a credit-card sized card. Now,
this sale, and finally he is in the client's
Jim works on block-mode applications,
office. Then the client asks, "How soon can you checks lIP Desk messages, or transfers files
deliver?"
from almost any phone-Without packing any
Success! Thanks to Reflection-To-Go*on his extra baggage.
lIP palmtop computer, Jim has the answerThe moral? Stay in touch: if you have an
straight from the lIP 3000. "The order will ship lIP 100LX or an lIP 95LX, Reflection-To-Go
tomorrow."
helps you work smarter.
Reflection-To-Go lets Jim dial in to the
Call1·800·82NETWORK
lIP 3000 anytime. Even when it's 3:30 p.m.
on the West Coast, and the East Coast office is
closed. Reflection-To-Go is a complete Reflection*
Making PC Connections Count
terminal emulator that uses state-of-the-art

~Reflection

Walker Richer & Quinn,lnc.
2815 Eastlake Avenue East, Seattle, Washington 98\02/206.324.0407 / FAX: 206.322.8151
Buitenhof 47,2513 AU Den Haag, The Netherlands / +31.70.375.11.00 / FAX: +31.70.356.12.44
Reflection and Reflection-T(}(io arc rtgistmd trademarks of Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc. All other trademarks arc lb. property of Ibeir rtSpectiv. holders.
Reflection-T(}(io works wilb PCMCIA.lJased modems, exttmal modems, or over, dirtct serial connection.
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Make Full Use
of Application Manager
AppManager makes it easy to set up
and launch DOS programs on the
HP 100LX. Enhance that ease using
these undocumented features and a
free Subscribers Disk program.

&...
MORE

By Mark Scardina
The HP IOOLX's new Application
Manager IE] makes setting up and
launching DOS or System-Manager
compliant programs easy. It is possible, but not as easy to do so on the
HP 95LX. Hewlett-Packard obviously
listened to user feedback in the creation of this new built-in application.
AppManager handles the previously undocumented chore of managing the APNAME.LST file. You no
longer have edit APNAME.LST to
assign a hotkey to a new EXM program. You can set up System-Manager compliant or DOS programs with

~ase and launch them by selecting an
Icon.
We'll discuss setting up system
compliant programs in a future article. This one focuses on setting up
and launching DOS .EXE, .COM, and
.BAT programs.

Adding DOS Programs
to AppManager
up to 38 applications can be
launched from AppManager. Any
number of these may be DOS programs; however you must follow

ENHANCE MEMORY PRODUCTS
At the forefront of our industry for
15 years, ENHANCE is mature and
dependable; capable of working
with you to achieve the highest
possible level of success.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark Scardina is Software Product
Manger for ACE Technologies and
co-author of The Official Guide to
the HP lOOLX. He also provides
Palmtop support on Compuserve as
a member of TeamHP. His CompuServe ID is [76711,732J.

STOP! Before you buy another set of batteries ...

BATTman™
NiMH batteries

NEW!
Version 1.3

"If you are tired of throwing away batteries, BA TTman will allow safe
hassle-free use of rechargeables on your 95LX.. "

"Every combination of BATTman works flawlessly and I never once lost
data.. "

- Palmtop paper, August 7992

With NEW Features!
•
•
•
•
•

Early warning message lets you better manage
batteries when use with Flash memory cards
Supports NiCd , NiMH and Lithium batteries
ACE NiMH batteries provide 200% more
capacity than standard NiCds
NiMH rechargeable to 1,000 times
NiMH batteries have no memory effects and
are non-toxic to our environment

Start using BADman battery management
software with NiMH, Nickel-Metal-Hydride,
rechargeable batteries and SAVE!

FLASH MEMORY & STATIC RAM
PCMCIA CARDS:
8001343-0 I 00

BATIman NEW! version 1.3 on 3.5" floppy ................. $49
BATIman with two Ni-metal-Hydrides ........................ $59
BATIman with two Ni-metal-Hydrides & charger ..... $69

FAX: 8181343-1436
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For more information Call:

(800) 825-9977

ACE Technologies. Inc.
28&1 Zanker Road, Suite 103
San Jose , Callfomla 95134 U.S.A.
Tel: 408-428-9722 Fox: 408-428-9721

(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

specific rules when adding a DOS
program in AppManager (some of
these rules are undocumented).
Press I!J to go into AppManager
and press ~ to Add an application.
(Press ~ to edit an existing one you can only edit the Comments field
of a built-in application.) You're presented with screen that looks like
this.

-:-;;;;;;=. . ... ...

...

~- ~."~"-~
-~.-.-~-,.,

N<itI .... : ~

lath: liI:\,clGCk ,['Kn

characters). For example, if INVADERS.EXE was located in C:\GAMES,
you'd enter: c:\games\invaders.exe.
You may put in any type of DOS
launchable program including COM,
EXE, and BAT files. Command line
switches are also permitted. You
need to include the entire file specification, even if you have the directory
specified in your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file's PATH statement.
If you add nothing else to the
Path entry, your program will launch
into the DOS partition provided by
System Manager. The amount of

System RAM used by this partition is
specified by going into Setup and
pressing IMENU I Options System Advanced and tabbing to the DOS. field.
If there is not enough System
RAM specified for your program, it
will not launch. On the other hand, if
you specify too much System RAM
for the DOS partition, you may not
be able to run your program without
closing some of the built-in applications. In addition, if you specify
too much System RAM and run your
DOS program, there might not be
enough memory to open other built-

---------Add Application screen, 100LX

FILL IN THE FIELDS:
• Name: - Put the program name or
description in the Name field. While
up to 13 characters can be used, AppManager will split them into two
lines on the Icon Menu display. Experiment using spaces or punctuation
to split the line where you want.
Precede a character in the Name
field with the "&" symbol and that
character becomes launch key for that
program. For example, if you added
the game INVADERS to in AppManager and gave in the Name
In&vader, you could start it by pressing I!J V. If you use the above
name, the word Inyader appears under the AppManager icon with the
startup letter underlined.
You should exercise care in selecting startup characters. Many of them
are already taken for the built-in
applications and there appears to be
no way to edit the Name field in a
built-in application. If you use the
same startup character in two or
more applications, AppManager
starts the first application in the list
with that letter.

• Path: - This is perhaps the most
critical entry. Put the complete path
and filename of the DOS program's
executable file (you are limited to 63

What a day! Along flight, a
big sale, and his hotel bed is
but ftrst, Jim checks HP DeskManager,
Thanks to Reflection-To-Go· on his HP
palmtop computer, Jim reads his e·mail from the
comfort of his hotel room. Or transfers fIles, or
works on block·mode applications. ReflectionTo-Go is a full-featured terminal emulator,
completely integrated on a PCMCIA card that
just pops into the palmtop-you never nted to
download from a PC!
So ... the meeting is set for noon and the
office needs a reply by morning. Aquick hot·key

to the Appointment Book
conftrrns his schedule. No conflicts.
He hot-keys back to HP Desk. He'll answer now.
After all, he has plans for tomorrow morninghe'll be sound asleep.
The moral? Rest easy: if you have an
HP lOOLX or an HP 95LX, Reflection-To-Go
helps you work smarter.

Call1-800-92NETWORK

~Reflectiorr
Making PC Connections Count

Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc.
2815 Eastlake Avenue East, Seattle, Washington 98102 /206,324.0407 I FAX: 206.322.8151
Buitenhof 47, 2513 AH Den """g, The Netherlands I +31.70.375.11.00 I FAX: +31.70.356.12.44
Reflection-T<>Go is a regi~ered trademark of Walker Richer & Quinn, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective holder>.
Reflection·T<>Go works with PCMCIA·hased

external modems, or over a direct serial connection.
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HOW TO USE: lOOLX AppManager

in applications. Fortunately, there is
a solution that was added to AppManager too late to be included in
the HP lOOLX User's Guide. (However, it is mentioned in AppManager's
on-line Help).
symbol (press
By adding a
I <Shift > 1-13) to the end of your Path
line you can over-ride the Setup allocation.
1. If you use a I without any
thing else, your DOS program will be
given all available System RAM
memory.
2. By adding a number to the end,
such as 1200, you can specify the exact
amount of KBytes of System RAM to
be given to an application.
Determining the correct figure
may take a bit of trial and error.
Don't cut it too close because some
programs behave erratically if they
are working at the memory limit.

• Icon - this field allows you to
specify the icon displayed on the
Menu. While an icon editor is not
provided with the HP lOOLX, the file
ICON.ZIP iii, a freeware program, is
available on CompuServe in the HPHAND Libraries.
The icon file (with an .ICO extension) must be in the same directory
as the DOS program file in order for
the icon to be displayed as a selection. Once the icon is included in
your menu, the icon file can be
moved or deleted.

• Key Assignment: - You cannot edit
this field for DOS applications. It will
always display Ctrl+123, the hotkey
for returning to the DOS program
once it has been launched (or going
to DOS if a DOS program is not
running).
Once the DOS program is
launched, you can even close AppManager to save memory and use
ICTRLI-~ to go back and forth between the built-in applications.
• Comments - You can use this field
for a short note. There are also two
undocumented uses for this field.
1. Include an upside down question mark (press ~ ? ) and you
eliminate the "Press any key to
continue" message and return
directly to AppManager when
you exit your DOS program.
2. Include an upside down exclamation point (press ~ ! ) and
you prevent System Manager
from interfering with DOS programs when they are communicating with the serial port. Unfortunately, this will also eliminate
your ability to task switch to the
built-in applications.

AppManager Limitations
Once you start using AppManager,
you may come up against its limitations.
Some DOS programs require that
they be launched from a specific
drive and directory. There's no way
to specify this in AppManager.
Some DOS programs look best in
a specific screen display mode.
There's no way to specify that in
AppManager.
It also would be nice to be able to
prevent System Manager from interfering with a DOS program's use of

INTRODUCING THE FmST TOTALLY
INTEGRATED MOBILE OFFICE SYSTEM
THAT LIVES UP TO ITS NAME.
If you're looking for a lightweight, wireless

mobile office system that lives up to its name,

feed flow), an OK! 900 cellular phone, a fax/data
modem, plus an AXCELL cellular interface.

we'd like to introduce you to the Travelite from

A special feature of the Travelite is the

ATS. Travelite's innovative design neatly inte-

ATS Control Center, which allows you to easily

grates all the business tools you need in a sleek,

manage all of the components, including the

hard·shelled case with deluxe accessory

_ _-

internal high-capacity battery pack.

..

Travelite also comes with a cigarette

compartments in the lid.
Wherever you happen to be,

lighter power cord, a battery-life indi-

Travelite is instantly ready for busi-

cator and an AC adapter for home or

ness. A specialized molded interior

office use. And the best part of all is

links all components via concealed

that Travelite weighs only 14 pounds

wiring for total system integration.

when fully equipped.

The Travelite includes an HP 100LX
portable computer, a Kodak Diconix

printer (with a tilt-up feature that
provides for 150 sheets of easy paper-

___

Travelite comes equipped
with an HP lOOLXportable
computer, a Kodak Diconix
pri nter, an OKi 900 cellular phone and AXCELL
cellular interface.

So go ahead and travel light. To
learn more about the Travelite Mobile
Office System and available custom configurations, call toll-free today.

;(t5
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(800) 451·4242
~t~r~a~v~e~li~t~e~____________~17~2~mi~s~=~~,~~rt=h~oo=ro~,m~.~~ch~u~~tt~S~01~~_2__
5081393-9110 fax 5081393-9508

the serial port, and not lose task
switching.
Finally, some programs, most
notably ACT! for the 95LX, will not
task-switch at all.
Many of the above problems can
be addressed by creating batch files
for each application. However, batch
files take up precious disk space and
do not handle all variations. I wrote
APLOAD.COM to help solve these
problems.

APLOAD Ii
Let's say you wanted to run ACT!95
on your 100LX. If you were to just
copy it over and launch it from AppManager, you would end up with a
blank screen and blinking cursor.
This is because ACT! only runs in the
40x16 MDA screen mode. You can
create a batch file to set the proper
screen mode on the 100LX and
launch ACT!, but it still won't be able
to find its data files. It would also be
nice if you could set it up to task
switch!
Enter APLOAD.COM, a utility
designed to be used with the 100LX
AppManager. APLOAD lets you preconfigure the 100LX to your DOS
application's requirements during the
launch process.

Adding a Program to
AppManager Using APLOAD
Let's say you have the ACT! main
program file (ACT.EXE) and APLOAD.COM on a RAM card in your
A drive. You go into AppManager
and press ~ to Add an application.
You type in ACT! in the Name field
and press IENTERI or I <Tab > I to move
to the Path field. Enter the following
command line in the Path field:
a : \apload . com /4w a : \act act . exe 1200

The first phrase (a:\apload.com) tells
AppManager to load APLOAD,
which will in turn load ACT!. Then
comes one blank space and a foreslash (/), followed by the options
that you would like to be in place
when the program launches. In the
above example, the 4 specifies 40x16
MDA Mono mode and the w tells
APLOAD to prevent System Manager
from disturbing the serial port.

After one more empty space, the
startup drive and startup directory
are specified (a:\act). In this case, the
startup directory is where the data
files and main program files are
located.
Following this we have another
empty space and then the actual
name of the DOS program to launch
(act.exe). If the program does not reside in the startup directory the entire path should be specified.
Finally, we have another empty
space and the memory allocation for
ACT (1200). In this case we allocate
200KB, which will handle about 1000
contacts.

Additional APLOAD Features
APLOAD allows you to specify not
only the screen modes, but the color
mapping and whether you want to
reverse the display. This is useful for
game programs where the default
colors settings make the display harder to see.
The 100LX, like the 95LX before it,
has Cursor Tracking and ArrowKey
scrolling features that let you move
to portions of a DOS program display not visible on a 40x16 or 60x18
screen. System Manager's default
settings enable these features. APLOAD lets you change Cursor Tracking and Menu-ArrowKey settings
from the Path command line.
You might want to specify
command line switches or files to
load when you run a DOS program.
For example, when you run the DOS
CHKDSK program, you might want
to tell it which drive to check (C: or
A:). APLOAD's "P" option causes a
pop-up box to be displayed when
you run the DOS program from AppManager. You type in the" command
tail" and press I ENTER I to run the DOS
program.
It's difficult to see the blinking
line cursor in 80-column mode. APLOAD, by default, sets a more visible
block cursor. This can be omitted
with the "B" option. (Some DOS programs will change the cursor set by
APLOAD.)
Also, there are some programs
that will only launch if they detect
that they are running on an HP 95LX.

MR. FOSTER'S

TWISTERS

Pam the Panda pressed peppermint
pastries on top of Tom's Papa's
HP Palmtop.

APLOAD includes option "9" that
fools these programs into thinking
they're operating on the original
Palmtop.
Finally, setting up icons with
APLOAD is more complicated. The
easiest way to do it is to initially set
up the Path without APLOAD,
thereby letting you select the icon.
Once this is done, go back with F3
and edit the Path field to insert the
APLOAD commands.

Welcome Addition
AppManager is a welcome addition
to the suite of built-in 100LX applications. With the addition of APLOAD
and a bit of setup time, you should
find running DOS programs as easy
as using the built-in ones.
APLOAD is available on the Subscriber's disk or in the CompuServe
HPHAND library as APLOAD.ZIP.

.Ii Ii Ii
Shareware/F reeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the 1993 Subscribers Disk
'CIS
'CIS

APLOAD.EXE
ICON100.EXE

CIS - Also available on CompuServe.
AOL :- Many ~f th,ese files may be found on
Amencan On Line In the Palmtop Library fke vword 'Palmtop",
,. J
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Doing Arithmetic
on Your HP Palmtop

r+=l
~

Using HP CALC to do arithmetic is easy
and powerful once you learn a few tricks
and the meaning of a few words.

HP CALC

By Hal Goldstein
Since the inception of electronic calculators, the HP's Corvallis division
has assumed the lead in producing
state-of-the-art calculators. This same
division created the HP Palmtops.
Therefore, it is not surprising that HP
Palmtops contain a powerful advanced calculator.
It's easy to whip out your Palmtop and convert dollars to yen or use
the List function to add a list of numbers. It's even pretty simple to use
the Time Value of Money function to
determine payments when refinancing your home.
Despite the ease with which these
more involved tasks can be performed, many users shy away from
using the HP Palmtop CALC application to do simple arithmetic. They
either use Lotus 1-2-3 (if they are
already familiar with that program),
or pull out a pocket calculator.
My feeling is that users don't use
HP CALC for arithmetic because the
main screen is either barren of information or is so full it's intimating.

Using CALC's Arithmetic Function
Start CALC's Arithmetic function.
On the 95LX press IHP CALC I Menu
Arithmetic. On the 100LX press
IHP CALq Menu Applications Arithmetic (or IHPCALq ICTALI-A). You'll see
one of the two following screens.

[Editor's Note: We're using 100LX
screen displays. The displays on the
95LX are almost identical.}
nn w , W

_"",

'!floon

Ro98( HI ,.

Rout

,.

R"g2

,.
:
:

fWv3
Reo"",
Slack:

rrnQ;f-"''''
0.00
0 . 00
0 . 00
0.00

0.00

(3 ) :

0 . 00

(21 ,.
H) :

0.00
0.00

Graphic 2: CALC's Arithmetic opening
screen, Stacks, Registers displayed

The barren screen shows the numbers involved in the current calculation in the lower right corner. HP
calls this the Calc line (Graphic 1).

To get the second screen (Graphic 2), on the 95LX press ~
(SHOW), on the 100LX press IMENUI
Options Modes S(t)ack R(e)gisters).
This more intimidating screen displays the current HP CALC "Stacks"
and "Registers".
Unfortunately for the uninitiated,
HP chose to use computer science
jargon rather than common English.
Instead of "stack", HP could have
used "previous results"; instead of
"registers", "stored numbers".
With the intimidating stack and

Multi- Tasking Software for HP 95LX

SWTICH!TM
Multi-Tasking Software for HP 95LX
Create EXM Loaders for
popular DOS programs
Single-Key
access to
menu items

95LX
Control Panel

SWI H!
A accis
I fastnotel Q multiday
B act95l
J faswritel R myremotel
K hpl
S psf
C act95sml
D apcalc
L Jagdial
T sokobanl
E cmcalc
M JaglQ9
U swift!
F fastcomml N kaleld
V switch!
G fastlinet 0 menutil
W weekabk
P message
X zipmenu
H fastncfg
tJ fast line .. f astc omm f!) ac t 95sm Cf astnote
@)faswri tel23sokoban ~; fastl i ne / sw itch!
B~t.

Setup
Al
t.
POt· I.

[lOS

~t'fI1

Ft·li?r,l

E, t

TOIJt.
S :'~':i?

t'lor>?

Up to 48 EXM
programs

Assign DOS and
EXM programs
to Blue Keys

SWITCH! version 2.0 Features

For more information Call:

• Provides SNITCHablel Environment for the HP 95l.X
• Swttch bock ond forth between SWITCHoblel progroms with 0
single-key
• Direct Lounch DOS oppllcotlons from Filer
• Customize your Blue Application Keys
• Instant Menu occess to 48 DOS ond EXM programs
• Control Panel gives you complete control of your HP 95l.X
• Block cursor and Caps Lock display
• Typewr~er style Shift/Cops keys and much more

(800) 825-9977

fi\~ ID ®
ACE Technologies. Inc ,

2880 Zanker Rood. Suite 103
Son Jose, Colifomlo 95134 U.S.A.

Graphic 1: CALC's Arithmetic Opening
screen, Stacks, Registers not displayed

SWITCH! (C 1055) "" .." ."" .. """."" .""""" ....,, ,, .,""" ,. ,,'" $59
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Te l: 408·428·9722 Fox: 408-428-9721
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)

register screen displayed, let's do
some simple arithmetic. First, add 10
and 5 by typing 10+5= . (You can
press IENTER I instead of equal, but for
consistencies sake, we'll use =.)
RcI'3bUt ) =

1ZI.0/Z1

J\:~,1

l!).BtZI

'RPo~

21.012'l
0.IZIflI
I2LlZlc:!I

" ,0 )
J\:~,4

5l lAl:lf. :

(J)

(2)

II )

=
=

Classic Lunar Lander Game
Real time Engine Status

Synchronized Horizontal Velocity

BONUS Features
• Over 40 levels of play
• SWITCHable!
• Score 2000 pts and receive a
10% discount Coupon on ANY
ACE products!!

0el:

X
+0.00 - - (51 - - Screen:
4
Y vel: -0.44
OK
Score:
0
Fuel : .1::]
. S~ips: "IIi

ID.ID~

Ill. em
15 . (')0

----------

To Order:
(800) 825-9977

3.00

/

Moving Landing Pad

Super InterQctlve Graphics
(Thrust and Sound)

Lander

(G2001) .....

$19

~@[t

ACE Technologies, Inc.

Graphic 3: Previous result 15
moves to Stack position (1)

'·.il............

ThI!)o(tt)
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IZI. IZIIZI

J\: ~,1
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fC,;'3J
J\: ~,4

21,012'1
IZI, Ii::ItZI
21 . ee

S lack :
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(2)
(I)

=
=

EJG!I

21.00
lb . ee
:iI.00

---------90.00

Graphic 4: Last result moves to (1),
previous result moves to (2)

Notice that the result 15 appears
on the Calc line. Now let's divide 9
by 3 (type 9/3= ). Notice that the 15
moves up and is displayed across
from (1) = (Graphic 3). The result of
the previous calculation is always
stored in this position in the "Stack."
(Using the jargon of HP CALC, the
previous calculation is the "top" of
the stack, or the "y" value).
Now do the following calculation:
9*(4+6)= . The last result 3 moves to
the (1) position, (the top of the stack),
and 15 moves down the stack to the
(2) position (Graphic 4).
Similarly, if we just start typing a
new calculation, say by typing 8, we
now have a list of previous calculations (a stack) that looks like this.
Stack :

(3)

15 . 00
3.00
(1) = 90 . 00

(2)

=

Now suppose we want to add the
last result, 90, to the 8 that we just
entered. Simply type + B = (B (Last)
enters the result of the last calculation, i.e. the number stored in Stack

(1».
The B (Last) key as well as the C
(x.,;y) and V (R.l.) keys can be used to
switch the numbers between the Calc
line and the stack. Press C (x.,;y) to
switch the results of the current and

previous calculations (i.e. the Calc
line and Stack (1) are switched). Press
the V (RJ.) key to move the result of
the previous calculations into the
Calc line. When you press V, the
results in the current Calc line are
moved to Stack (3). Press V four
times and watch the previous calculations cycle through. The best way to
become familiar with these functions
is to experiment.

Storing Numbers in Registers
The store number (in a register) function is probably more useful to most
users. You can store up to 10 numbers for later retrieval into any of the
built-in applications.
Let's look at a few examples to
make this capability more clear. Suppose we owned two pieces of land,
the first 500 by 150 feet. Let's calculate the land area in square meters.

Word Processor and Spell Checker

fastWRITE!TM

NOW
HP 100LX
Compatible!

a

SWlrCHab/el

with 100,000 word Spell Checker
Status Line

Edit multiple
files

JilCONGRAT
~To:
Mr. George McDonal~

~

Built-in

Fm:
Sbj:
Date:

~}}I~eB6}g~~te~~~I ~~~it~~t~

TX.-. -. -

Congratulation on your promotion
January 20, 199~

Split Window

DlAQUA~IUM.
-Proteln
sklmffllng, alrstrlPPlng, and
foam fractionatlon are all terms for
the
basic
that is gaining
as
ing method

100,000 word
Spell Checker

Easy-to-use
Pop-up Menus

fast WRITE! Features

For more information Call:

• Zoom between 40, 64 and 80 columns on lOOLX
• Imports and Exports WordPerfect, MSWord,
WordStar and standard ASCII formats.
• Complete control of style, fonts and formats
• Supports multiple printers and proportional fonts
• Complete Marco commands for customization
• Fully SWITCHable! with built-in 95LX applications

(800) 825-9977

~@~ ®
ACE Technologies. Inc.

2880 Zanker Rood, Suite 103
Son Jose, CaWfomlo 95134 U.SA

tastWRITE! (C 1075) ............ .... .... ........... ...... .............. .. .. . $79

Tel: 408·428·9722 Fox: 408-428-9721
(Dealers & Distributors welcome)
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HOW TO USE: HP Calc Arithmetic

First we enter 500*150= and get 75,000.
Let's store that result in register 0
(storage place number 0). [Note the
word "STO" below the N key. To store

the results of a calculation, press this key
followed by the storage location. I'll
indicate this in instructions below as
STO followed by a number, not N followed by a number. Likewise, I'll indicate
the Recall function as "ReL," not the
letter "M. "]
With 75,000 on the Calc line, type
STO O. We also could have stored it
in registers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9
for later recall.
Now suppose we also own another 350 foot by 475 foot parcel of land.
We type in 350*475= and come up
with 166,250 square feet. To make
sure we don't lose it, let's store that
number in register 1 (type STO 1).
Let's say we want to see the area
in metric units (meters). On the 95LX
press I MENU 1 Conversion Area. On the
100LX press IMENUI Application C(o)nversion Area I ENTER I. At the bottom of
the screen 166,250 is still displayed.

Learn a Foreign Language
on Your HP Computer
Introducing Transparent Language"
Pocket-Consultant'" PC Cards
Now you can learn a foreign language the
most enjoyable way - by reading classic
literature in the original language . Choose
from Spanish, French, Italian, Latin or
German.
Simply highlight any text with your
cursor and you instantly see the meaning of
the word, full sentence meaning, grammar
and more.
To increase the effectiveness of the
program, each story is also available on an
audio cassette so you can hear the language
spoken as you follow along on the display
screen of your HP computer.
Each Introductory Collection includes:
• the Transparent Language Program'"
• 4 titles in the language of your choice
• plus a title on audio cassette
There are also 10 additional dual-language
collections - 67 titles in 5 languages in all!
Runs on the HP 100LX Palmtop PC and
the new HP OmniBook 300 Superportable.

Special Introductory Offer: Only $179
Timberlake Industries
_
7420 Unity Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN USA 55443
Tel: (612) 229-6260· Fax: (612) 566-6727

Ask for a free

catalog when

Now tell your Palmtop the units
associated with that number. On the
100LX press ~ (fooF). On the 95LX
press ~ (Sq Ft). The Area Conversion screen shows that 166,250 square
feet equals 15,445 square meters.

Adding Numbers in Registers
Now let's add our two parcels of
land together and figure out the total
in square meters. Go back into Arithmetic mode. With 166,250 on the Calc
line, press +RCL 0= (letter for recall, 0
the register). We have a total of 241,250 square feet. On the 100LX press
~, on the 95LX press ~ and check
the appropriate row to see that you
have 22,413 square meters.
The above example illustrates the
following points:
1. We can press RCL followed by a
register number to recall a stored
number in any register.
2. We can recall a stored number in
an HP CALC application.
3. We can add a stored number to
the current total at the Calc line.

"M" Stands for "Memory"
Many people don't know how to use
a calculator's M key. "M" stands for
"memory," and it refers to a place to
store a number (like the registers on
the Palmtops). In HP CALC, the M
key is register O. You can use the
STO and RCL keys (as we did
above), or the F7 to FlO keys to access this memory.
Pressing I!!) (M) is the same as
pressing STO 0 because it stores the
Calc line in Register O. Pressing ~
(RM) is the same as pressing RCL 0
because it recalls data stored in Register O. In the earlier example we
figured out the total area of our land.
We could have done the same thing
by typing RCL 1 + ~ = .
The F9 (M +) and FlO (M -) keys
simply add or subtract the number
on the Calc line to whatever is in
register O. For example, if we wanted
the total square footage of the two
properties to reside in register 0, we
would enter RCL 1 El Notice how
the value in the RegO(M) line at the
top of the screen changes.

The Ultimate Leather Case
for Your HP 95LX or 100LX
• Palmtop attatched via
Velcro anchor (included)
• Crafted from Premium
Nappa Cowhide Leather
• Specially padded to
protect your Palmtop
• Case closes with
perimeter zipper
• Other styles availabl8call for information

.8 Pockets
designed to
hold application
modules, credit
cards and business
cards
• Special Pocket designed
for checkbooks, documents
and/or additional calender
• Standard 4''x 6" Notepad (included)
• 2 Pen/Pencil Holders
To order, caI/1-800-896-CASf (2273)
24
hours a day, 7 days a week
....................................................................................
E&BCompany
1013 McRae Way
Roseville, CA 95678
FAX orders: (916) 782-9306
International Orders: (916) 344-5047

you order
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Total convenience!
Just open . .. and start!

$69 95
Plus $5.00 S & H
for 2-Day Air Delivery
$Retumed items must be in
like-new, sellable condition.

Using Advanced Features
Now that you understand the basics,
let's look at how you can easily use
the advanced features in HP CALC's
arithmetic model.
WORKING WITH PERCENTAGES
Let's say you're shopping at a store
that's having a one-day 15% off sale
and you're using your Palmtop to
compute prices. You see a $140 item.
To calculate the 15% discount, you
would simply key 140-15%= to get the
answer 119.
When a + or - sign precedes a
percentage, the percentage is applied
to the number preceding the sign and
then added or subtracted. In the
example above, 15% of 140 is subtracted from 140.
Note that this technique does not
work with multiplication and division. CALC's Arithmetic function
intreprets 140*15%= as 140 times 0.15
(not 140 times 15% of 140). You get
19 as the answer, not 2,940.
USING AUTOMATIC CONSTANTS
This feature makes it easier for you
to perform the same calculation over
and over again. Let's say you want to
subtract 115 from a series of numbers. If the first number was 333,
you'd key in 333 -·115= (two minus
symbols) to arrive at an anwer of 218.
When you enter the minus symbol
twice, CALC stores the number that
follows it as a constant to be subtracted. Now, to subtract 115 from 601, all

Double Your Pleasure
• DUBLHDRTM
DublHdr™ adds an extra PCMCIA
slot to your HP95LX. Now you can
have your favorite application with
that additional memory card!

• IL Adapter
This adapter adds HPIL to your HP95
system without giving up your
PCMCIA slot or yourRS-232 interface!
Now you can use those IL Printers
and Disk Drives on a desktop LAN!

Data Acquisition & Control
Robotics/Motion Control

I

,

=

we do is key in 601 to get 486.
You can do the same thing with
percentages. An earlier example
showed us how to subtract a percentage of a number to itself. We can
incorporate the automatic constant
into this technique as follows.
Let's say we want to subtract 15%
of 140 from 140. We key this in as 140
-·15%= (two minus symbols) to arrive
at 119. Now to subtract 15% of 179
from 179 all we need to key is 179= to
get 152.15.
'P1';m

" .. PDf'

1W1J8(t1) "
&>91
RQg2
RvgJ
IWv4
Slack :

706 Charcot Avenue' San Jose, CA 95131
Tel: 408/922-0520 • Fax: 408/922-0545

(3)
(2)

0.00

0.00
0.00

=
=

Ill. 00

=
=

90.00
98.00

(1) :

0.00

119.00

_ _ _ _ mrm _
__
__
152.15
[-15.00%l

Constant displayed in brackets on Calc line

Note that the constant shows up
on screen in brackets. To eliminate
the constant, press [] or IDEq.
You can use +, -, *. /, or 1\ as
operators in automatic constants.
COPY AND PASTE TO OTHER
BUILT-IN APPLICATIONS
Let's say you want to copy the results of a calculation into a letter
you're writing in MEMO.
First, copy the results in the Calc
line into memory: On the 95LX press
ICTRLI-~; on the 100LX press ~-[::::J.
Next go into MEMO and position the

The Only Curve
Fitting/ Graphing
Program Developed
for the HP Palm Top

Cur~
- - - . / Fit

A Software Program That Produces A
"Best Fit" Equation From Your Data
Comparing Poly, Expo, Log, Power &
Fourier Series Fits
R 2 Values, Standard Deviations
1st & 2nd Derivatives, Integration
Graphing & Printing

~ s~

interloop, inc.

"rrn'*"'",,'u

=-

::

& /ke4<ultaHf4

..1-7.lu~

$179 95
MacroMed
Software.

e.tt 1t-f
6
(800) 848-872 a!

cursor a the location you want the
results to appear. Finally, paste the
results in: On the 95LX press I!!I; on
the 100LX press ~-B.
TRANSFER NUMBERS
BETWEEN HP CALC AND 1-2-3
If you use the copy and paste method described above to transfer HP
CALC data to your Lotus spreadsheet, the data is treated as a label
(text) by Lotus.
There is another way to move
numbers from HP CALC into Lotus
1-2-3 using an 11th storage register.
First, make sure you have 1-2-3 open.
Go back to HP CALC and complete
your calculation. Then press 5TO @
on the 95LX, or 5TO I <Spacebar> I on
the 100LX and you're automatically
transferred to Lotus. Move the cursor
to the cell in which you want to copy
the number and press IENTERI. The
result is placed in your spreadsheet
as a number, not a label.

Leave the Calculator At Home!
Once you get used to them, the percentage and automatic constant features can make you're life a lot easier. But even if you don't take advantage of HP CALC's advanced features, the Palmtop still does simple
arithmetic like a champ!
Leave the calculator at home.
You've got more math power than
you'll ever need with an HP Palmtop . in your pocket.

THIS AD
17,000
IS BEING SEEN BY

HP PALMTOP USERS
&
PRODUCT DEVELOPERS
If you have anything
you'd like to tell them,
call Margaret at

(800) 373-6114
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(Letters continued from page 5.)
pick up a Citizen PN48
Notebook printer. Unfortunately, I didn't make a copy
of the section you had on
connecting to the 95LX. That
was where my troubles began!
Shortly after I purchased
the PN48, I traveled to Jersey
in the Channel Islands. I
consulted the "experts" at a
business computer establishment to purchase a serial-toparallel adapter so that I
could connect my Palmtop to
the printer.
The experts seemed very
helpful. They told me that
the adapter was not in stock
and would have to be ordered from the mainland
(U.K.). There would be no
problem forwarding the
adapter to me in York.
To make a long story
short, it took me seven
months, three sets of experts,
a number of incorrect adapters, and a total of about 150
hours at various pubs
drowning my sorrows, before I finally could print to
my PN48 from my Palmtop.
To quote Queen Victoria, "I
most certainly am not
amused!"
Are "experts" like these
common in the computer
industry? Maybe I should
write Guinness (records, not
beer) - seven months must
be a world record!
I have one other question.
When I print out a spreadsheet, Lotus seems to leave
an extra seven inches of
blank space on each page it
prints. Do you know what's
happening?
Andy Howie
York, England (U.K.)

[The computer industry has
evolved quickly. A user often
requires products from many
companies to fulfill his needs.
Since things move so fast, and
since there are so many combinations and permutations of
product mix, experiences such
as yours are as much the norm
as the exception. That's just the
way it is whether we like it or
not.

ENJOY

mo@SAVINGS

ON YOUR 95LX PURCHASES
When You Choose From Our Selection of Used Products
USED 95LX PRODUCTS:
95LX (512K)
$275
95LX (1MB)
$375
Connectivity Pack
$59
AC Adapter
$10
New Media 2400 Fax/Modem Card $175
Sparcom Station 95
$38
ACT!
$59
~ Additional products in stock - call for
availability and pricing.

All Used Products are:
~

Backed by a full 30-Day Warranty
Carefully tested, inspected, cleaned,
repaired and repackaged.

~

128K SRAM
512K SRAM

$39
$89

>- Sell us your old 95LX
We also buy accessories and
peripherals.

>-

Trade-in your old 95LX

We have a full line of used laptop
and desktop computers. New computers are also available.

CLASSIC COMPUTERS

II
I.

>- We oUer a full line of new
products for the HP 95LX &
100LX
>- Inexpensive memory cards:

~

'-i.f}}\~\
As we become more sophisticated using computers, we see
more possibilities, and want to
try more things. No matter how
"expert" we are, inevitably we
experience some of the same
walls and frustrations as we did
as a novice. The purpose of The
HP Palmtop Paper and such
services as the CompuServe
HPHand forum is for users to
share collective knowledge so
we can all move forward more
rapidly.
In my opinion there are two
related characteristics that make
people successful in using computers: persistence and selfconfidence. No matter whether
we are stuck using some software or trying to build a hardware system, we must be confident enough in our own abilities and intelligence to continue
trying different combinations
until a resolution is reached.
Unfortunately, sometimes this
takes more time than it should.
Regarding your Lotus question, try the following com-
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mands from within 1-2-3 to
eliminate the blank space: Press
IMENU I Print Printer Options
Other Unformatted - Hal.]

Switched from Newton
to HP Palmtop!
I traded in my Newton for
an HP 100LX yesterday, and
I am very pleased. The
100LX is really a Palmtop
computer; the Newton is
more of a Palmtop novelty
item at this point. The Newton's interface is Really Cool,
but it's not yet very usable
as a personal assistant. For
example, the Newton takes a
long time to recognize and
translate a phone number
you jot down while talking
on the phone. By the time it
converts it to ASCII and
displays it for confirmation,
your conversation may be on
another subject. If one of the
4' s you jotted down was
converted to a 9, you're in
trouble.

My advice to others trying to decide between a
Newton and a 100LX is this:
If you're looking for a cool
toy to amaze your friends,
get the Newton. If you're
looking for something that
nobody else in your office
has, get the Newton. But if
you're looking for a nutsand-bolts personal assistant
that doubles quite well as a
mini-computer, get the 100LX. The 100LX ain't pretty
by comparison to the Newton, but it blows Newton out
of the water in functionality
and suitability to task.
Jon Morrow
CompuServe ID: [71371,3647]

Bureau Against Technology
and Fun (BATF)
[Editor's Note: The following
News Flash was intercepted
from CompuServe. We think
it's tongue-in-cheek, but you
never know!]
Rumor has it that the

Pahntop

•

You've got the knowledge.

Now get the tools.
AS YOU'RE LOOKING THROUGH

this issue of
The HP Palmtop Paper, notice how many of the Programs, Games, and
Utilities we cover are included on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
Nearly all of them.
Hundreds per year. PLUS all the text from The HP Palmtop Paper.
PLUS dozens of text meso PLUS expanded advertiser information.
All for less than nine bucks a month with a two year subscription.
It's not often that so few dollars make so much sense.

A SUPPLEMENT.
NOTA SUBSTITUTE
FOR THE PRINTED EDITION

..................... USE ORDER CARD AT LEFT
... or Call (800)373-6114 or (515)472-6330 or Fax (515)472-1879

BATF (Bureau Against Technology and Fun) has called
in the CIA (Computer Intolerance Agency) to ask them
to raid all Palmtop users
because they've heard rumors that some of us have
pirated DOS 7.0 and put it
on ROM.
Attorney General Janet
Reno has ordered the BATF
to pump 10,000 volts
through all telephone lines
to save our children from
being exposed to such senseless criminal behavior. She's
scheduled this to occur for
thirty seconds, immediately
before an advertisement for
the new "Barney the Dinosaur hotline," during the
Ninja Turtles cartoon show
time-slot.
Meanwhile, following up
on rumors in the Irrational
Enquirer that carrying the
100LX in your pocket may
cause cancer, NBC has
filmed an expose on the
subject. Despite filming from
inside a bunker 20 miles
from the actual test site, the
video camera melted down,
scalding the cameraman's
son who was nearby reading
a copy of MAD Magazine.
Congress has taken note of
the disaster, and is calling
for an immediate voluntary
recall of all issues of MAD
Magazine. They've also allocated 2.5 million dollars to
study the issue of "assault
comic books". Senator Ted
Kennedy, currently en-route
to the French Riviera, is
leading a fact-finding mission on this subject.
Back on the Palmtop
front, President Bill Clinton
has announced a tax on all
AA Batteries to fund health
care because of all the injuries caused by AA-driven
palmtops. This will raise the
cost of an AA battery by
$4.00, or 900 % (which
equates to less than 25 cents
a day per palmtop and

therefore can't be considered
significant) .
Tony McNamara
CompuServe 10: [76702,1454]

Programming
I am more than a bit interested in the HP 95LX computer and would like to
develop some Flash Card
software to expand its capability into the realm of computing with assembler and
3GL languages. As is, the
95LX is not good at this.
As a developer I would
like to network with some
other people who are also
working with the HP 95LX.
I have signed up with HP as
a developer but have not, as
yet, delved very deeply into
what is required. It would
help a lot to exchange with
others.
John E. Thompson
Monee, IL, USA

[I strongly suggest that all
Palmtop programmers check out
the programmer's section of the
CompuServe HP Handheld
forum. There, programmers
congregate and answer each
others' questions and upload
support files - Hal.]

geometry and has a fairly
good set of financial functions.
It's worth a look if you're
interested in another spreadsheet for the HP Palmtops
Ed Keefe
Ankeny, lA, USA

Another Spreadsheet
Program for the 95LX?
If you're working with ma-

Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned

trices, REBEL.LZH Ii is a
spreadsheet program that
beats the socks off anything
else. You can find it on
CompuServe IBMAPP Data
Lib 6,
It works on the HP Palmtops, but should be run with
the -B command line option,
for B/ W viewing. By using
DIET.EXE Ii the program file
can be compressed down to
99K.
It also does coordinate

On the HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK
'CIS"SHR

'CIS

REBEL.LZH - S/O 93
DIET.EXE - MIA 93

'C/S - Also available in the HP
Handhelds forum of CompuServe.

"SHR - SHAREWARE is software distributed free of charge
for evaluation purposes only.
AOL -many of these files may be
found on American Online, Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).

For the HP95LX / lOOLX

256KB $ 75
512KB $ 99

1.0MB $179
2.0MB $279

Call for Latest Pricing!
[J
[J

We Will Not Be Under sold
Lifetime Warranty
NEW MEDIACDRPORATION

t.SOO.CARDS

4

U

15375 Barranca, B101 Irvine, California 92714
TEL: (714) 453-0100
FAX: (714) 453-0114
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---BASIC TIPS--II Lotus
1'JD311100LX I
GET A COMPLETE LIST OF WORKSHEETS
You want to retrieve a .wK1 file into 1-2-3 and you
don't remember it's name. Press IMENU I File
Retrieve and then [ill. You'll get a complete list of
all the .wK1 files in your default directory. On the
screen, highlight the desired worksheet or type its
name in and press l ENTER I.
Tom Gibson
Thaddeus Computing
Fairfield IA, USA
lilOiijl 100LX I
AUTOMATICALLY LOAD
WORKSHEET WHEN YOU START 1-2-3
You have one particular worksheet that you always
want loaded when you start lotus 1-2-3.
Go into FilER on the 100lX, highlight the
worksheet you always want loaded, press I MENU I
File Re(n)ame and rename it AUT0123.WK1. On
the 95lX, highlight the file and press ~ to
rename it. Whenever lotus starts, it checks to see
if a file named AUT0123 .wK1 exists in the default
directory. If it does, lotus loads it when it starts.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

~Appt
1100LX I
COPY NOTE TO APPT
' TODO LIST WITH "SMART CLIP"
The Smart Clip feature lets you copy fields from
PHONE, APPT, DATA BASE, and NOTE TAKER
and paste them to other applications. For example,
some people keep long lists of things to do in the
Note Taker application. When these items become
more timely, they move them into Appointment
Book's ToDo List. Automating this transfer is easy
to do using the 100lX's Smart Clip feature.
lets say you keep a brief description of your
ToDo in Note Taker's Title field, and additional
information in Note Taker's Note field. You want to
transfer the Title and Note fields of Note Taker to
the ToDo list. Go to Note Taker and follow these
steps:
SETIING UP THE SMART CLIP
1. Press ~ (Clip) to go to the main Smart Clip
screen.
2. Press ~ (Define) ~ (Field), highlight Title
and press ~ I ENTER I to select it.
3. Press ~ again, highlight Note and press
IENTERI.

4. Press ~ and give the Smart Clip a name
(e.g. ToDo Copy).

COPYING THE DATA TO SMART CLIP
1. Press ~ one more time and you should be
back to the main Smart Clip screen with T000
Copy highlighted.
2. Press I ENTER I or ~ (OK) and Smart Clip
copies the data in those two fields into its
memory buffer.
COPYING SMART CLIP DATA TO APPT TODO
1. Open the Appointment Book application
2. Press ~ (To Do) and ~ (Add).
3. Tab down to the Note field and press (!!) [::::J
to PASTE the Note Taker data into that field.
. This copies Note Taker's Title and Notes fields into
ToDo's Notes field. However, you have to enter
something in the Description field orthe ToDo won't
be accepted.
4. Press I < Shift > II < Arrow> I to highlight the in
information originally stored in Note Taker's
Title field. Press (!!)O to CUT it from the
ToDo Note field.
5. Move up to the ToDo's Description field and
press (!!)Q] to PASTE this information
there. Modify it if necessary and press ~
when you're finished.
You can use the Smart Clip to transfer multiple
data fields from any database application. You can
further automate the Smart Clip feature with System Macros.
David Shier
CompuServe 10: [75030,3374]

,,.i':.

100LX I
VIEWING AND ADDING
APPOINTMENTS ON THE HP PALMTOPS
Both HP Palmtops give you flexibility in the way
you view and add your appointments. However, the
newer 100lX comes with more options.

HP 100lX APPOINTMENT BOOK
The HP 100lX gives you three different ways to
view or add appointments.
DAilY VIEW - from APPT press I!!I to
display the Daily view of your appointments.
WEEKLY VIEW - press ~ and the week
you are in is displayed (Sunday to Saturday).
MONTHLY VIEW - press ~ and the current
month is displayed.
You can access your ToDo list from any of
these views by pressing ~. To add an appointment from any of these three views, highlight the
desired time and press lENTERI, or press ~
(Add), or just start typing. You can press ~
from any of the views to add to your ToDo list ~or
that day. You can also press ~ to access a SIXmonth calendar, but apPOintments are not ~isible
and you cannot add appOintments or to-dos without
returning to another view.

HP 95lX APPOINTMENT BOOK
The 95lX displays a Daily view and Monthly calendar. Press IAPPTI and your Appointment Book
opens in the Daily view. Highligh.t the desired. time
and press ~ to insert an appointment (or Simply
highlight the time and type in the appointment).
Press ~ from the Daily View to access your
ToDo list.
Press IESC I from the Daily view to access the
Calendar view. This view displays the current
month. The current day is bracketed by greater
than and less than signs (e.g. >15< ). Any date
with appointments will be underlined in this view
(e.g. 15 ). You cannot enter appointments or to-dos
from the Calendar view. Highlight the desired day
and press IENTER I or IF1 0 I to go to the Daily view
of that day. Then enter your appointment or todo.
A number of third party products have been
developed to enhance the HP 95lX's Appoin~ment
Book and give it many of the 1OOlX's APPT display
features. These product include ABKT001 ii ,
Multiday ii, WEEKABK ii, and ZApp ii. These
products are fully described in an article beginning
on page 25 of the May/June 1993 issue.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

mBatteries
,,.i'!i1100LX I
EXTENDING BATIERY LIFE,
REDUCING BATIERY COSTS
Probably the single most important t~in~ you ca~
do to extend your Plamtop's battery life IS leave It
connected to the AC adapter whenever you can.
You should also remove all high-current plug-in
cards (i.e. modem cards, not memory cards) wh~n
you are not using them. These cards can drain
batteries quickly, even when you're not using them.
When you are using these cards, connect up the
AC adapter whenever possible.
You can further reduce cost by using rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium (NiCd) batteries in the 100lX.
To enable NiCd recharging in the 100LX, go into
Set Up and press l MENU I Options Battery, highlight Nickel Cadmium, and press IF10 1 (OK).
Whenever you connect your 100lX to the HP
F1 011 A adapter your NiCd batteries will be. recharged automatically. DO NOT enable NI~d
recharging if you have any other type of battery In
your 1OOlX. (HP warns against using other types of
rechargeables).
You cannot recharge batteries in the 95lX, but
you can use rechargeables to power .th~ 95lX.
However the 95lX's internal battery logiC IS set up
to monit~r alkalines, and low battery warnings are
not accurate. If you use NiCd's or other non-alkaline batteries in the 95lX, you should also use third
party battery monitoring software like BATIman
from ACE Technologies, to monitor them.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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mClipboard
mD! 100LX !
CUT AND PASTE WITH THE CLIPBOARD
The clipboard feature on the HP Palmtops lets you
copy, delete, and move information among the
Palmtops' applications. Clipboard on the 95LX can
be used with 1-2-3, APPT, PHONE, MEMO, and
HP CALC. Clipboard on the 100LX can be used
with 1-2-3, APPT, PHONE, MEMO, HP CALC,
STOPWATCH, DATABASE, WORLD TIME, CC:
MAIL (messages), SETUP (owner's information),
and SYSTEM MACROS.
You cannot use the clipboard feature with DOS
programs on either Palmtop.
HP 95LX CLIPBOARD FEATURES
CUT by first moving the cursor to the beginning or
end of the block of characters you wish to cut.
Press ~ (Mark) and use the arrow keys to
highlight the desired characters. Press I!!I to CUT
the highlighted block of characters.
COPY by highlighting the desired block of
characters as described above. Then press ~ to
copy the highlighted block.
PASTE by moving the cursor to the desired
application and location and pressing f!!). The last
thing stored in the memory buffer by the CUT or
COpy commands will be pasted in starting at the
location of the cursor.
NOTE: The COpy and PASTE features in
Lotus 1-2-3 are accessed by holding ICTRq down
first and then pressing ~ or f!!).
HP 100LX CLIPBOARD FEATURES
CUT by first moving the cursor to the beginning or
end of the block of characters you wish to delete.
Press and hold down I < Shift > I and use the arrow
keys to highlight the desired characters. Press ~
(period key on keypad) to CUT the highlighted
block of characters.
COPY by highlighting the desired block of
characters as described above. Then press ~
~ to copy the highlighted block.
PASTE by moving the cursor to the desired
application and location and pressing ~ III
The last block of characters stored in the memory
buffer by the CUT or COPY commands will be
pasted in starting at the location of the cursor.
You can also access the CUT, COPY, and
PASTE features a bit more slowly from the Edit
menu, or by pressing ICTRq-X (Cut), ICTRLI-C
(Copy), or ICTRq-V (Paste). You can also highlight
the desired characters and press IDELI to delete
characters. However, characters deleted with IDELI
are not stored in a memory buffer and cannot be
pasted back.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

addresses. For instance you can create an inventory database to track products, part numbers, and
prices.
Put the product name in the Name field, the
part number in the Number filed, and the price and
other information in the Address filed.
The Name field is automatically sorted, so
you'll have an alphabetical listing of your products
by name. If a sorted list of part numbers was more
useful to you, you could put them in the Name field
and the product name in the Number field.
Since you have 30 characters in the Name and
Number fields, you can enter additional information.
For example, you can enter more that one price for
quantity discounts. In the address field you can
enter additional information, part numbers, external
ID numbers, equivalent part numbers of competing
products. The great thing is that you can use the
~ (Only) or ~ (Find) keys to quickly find the
information you want.

! 100LX !
CREATING A DATABASE ON THE HP 100LX
You can define a 100LX Database any way you
want. Let's say you wanted to create an inventory
database with the Product name, Product ID #,
Quantity in inventory, and Price per unit.
Press I!:I to enter the Application Manager
and b to enter the Database application. Press
IMENUI File Define New Database .... Your are
presented with an "Add Field" dialogue box that
looks like this.
Product 1111."g
Product. 10 tI

Quantity

Price
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_DOS
Eld!!I100LX !
USE F3 TO REPEAT DOS COMMANDS
WITHOUT RE·TYPING THEM
When you are at the DOS prompt on either Palmtop you can access a number of DOS commands.
For example, you can type cis at a DOS prompt to
clear the screen.
If you want to use that command again, you
can re-enter it at the DOS prompt. However, DOS
stores a 'template" of the last command entered in
memory. Press I!!I and the command is automatically re-enter at the DOS prompt.
You can also use the F1 and F2 keys to enter
a part of the previous DOS command. For more on
the F1, F2, and F3 keys, look up "Editing Keys' in
an MS-DOS reference.
Rich Hall
Editor, HP Palmtop Paper

Add Field dialogue box, 100LX
Enter the first field name, Product name, and
press I < Tab > I to move to the Field Type. Press
UpArrow or DownArrow until the desired Field Type
is highlighted (Text in this case) and press IENTER I
to add the field to new database. You are immediately presented with another Add Field dialogue
box. Add the three other fields - Product ID I:,
Quantity in inventory, and Price per unit. The
Field Type for the Quantity and Price fields is
Number. When you are finished defining database
fields, press IESC I or ~ (Cancel), and you are
presented with the "Define New Database" screen.
Product "MIV
Product ID It

mD
CREATING A DATABASE IN PHONE
Phone Book on the 95LX Phone Book can be used
to organize data other than phone numbers and

g~~~:nb:~tton

~ ~=:Qr
o Ti!!11
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o

• Database

figld "aJIt" IPrlcd
Field Twl;J- -- - - ,
0 r"xt
0 GrouP QDX

You can now change the size of the data fields you
have created, or move them to any location on the
screen. Press I <Tab > I until the desired field is
highlighted. Pressing I!!I toggles you between the
Size and Move functions. Size lets you use the
Left and Right ArrowKeys to change size of the
highlighted data field. Move lets you use the
ArrowKeys to move the highlighted data field any
where you want on the screen.
When you've finished moving and sizing the
fields and have the data entry screen looking the
way you want it, press IF1 0 I (Done) and give your
new inventory database a name. Press ~ from
the "All Items' screen to add inventory information
to your new database. For more on the 100LX
Database application, see chapter 17 in the HP
100LX User's Guide.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper
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DOD
Shareware/Freeware
Mentioned in This Article
On the HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK
'CIS "SHR
'CIS "SHR
'CIS
'CIS "SHR

ABKTL21.EXE - M1J 93
MULTIDAY.ZIP - M/J 93
WEEKABK.ZIP - N/D 92
ZAPP .ZIP - M/J 93

CIS- Also available in the HP Handheld forum of
CompuSeNe.
SHR - SHAREWARE is software distributed free
of charge for evaluation purposes only. If you
decide to use it, you must pay the author the
shareware fee. This goes for any shareware
found on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK or
CompuSeNe.
AOL - Many of these files may be found on
American On Line in the Palmtop Library (keyword "Palmtop'.

Define New Database screen, 100LX
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......... QUICK TIPS .........
III Lotus
1100LX I

USE 95LX LOTUS
TEMPLATES ON
THE 100LX
You can copy all of the builtin Lotus financial spreadsheets from the English version of the HP 95LX (ie:
_*.wK1) to the 100LX. They
are all good templates and
work well on the 100LX.
Steven Keyes
CompuServe ID: [71162, 1375]

[Some of these spreadsheets may not have been
included with non-English
versions of the HP 95LX.
They are also found in _HPWK1.zIP Ii - Rich.]

~Appt
1100LX I

MAKE YOUR APPT
ALARMS MUSICAL
The "beep" or alarm sounds
supplied with the Appointment Manager are a little
dull. Below are a some
alarms that are more interesting and will surely get a
bit more attention than a
couple of random toots.
Type the desired selection
below, without the title, into
MEMO. The blank spaces
between the groups of characters are there to make it
easier for you to read the
code. Although not absolutely
necessary, leave the spaces
in. It will make it easier to go
back and correct a mistake.
[Editor's Note: The letter
"L," is entered in upper case
to distinguish it from the
number "1." The alarm function doesn't care whether the
letters are upper or lower
case.
The entries below are
word wrapped to fit into the
format of The HP Palmtop
Paper. Type the entries on

one long line. Where a line
wraps below, leave a blank
space.]
BACH :
t200 kl 03 v3 daf . L16
edfede#e L4 02 a
BRAHMS :
t200 kl v3 L8 02 a 03 d .
L64 efede L8 fa 04 L8 d .
L16 de#def L8 e# . L16
de#def L4 e#
RAVEL :

t200 kl 03 v3 L32
agdegbagdegb L64 abag L8
a L64 abag L8 a L32
agdegbagdegb L64 abag L8
a L64 abag L8 a
WlOOR :
t200 kl 04 v3 L32 fefe 03
afa 04 e edee 03 afa 04
e dede 03 afa 04 e edee
03 afa 04 e fefe 03 afa
04 e edee 03 afa 04 e
dede 03 afa 04 e ede 03
bfdfb 04 e 04 03 b 04 e
03 geeeg 04 L4 e

After you have finished entering the desired tune, save
the file as C:'-DAT\
ALARM.SND. Then in APPT
press (MENU) Options Alarm
Beep ... and select Custom.
You can press S to Test your
new alarm. If you like it press
OK and the new sound will
be used for all of your Appointment Book alarms.
C. E. Steuart Dewar
CompuServe ID: [71165, 1115]
[The above alarms are
archived in ALARMS.zII:f i .
For more information on
setting up music alarms, and
many more examples, check
out MUSLX.EXE'O on the
1993 Subscribers PowerDisk
- Hal}
1100LX I

RUN A SYSTEM
MACRO FROM APPT
You can run System Macros
at a predetermined time from
within the Appointment Book.
Start APPT and press ~ to
go to the Appointment/Event
screen. In the Description
field, type in two vertical lines
( II ) followed by the number
of the System Macro you
want to run. So if you want to

run the F9 System Macro,
the entry in the Description
field would be 119 .
Fill out the rest of the
screen; Alarm enabled, Leadtime set to 0 (If the lead is
set to 5, the macro will run 5
minutes before the Start
Time.), Start time, End time,
and Date. Press IF10 1 when
finished. See page 13-18 in
the HP 100LX User's Guide
for more on running programs and System Macros at
a certain time. See page 6-1
through 6-10 in the HP
100LX User's Guide for more
on creating and using System Macros.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

~ Batteries
1100LX I

CHECK YOUR BATTERY
CONFIGURATION AFTER
A COLD BOOT
The battery configuration
(alkaline vs. NiCd) is reset to
the default (alkaline batteries)
when you press [CTRE)I < Shift > I-ION I to perform a
reboot. If you are using nickel cadmium batteries, the
power detection circuitry will
be reading the wrong battery
type and will give you inaccurate battery level readings.
Also, battery charging will be
disabled. You will have to go
into Set Up, press Options
Battery, and select Nickel
Cadmium so that you'll get
the correct battery level readings and be able to recharge
your batteries.
Gary Fischman
CompuServe ID: [73750,2552}

CCases
1 m1100LX I

"WATERPROOF" CASE
FOR THE HP PALMTOPS
If you're looking for a water-

proof carrying case, get the

LowePro Autofocus case
AF·1. It's a camera case
made by LowePRO USA, a
famous manufacturer of outdoor equipment, especially
cases for cameras an backpacks. The AF-1 case is
made of waterproof 420 Denier packcloth; has a removable shoulder strap and loop
for belt attachment; comes
with a unique double closing
lid (inside draw-string and
outside overflap with velcro);
and the whole case is foampadded. The suggested retail
price in the U.S. is $11 (in
Europe about $20). Although
it's not as easy to use as
cases made specifically for
the Palmtop, it may be more
suitable for outdoor palmtopping.
German contact: GDB
HandlesGmbH, Linsel/estr.
129, W-4156 Willich 3 (a/te
Plz!) Tel ++02154-70021.
USA contact: LowePRO
USA Inc., 2194 Northpoint
Parkway, Santa Rosa, CA
95407; Phone: 707-5754363.
Walter Groemmer
AUSTRIA
CompuServe ID: [100023,2676}

=Comm
mDI 100LX I

USING ACOUSTIC
COUPLERS WITH MODEMS
I have one of those battery
operated acoustic couplers
and can use any pay phone
or hotel phone without worry.
I simply dial out by hand. (I
use my AT&T card and dial
direct in the U.S. This even
works using a live operator
when calling from outside the
U.S.) Once the connection is
made, I enter the AlOC command sequence, which tells
the modem to connect without dialing.
David Shier
CompuServe ID: [75030,3374}
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• Database
1100LX I
LIMITS IN DATABASE
The Subset (F6) function in
any Database application
allows you to create selection
criteria and save it for future
use. There seems to be a
limit of 16 Subsets per database according to GDBFORMT.TXT ii, a text file
that describes the .GDB
format. It also seems to imply
that the maximum size of the
category selection string (all
categories concatenated,
with separating semicolons)
is 256 bytes.
Gilles Kohl
CompuServe 10: [100114,3146J

"008
1100LX I
FINDING LOST FILE
WITH THE DIR COMMAND
I knew I put a file on the HP
100LX's RAM disk, but I
couldn't remember it's exact
name or location. I was looking for a good file finder program to help me track down
the file when I remembered
that I could use DOS 5.0's
version of DIR to do the job.
For example, I remembered that the missing filename began with "U". I
pressed (!] DOS to exit to
the DOS prompt. I then type
c: IENTER 1 cd\ IENTER 1 to
make sure I'm in the root
directory of the C drive. I
then type dir u*" Is Ip and
press IENTER I. This command
tells DOS to list all files that
start with U in all subdirectories beneath the root directory and pause every full
screen.
Ed Keefe
CompuServe 10: [75300,3667J
IilOiQi 100LX I
USE REDIRECTION
COMMAND TO COPY DOS
OUTPUT TO A TEXT FILE
You can use the DOS "Output Redirection Symbol" ( > )
with the DIR command for

example to save a copy of
your directory listing for future reference. From the
DOS prompt type dir > listtxt
and press IENTER I. Instead of
seeing the file list displayed
on the screen, it will be
stored in a file named
LlST.TXT, saved in the current directory. You can view
the file from FILER by highlighting it and pressing ~
TER 1 on the 95LX or ~ on
the 100LX. You can also load
the file into MEMO and view
it, edit it, or print out a hard
copy of it.
DOS has another Output
Redirection Symbol ( » )
that appends the output of a
program to an existing file.
Using DIR as an example
again, type dir » listtxt and
the directory listing will be
added to the end of the file
named LlST.TXT. If that file
does not exist, it will be created.
Rich Hall
Editor, The HP Palmtop Paper

• Filer
mI!II 100LX I
CLOSING FILER OR
SETUP DOESN'T SAVE
SYSTEM RAM
FILER and SETUP are always in memory therefore
they are never closed. The
same is true for TOPCARD.
Pressing IMENU 1 Quit to exit
these applications doesn't
save any System RAM.
Mark Scardina [TeamHPJ
CompuServe 10: [76711,732J

TRAVEL TIME
(FP (Miles/MPH)
*60/100)+
IP(Miles/MPH)
=Hrs .Min
TRAVEL ETA
If(IP(if(FP( ((
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100)+
IP (Miles/MPH) ) +
CTIME» . 60 , ((
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100)+
IP(Miles/MPH))+
CTIME- . 60+1 , ((
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100)+
IP(Miles/MPH))+
CTIME) ) >24 , if (FP ( ( (
FP(Miles/MPH)*60/100)+
IP (Miles/MPH) ) +
CTIME) >.60 , ((
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100)+
IP (Miles/MPH) ) +
CTIME- . 60+1. ( (
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100) +
IP (Miles/MPH) ) +
CTIME)-24 , if(FP(((
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100)+
IP (Miles/MPH) ) +
CTIME» . 60 , ((
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100)+
IP (Miles/MPH) ) +
CTIME- . 60+1 , ((
FP(Miles/MPH) *60/100)+
IP(Miles/MPH))+CTIME))
=ETA

These equations are found
in TRAVEL.EQN ii and
work in HP Calc's Solver on
either the 95LX or the 100LX. The second equation
uses the time set on your
Palmtop's internal clock, so
make sure that it is accurate.
The equation is complicated,
but it works. If you have problems with it, double check
your entry. It's easy to leave
off a parenthesis.
Joe Reilly
CompuServe 10: [76470,331OJ

III Macintosh
1ilD31100LX I

UE HP Calc
1lliJIEI100LX I
SOLVER TRAVEL
EQUATIONS
I wrote these Solver equations during a seven hour
drive. The first gives the
drive time remaining, the
second gives an ETA (Estimated Time of Arrival; 24hour clock, 13.38 = 1:38 pm).
Hope they're of use.
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MACINTOSH TO 95LX
COMMUNICATIONS
USING MS WORKS
MS Works contains a communications application as
well as spreadsheet, database, and word processor.
Assuming you have MS
Works, all you need to communicate to a Palmtop is an
HP serial cable and an adapter. I connect my 95LX to my
Mac with an HP 82222A
serial cable (PC Connectivity
Cable) and an a 9-pin-male
to Mac-Din-8 adapter.

Set up a Communications
document in MS Works with
the following settings: Port =
Phone, Baud = 19200, Stopbits = 1, Parity = none, and
databits =8. Set up a similar
Datacomms file on the 95LX.
Save both for future use.
When transferring data
specify Xmodem Send on the
95LX and Xmodem Receive
on the Mac.
Once you've transferred
95LX files to your Mac, you
can use the MS Works word
processor to edit your text
files and its spreadsheet
program to edit the Lotus
spreadsheets.
Igor Pool
Wellington, New Zealand
[MS Works also comes in
PC versions and it may also
be possible to communicate
with your desktop PC using
this tip.
Although this tip was not
tested on the 100LX, it's
probably valid there also. Igor
used the old 95LX PC Connectivity Cable. The new
cable (part number HP F1015A, price $24.95) works on
both the 95LX and 100LX.
You could use the HP Mac
Connectivity Cable (HP F1021A, price $24.95) instead of
the PC cable and avoid the
additional adapter - Rich.]

DMisc
1i1D3I1100LX I
WILL AIRPORT X-RAYS
DAMAGE THE PALMTOP?
The HP 100LX is too new for
extensive experience with
X-ray machines, but the
95LX goes through X-ray
machines with no problems.
Any computer should be able
to go through the X-ray machine. X-rays don't do anything to microcircuits. The
only computer-related risk
from X-ray machines is for
magnetic media, and that
has nothing to do with Xrays. X-ray machines use
electromagnets to focus their
beam, and magnetic fields
can affect disks. For most
X-ray machines, however,
the magnetic field is stronger

outside the machine than
inside. It's usually safe to put
a computer or diskettes
through the machine, but
keep them away from the
sides of the machine on the
outside.
Larry Finch
CompuServe 10: [73677,3414J
1100lX I

RE-MAP THE
100LX KEYBOARD
KEY100.ZIP II written by
Andy Gryc of HP, is a TSR
(Terminate and Stay Resident) program for HP 100LX
that allows you to re-map the
keyboard and to create keyboard macros. It will not work
on the HP 95LX since it uses
hardware capabilities specific
to the HP 100LX.
The keyboard macro feature can add some of 95Buddy's features to the 100LX.
For example, to simplify
paging through lots of text,
you can make the Fn key
sticky while using PgUp or
PgDn. After pressing ~
I < Down > I once, you can continue to press I < Down > I without pressing ~ again.
The documentation for
KEY100 shows you how
these work.
Steve Roth
CompuServe 10: [76450,254J
[KEY100 II macros work
in ~OS, system macros
don't. KEY100 also lets you
override the standard blue
key assignments, e.g. cc:
Mail.
However, from the user's
point of view, system macros
are just as key-stroke efficient. System macros are far
easier to modify than KEY100 macros, and they do not
have any unexpected side
effects as KEY100 macros
can. KEY100.00C iii on the
1993 Subscribers Disk contains more KEY100 tips and
sample macros.
For those interested in
redefining your keyboard for
foreign character sets see
KEYBEZ. 100 in the 0:1 BIN
directory of your 100LX, and
look at Appendix E in the

100LX User's Guide Keefe.]

Ed

1E!31100lX I

TIGER FOX,
HEARTS & BONES
WORK ON THE 100LX
I copied both games from my
old HP 95LX to my new HP
100LX; they are TF .EXM
and HB.EXM. They both
work fine on the 100LX. Of
course, as EXM's, they each
need to be loaded as an
application in the APPMGR,
then assigned to a hot-key.
Steven Keyes
CompuServe 10: [71162, 1375J
1E!31100lX I

SEAL PCMCIA SLOT
WITH MEMORY CARD
The HP Palmtops should do
better in harsh environments
than any other palmtop you
can get, but they are not as
sealed as other HP handhelds. I recommend that you
keep a PCMCIA card in the
memory card slot; that will
seal the connector.
Ted Dickens (HP Forums Sysop)
CompuServe 10: [76701,272J
1E!31100lX I

RADIATION FROM THE
100LX? "ENQUIRING
MINDS WANT TO KNOW"
Because of the concern
about radiation from cellular
phones some people have
been wondering about the
potential risks with the HP
palmtops. So, I asked a
Health Physicist friend to
take some nonionizing radiation measurements on my
HP 100LX. The measurements were taken with a
Holaday Instruments HI 3600
Survey Meter with VDT
probe. We use this to make
VDT electric field and magnetic field measurements.
Measurements were made
with the HP 100LX on and
off, with the case open and
closed. All measurements
were taken right next to the
100LX, so they are the worst
case. The results were as
follows:
Electric field :
HP open -

~~~365~/~/~E~n ;

HP closed -

4 - 4 . 5 Vim

Magnetic Field , case closed :
On , front1.7-2 . 0 mAim
On , back1. 9 -3 . 25 mAim
Off 1. 5 mAim

These are very low levels.
For example, there are 80
mAim per milligauss, so the
100LX is putting out a maximum of 0.04 milligauss. The
American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists recommends exposures be maintained below 1
gauss for alternating fields
and less than 10 gauss for
static magnetic fields, to
prevent interference with
pacemakers.
We also looked at total
energy density next to the
100LX. There was no measurable energy with the unit
off and only 0.07 mW/cm2
with the unit on. This is extremely low.
Michael Blotzer
CompuServe 10: [75366,3463J
1ilD3I1100LX I
SEVERE TEMPERATURE
AFFECTS THE PALMTOP
SCREEN
All LCD's (Liquid Crystal
Displays) are thermally sensitive. If you get one hot
enough, the display will become solid black. Conversely, if you get it too cold, it
may not work at all until it
heats up. Nothing to worry
about most of the time, but it
is possible to crack a display
by freezing it.
David J. Marsh
CompuServe 10: [70750,3146J

applications can still be accessed while the Dictionary/Thesaurus card is inserted,
by running them from the
Applications Manager.
3. The DictionarylThesaurus
card actually has a full copy
of the HP 95LX MEMO application, and that is what actually runs when you spell
check a document. Because
of this, you can only spell
check ASCII files. To spell
check a formatted document
that was created in the
1OOLX MEMO application (ie,
a document containing
BOLD, UNDERLINE, OUTLINE, HEADER, FOOTER,
etc) you'd have to save the
document to a second file as
ASCII, and then read that
ASCII version of the file into
the Dictionary/Thesaurus
95LX version of MEMO.
Everett Kaser
CompuServe 10: [70662,2540J

miSetUp
mg100lX I

CHANGE THE AUTOMATIC
TIMEOUT ON THE 100LX?
The HP 100LX automatically
turns itself off after three minutes if you leave it on and do
not press any keys. You can
,a
use TIMEOUT.COM
timeout program written for
the 95LX, to set a new timeout duration on the 100LX.
Mark Scardina [TeamHPJ
CompuServe 10: [76711,732J

DOD

1100lX I

THE HP DlCTIONARYI
THESAURUS CARD
WORKS IN THE 100LX
The programs on the HP
95LX DictionarylThesaurus
card are stand-alone programs and work "reasonably"
well in the 100LX. However,
note the following points:
1. All the programs run in the
40 column display mode.
2. They take over the
MEMO, CTRL-MEMO, and
ALT-MEMO keys, thus disabling the 100LX MEMO and
NOTETAKER hotkeys. The
100LX Memo and Notetaker

Shareware Mentioned
in Quick Tips
On the HP Palmtop
Paper ON DISK
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS
·CIS

HPWK1.ZIP - MlJ 92
ALARMS.ZIP - SIO 93
MUSLX,EXE - 93 PwrDsk
GDBFORMT.TXT - SIO 93
TRAVEL.EON - SIO 93
KEY100.ZIP - 93 PwrDsk
TIMEOUT - 92 SubDisk

·CIS - Also available in the HP
Handhelds forum of CompuServe.

AOL - Many of these files may be
found on American Online in the
Palmtop Library (keyword Palmtop).
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HOW TO CONTACT US
There are a number of ways to get
in touch with The HP Palmtop Paper
staff. You can write; mail us a dIsk
with your comments' send CompuServe mail; fax; or call. Our mailing
address and contact information is:
Thaddeus Computing, Inc.,
P.O. Box 869 or 57 E. Broadway,
Fairfield IA 52556 U.S.A.
Phone: 515-472-6330 or 800-373-6114;
Fax #:515-472-1879;
CIS 10: Hal Goldstein, [75300,2443]

To advertise in The HP Palmtop paper, contact Brian Teitzman or Margaret Martin.
To subscribe, change address, or
clear up any problem with your
subscription, contact our subscription department (Director Sharon
Dilmore).

Technical Support
HP Tech-':lical Support - HP offers
these options:
• FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- is
offered to all PalmtojJ users and is
available I:>Y calling503-757-2004.
• FREE AUTOMATED SUPPORTis offered 24 hours a day by calling
800-443-1254.
• REQUEST FAXED OR MAILED
INFORMATION - 800-752-0900.

Products Advertised in The HP Palmtop Paper
Company

Product [Phone/Fax numbers)

iji~I~;'
ATS
Banner Blue
Chaplet

g~;~~~Ro~mt~i~rs
CSS
Databook
E&B
EduCALC
EI Dorado
E M Alternatives
EMBARC/Motorola
Enhance Memory Products
Extended Systems
6enus Software
Greenwich Instruments
IntelliLink
Interloop
Lighthouse
MacroMed
Mirical Corp
New Media
PSI Internet
QA Systems
Simple Tech
Steele Creek

:::~~~ake

Thaddeus Computing
Walker Richer & Quinn
Widget

Page number

BATTman Battery Monitoring Software) .. [800·825·9977; Fax: 408428·9721) .. 40
Classic Lunar Lander) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45
DoubleCard / DoubleSlash RAM Memory Cards) ................... back cover
SWITCH!) ................................... ... .. .. ...... .. ... 44

ACE

:::::.::::::.:::::::.:.::::.:.:. . :~

AppMAN!) ...... .. ........... • ...................... inside front cover
Travel Light, mobile office) ... . ... • . ... [800-4514242; Fax: 508-393-95O~ ,, 42
Movie Guide)
[510-794-6850; Fax: 510-7954488 .. 29
Ego Fax/Modem)
[800-308-3388; Fax: 408-732-795
.. 2
Ego RAM Card Plus ACT!) . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. inside back cover
Buy/sell used HP Equipment) ...... • ... !515472_0383; Fax: 515472-039i " 48
Leather Case) ................. • ... 608-752-1537, Fax. 608-752-9548 .. 19
Environmental Case) .. .. ........ . ... 800-733-5017; Fax: 503-752-703 .. 23
Memory Card Drive) ... . .. . . . .. . . • ... 716-889-4204; Fax: 716-889-2593 .. 14
Leather Cases) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 800-896-2273; Fax: 916-782-9306 .. 46
95LX Accessories Catalog) . . . ... . . .. . . 800-677-7001; Fax: 714-582-1445 .. 11
95LX & Accessories) ................ 800-227-8292; Fax: 415494-1995 .. 31
PALMTOXIPEDSTAT) ............... 800-258-2550, Fax. 414-241-8514 . . 19
EMBARC service) .............. [800-36 -2724 ext.425; Fax: 801-578-137 ) . . 1
Flash Cards) ...................... [800-343-0100; Fax: 818_343_1431" 40
JetEye, infrared printing) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. [800-235-7576; Fax: 406-587-9170 .. 23
Ulllttles) ......................................: . ". [801487-622 .. 25
Senal-to-Parallel converter) . . . . . . . . . . .. 8004764070, Fax. 104-335-870 .. 31
Windows/95-100LX Connectivity Software). 603-888-0666; Fax: 603-888-981 .. 15
Double Header; HPIL Interface) . . . . . . . .. 408-922-0520; Fax: 408-922-0545 .. 47
Pocket Sales Force) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 714-850-1767; Fax: 714-850-0843 . . 29
Curve Fit) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 800-848-8726; Fax: 310-9454764 .. 47
Personal Food Analyst) . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. 800-732-7707; Fax: 719-598-5790 . . 15
Palm Modem! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800-227-3748; Fax: 714453-0114 . . 21

~I~~~~~rd~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::: ~g

E-mail software) .............. [703-620-6651; Fax back info 800-793-2979j ,,9
QA Palm custom database builder) ....... [800-945-1717; F~: 212-599-2614 .. 6
Memory cards) ..................... [714-558-1120, Fax. 714-542-861~ " 18
Accessories) ..................................... [704-588-1780 .. 27
T-Star aviation software) .... . • .... • ............ [Ph/Fax: 318-989-8700 .. 23
PC Card Software) .................. [612-229-6260, Fax. 612-566-672 .. 24
Transparent Language) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
HP Palmtop Paper) ................... [800-373-6114; Fax:515472-1879) .. 8
HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK) . . ... . ... . .............. . ..... . ........ 49
Advertise in the Palmtop Paper) ..................................... 47
RefJection-To-Go) . . . . . . . . . . .. \206-324-0407; Fax: 206-322-81511 .. 35,37,39,41
Paralink 3 Ser/Par Adapter) . . . . [0 144-438-815444; Fax: 011-44439-815222) .. 38

On-Line Support - offered by these
bulletin board services.
• COMPUSERVE GO HPHAND
FORUM - Call 800-848-8199 or 614457-0802: For FREE membership
state #231.
• AMERICA ON LINE Keyword
PALMTOP - Call 800-227-6364 or
703-893-6288 for membership information. You can also contact Craig
de Fasselle 76500,1440 or Jeff Zorn
71165,1650 on CompuServe for
AOL membership info. AOL offers
FREE membership options.

How to submit an article
The richness of The HP Palmtop
Paeer comes from the contributions
of Palmtop PC users. We and your
fellow users welcome your submissions. (We do not offer pay:ment for
articles; your reward IS knowing
that_you've helped others.)
If you have a good idea and
want to "go for it,' send it in via
CompuServe E-Mail [75300,2443] or
send disk or hard COfY to Hal
Goldstein or Rich Hall a lhe above
address. Alternatively you can send
an outline of your idea. We will try
to guide you as to when ana
whelher we would use the article
and contact you if we need clarification or have any suggestions. We
may want to use an afhcle but for a
vanety of reasons you may not see
it for many montlis. Please understand that we cannot promise to
run any particular article.
If you can, especially if you
write a Palmtop Profile, send us a
black and white photo of yourself.

Software on The HP Palmtop Paper ON DISK (September/October 1993)
Product
AWK.ZIP
FREYJA21.ZIP
H.COM
MESSG.ZIP
TAXES93.ZIP
VR.ZIP
VRTEXTS.ZIP
HPHLlB.ZIP
BUGLE.ZIP
PIANOMAN.ZIP
REVER4.ZIP
P

Function
Application: High level programming language
Application: New version 01 P9Pular text edifor
Application: HP Palmtop' version of TERSE/SLIM editor
Application: Automates Compuserve access
Application: Tax planner
Application: Vertical text reader
Database: Track texts read w~h FR
Database: GBD file of CIS HPHAND 100LX libraries
Game: sic
Game:
keyboard into piano
Game:
uttlanki
e
Utility: Musical alarm sou
100LX
Utili!}!: GBDUMP & GBD
r l00LX databases
Utili!}!: How to customize t e o)lCard
Utili!}!: Change colors in CPACK100
Utili!}!: Sheillo manage files
~\~~:
~~a~
ravel time
ZIPSE
. AT, HP
T and 1-7XO.PCX.
UNZIP.EXE
Utility: test version
decompress .ZIP files
GDBFORMAT.TXT Text: DescriPlion of 1
.
file format
HPALL.ZIP
Text: Desc~itions of files in all P forums of CompuServe
ADVERT.ZIP
Text: in-de desCriptions, products advertised thiS issue
PTP11.ZIP
Text: The P Palmtop P<!per, Sep.tember/October 1993
README.ZIP
Text: cover letter for HP palmtop Paper ON DISK

~

~

Shareware
Free
Shareware
Shareware
Shareware
Shareware
Free
na
Free
Shareware
Shareware
Free
Shareware
Free
Free
Shareware

28
12.38
38
12
10
23
24
na
38
22
22
54
24
39
16
23

~~:

34~8

Free
Free
na
na
na
na

na
55
na
na
na
na

Software mentioned and included in other i&"ues of The HP
Palmtop Paper On Disk or the Subscribers DIsks.
95BUDDY.EXE
ABKTL21.EXE
APLOAD.EXE
BAn95 & 100
CHESS & INVADERS
DIET.ZIP
GRIDCALC.lIP
HPTRIS.ZIP
ICON100.EXE
KEY100-LX.EXE
LHA213-LX.EXE
MULTIDAY.ZIP
MUSIC-LX.EXE
PCC.ZIP
PRGTOOL1 &2
REBEL.LZH
SNDS.ZIP
EXE
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93 PowerDiskl Utility for 95LX
MlJ 93) Appt Book UtililY
93 PowerDlsk) Application loader for l00LX
93 P
Disk) ShOws battery status of 100l)(
J/F
ompUter chess, space invaders in AG.ZIP
MIA
ile comRression rogram
J/A
program
J/F
ns
93 Power IS con
r for l00LX
93 PowerDisk Keyboa macros for the l00LX
93 PowerDisk File
ression and archiving
MlJ 93) Appt
k
93 PowerDisk) Musi
J/F 92 Personal C
r
M/J
ammers tools (contains E2M)
J/A
program
S/O
ration program
93 ower IS
aze game, version of Sokoban
92 SubDisk) tility to set auto time out
92 Subs Disk) Useful sounds
N/D 92? Appt Book utility
S/O 92 Music file in MlJS95.ZIP
M/J 93 Appt Book Utility
93 PowerDisk) File transfer utility

Shareware
Shareware
Free
Free
Shareware
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Shareware
Free
Shareware
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Shareware
Shareware
Free

22,28.38
52
44
6,22
38
51
37
38
43
22,56
22
52
22,54
30
28
51
38
22
56
38
52
38
52
22,28,38

Special Offer

Ego RAM & ACT! 95®
Join hands to bring you Hassle Free
Installation on HP95LX

& the New HPIOOLX*
PCMCIA 2.01JEIDA 4.1 Compatible
5 Year Free Battery Replacement
5 Year Product Warranty
Mail in Registration Special Goodies Offer (details inside box)
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -....,

1 YES! I'd like to order:

:

1Item #

1

(II Send me 1MB EgoRAM for HP95LX for only $179
1lI Send me 2MB EgoRAM for HP95LX for only $279
(] Send me 1MB EgoRAM & ACT!95 at a low Bundled price of: $249
UI Send me 2MB EgoRAM & ACT!95 at a low bundled price of: $349
1lI Send me ACT! 2.1 at $179 limited supply.
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ __
Shipping Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Country: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FAX:

Payment By:

0

Check enclosed (payable to Chaplet Peripherals)

o Visa

Card#

o

MasterCard
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Exp. Date: - -

Signature:
Send me the following:
Item# _ __

Qty. _ _

$ __

Item #

Qty. - -

$ --

CA residents add 8.25% sales tax

$ __

Shipping & Handling

$ __

(USA $10.00/International $20.00 )

1

Total: $ - -

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

*Order Ego RAM & ACT! 95 together at a
low bundled price, and we will pre-install
ACT! 95 for your HP Palmtops on the
Ego RAM Card.
You install ACT! 95 directly from the
Ego RAM Card.
No hassles with COM port on the host
Pc. Run ACT! directly from EgoRAM and
save 122 Kbytes of system RAM disk space.
Use EgoRAM to store & back-up data files.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

I':N~:2:: =b~~a~r~ e!:.c~o::t~li:.ry p)ea~n~t.:::u~aytime ph= :..m~. J
Call Chaplet today for turther informatIOn or your nearest local Ego RAM dIstributors

Western Micro
Tel: (800) 634-2248
FAX: (408) 255-6491

Belmont
Tel:(800) 328-2488
FAX: (612) 454-8088

EduCALC
Tel: (800) 677-7001
FAX: (714) 582-1445

Transmarco, Singapore
Tel:278-8988
FAX: 273-1156

.,-4'\"\'1.
r-naOle[
••
~l •• ',~", PERIPHERALS

252 North Wolfe Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, USA
Tel:(408) 732-7950 • FAX:(408) 732-7950

Toll free: 1·800·308·3388
ACT! 9S ill and ACT!qjl are registered trademarks of Contact Software and Symantcc Corporation. EgoRAM iII , EgoCARDiII are registered trademarks of Chaplet Peripherals.

Your Complete Solid State Storage Solution

DoubleCard
and DoubleFlash

SWITCHab/el

5 ,
-~

™

SWrrCH!

COMPATIBLE

M

Now store up to 40MB on
your HP Palmtop!
Nominated for "Product of the Year" by
Palmtop Paper, the same DoubleCard
data compression is now available as
DoubleFlash - high capacity Flash
Memory Card.
"The real beauty of using DoubleCard is that it is
truly "plug-n-play".
- Palmtop Paper

IntroduCing DoubleFlash

DoubleFlash combines the successful DoubleCard data compression
software with the latest in Flash
Memory Technology. DoubleFlash is
the result of joint development
between ACE Technologies, Sun Disk
and Stac Electronics.

Lifetime Warranty

Demonstrating our confidence in this
new technology, we are extending
DoubleCard's Lifetime Warranty policy
to all DoubleFlash products. As with all
ACE memory cards, your memory
investment is protected for life.
How do I use DoubleFlash?

What

IS

Flash Memory?

Flash Memory is a non-volatile solid
state storage technology that does
not require batteries to retain its
contents. DoubleFlash functions
much like your PC 's hard disk drive
except there are no moving parts.

The same "plug-n-play" capability of
DoubleCard has been brought to
DoubleFlash. A ROM card" is provided
to allow you to install the DoubleFlash
software in a matter of seconds.
BA TTman bUilt-In

your Palmtop. DoubieRAM uses the
same data compression driver as
DoubleCard and therefore requires no
additional memory.
Supports two DoubleFlash cards on the
95LX with "DUBLHDR" two-slot extender
by Interloop. Up to 40MB on your 95LX!
DoubleFlash and DoubleCard
DoubleCard 1M (up to 1MB)
DoubleCard 2M (up to 2MB)
DoubleCard 4M (up to 4MB) ...
DoubleFlash 3M
DoubleFlash 5M
DoubleFlash 10M
DoubleFlash 20M
DoubleFlash 40M

...... ........... A2001
...................... A2002
.. .......... ..... A2004

(up to 3MB) ................................. A3003
(up to 5MB)..
. ............... A3005
(up to 10MB) .............................. A3010
(up to 20MB) .............................. A3020
(up to 40MB) IDOl)( only ............. A3040

(Oouble C ord & DoubleFlosh ore HP O MNI80oK compatible )

Why still offer DoubleCard?

All ACE's DoubleCards are built with
ultra-low power SRAM technology.
Compared to Flash technology,
DoubleCards have much faster write
cycles and requiring less power from
your HP Palmtops.

DoubleFlash comes with built-in
BATTman battery management
software , optimized for use with Flash
technology. Now you can use all
battery technologies with DoubleFlash.

For more information Call:

1 -800-825-9977

Additional Features

DoubleFlash and DoubleCard include
the DoubieRAM utility. DoubieRAM
compresses your internal RAM disk in

ACE Technologies. Inc.

ACE Technologies. Inc. 2880 l q nker Rood. # 103 Son Jose. California 95134 U.S.A. Tel: (408) 428-9722 Fox: (408) 428-9721
' Prlces subject to Change without notice. "Price does NOT Include ROM c ard tor HP 9SLX. OoubleFlosh. OoubleCord

and DoubieRAM ore trademarks of ACE Technologies, Inc.

